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Foreword to the English edition

Although the research project reported on here dealt specifically with a 
sign language based on Swedish, it was felt that the description of the 
analysis and the results were of general interest and that, therefore, the 
report should be made available to a wider reading public, in an English 
edition.

Of necessity, frequent reference is made throughout to Swedish word 
forms, the meanings of Swedish words etc., for comparison with signs. 
We have occasionally deemed it necessary to retain the Swedish word 
alongside the English translation. At other times, an explanatory foot
note, marked *, has been added. The footnotes taken over from the 
original text are numbered.

York, May 1979 

Peter and Brita Green



Preface

The Linguistic Status of Sign Language was a project conducted at the 
Department of Linguistics of the University of Stockholm and concluded 
at the end of 1976. The results of the research were previously published 
in five interim reports which, with certain revisions, are included in 
this final overall report.

The project was directed by Professor Bengt Sigurd, who contributed 
valuable advice and admirable patience to my conduct of the investiga
tion. For their general support and interest, I should also like to thank 
the members of the National Board of Education Sign-Language Com
mittee, Lars Wilhelmson of the Board, and my colleagues, in particular 
the members of National Board of Education project Early Linguistic 
Cognitive Development in the Deaf and Very Hard-of-Hearing.

Blidö—Stockholm 
30 November 1976 

Brita Bergman



Brief history

People who come into contact with sign language commonly ask “Where 
does sign language come from?", and almost as commonly the answer is 
“France". That France is often given credit for being the original home 
of sign language is partly explained by the fact that it was there that 
the first formal education of the deaf took place, when the Abbé de 
l’Epée set up a school for the deaf in Paris in the 1770’s. Before his 
time there had been sporadic attempts to teach the deaf, but de l’Epée 
was a pioneer in that he used sign language in his teaching, a method 
which soon came to be known as the “manual method” or “French 
method”. We must not, however, draw the conclusion that de l’Epée 
was also the inventor of sign language. He started out from the sign- 
language communication his pupils used among themselves, creating 
with them new signs for concepts and words that lacked signs.

Our introductory question about the origin of sign language is prob
ably also wrongly phrased. There are good reasons for believing that it 
would be more appropriate to ask about the origins of sign languages, 
thus assuming that the various sign languages of the world came about 
independently of each other in different places wherever there were 
deaf people. It is true that in order to spread his method de l’Epée 
trained teachers from other countries, who set up deaf schools on 
their return home. But it was a teaching method that they imported 
rather than a complete sign language. Certainly, odd signs were spread 
by these teachers from France to other countries, but just as there was 
a sign language among the deaf in France when de l'Epée began his 
teaching, it must also be assumed that there was communication by 
signs among the deaf in other countries.

Those who claim that France was the original home of sign language 
like to argue that they have further proof in something usually referred 
to as “the inverted word order of French”. They are referring to the 
fact that French normally places the adjective after the noun, a word 
order regarded as normal in sign language too. To conclude from that 
that (the Swedish) sign language originally came from France, is to 
give too much weight to a single common feature in two otherwise es
sentially different languages.

The earliest evidence of sign language in Sweden is found in the 
records of the Academy of Science for 1759, and is part of a descrip-



tion of Ålhem parish written by Anders Vijkström, a teacher at Kalmar 
Grammar School:

“Finally, 1 must not omit to mention the fact that in this parish was 
born, and lives, a man named Lars Nilsson, who has been deaf and dumb 
from birth but who can nevertheless, in his way, read and write—this 
latter he does rather neatly—and also add up and subtract. When asked 
in signs how old he is, he writes down his year of birth, 1704, and works 
out his age by ordinary subtraction. He claims to have taught himself, 
and nobody knows otherwise. He also conveys his thoughts well by 
signs, as dumb people often do, particularly to those who are used to 
him;. . .” (Tidskrift för döfstumskolan—Journal of the School for the 
Deaf-Mute, 1882, vol. 3, nos 4—5.)

This was written as long ago as 1759—before de l’Epée had started his 
teaching, and fifty years before the teaching of the deaf in Sweden 
began.

At the beginning of the 19th century several attempts were made in 
Sweden to teach the deaf. G. A. Silfverstolpe “spoke to his pupils 
through signs” (Prawitz, 1913), but the main figure is Per Aron Borg, 
who is justifiably regarded as the founder of the teaching of the deaf 
in Sweden. Borg began to teach deaf and blind pupils in 1808, and four 
years later he began work at the new General Institute for the Deaf- 
Mute and the Blind—now known as the Manilla School—in Stockholm. 
Borg’s manuscripts have been preserved at the Royal Library in Stock
holm. Under the title The Life of de l’Epée is to be found the following 
passage about sign language:

. . the language or, more correctly, the foundation for a language 
which has existed as long as there have been deaf and dumb people in 
the world, which is their natural language and which they would never 
abandon even if they were in full possession of the written and spoken 
language; I mean the Natural Sign Language.” (Manuscript 0.35)

Borg here lends support to the supposition that sign-language commu
nication existed before the teaching of the deaf began.

Borg himself used sign language in his teaching, starting out from the 
sign language his pupils already possessed. A timetable of 1810 shows 
that he even taught sign language: “The deaf-mute practise hand lan
guage.’’ Sign language is also mentioned on a timetable of 1828 (when 
Borg had returned from a five-year stay in Portugal): “All pupils prac
tise together in order to gain uniformity of sign language and facial ex
pression.’’ It is interesting to note how sign language was a goal in itself 
here, how the pupils’ native language was cultivated.

Borg did not belong to the group of foreign teachers who had been 
trained by de l’Epée. If he had done, he would have been the natural 
intermediary between the French sign language and the Swedish. That 
is not, however, the case. There is no reason to assume that the Swedish 
sign language originated anywhere other than among the deaf them
selves in Sweden.



Borg’s interest in teaching the deaf was, however, indirectly attribu
table to de l’Epée. Borg’s son Ossian shows this in the periodical Ddfstum- 
vännen—The Deaf-Mute’s Friend—in 1876 (vol. 1, no. 3):

“. . . Chance also played its part in changing his career. One evening 
Borg went to the Opera in Stockholm and saw a play which depicted 
the Abbé de l'Epée picking up a ragged deaf-mute boy whom he found 
wandering about on the highway in France, and whose mental abilities 
he developed marvellously, restoring to him the rights he had been 
deprived of.’’

Silfverstolpe is also assumed to have seen this play by Bouilly, which in 
the Swedish translation was called The Abbé de l’Epée or the Deaf- 
Mute.

Later, Borg read de l’Epée’s book on the teaching of the deaf. This 
is evident from the fact that he translated a number of passages from de 
l’Epée in his own writings. He praised de l’Epée’s method in using sign 
language in his teaching, and also expressed his great admiration for 
him in his In Memory of the Abbé de l’Epée (1818).

We do not know what Borg’s and his pupils’ sign language looked like. 
However, it is safe to assume that the start of formal teaching of the 
deaf meant much for the development of sign language, if only through 
the simple fact that a large group of deaf people had the opportunity to 
meet. Through education their knowledge increased, and that too is 
likely to have speeded the development by necessitating new means of 
expression and a wider range of signs.

Apart from deaf schools, associations for the deaf are the most im
portant institutions for the continued existence and development of sign 
language. Before the deaf schools, the conditions hardly existed for the 
formation of associations, but the need for a meeting-point was strength
ened at school. The first association for the deaf (Döfstumföreningen i 
Stockholm) was founded in the 1860’s on the initiative of the feminist 
and writer Fredrika Bremer and others.

SIGN LANGUAGE QUERIED

In communication between the deaf, sign language is the only natural 
language, a fact which was also accepted in the early teaching of the 
deaf. But even during de l’Epée’s lifetime, the French method was 
challenged by the German teacher Samuel Heinicke, who favoured a 
purely oral method, also known as the “speech method” or “German 
method”. Heinicke banned all use of sign language at his school, not 
only during lessons but also among the pupils themselves outside lessons. 
His aim was to force his pupils to use only speech communication. De 
l’Epée, and his successor Sicard, engaged in a fierce debate with 
Heinicke, which was followed with interest throughout Europe. In the 
end, Heinicke can be said to have carried the day, in that the oral 
method was unanimously adopted at the Congress for Teachers of the 
Deaf in Milan in 1880, and even today it has a strong foothold in most



European countries. However, the debate has continued, often in very 
harsh terms, and it is a constantly recurring theme in the whole history 
of deaf teaching.

How can a question of method be allowed to grow to such propor
tions? If one follows the debate in, for example, periodicals for the deaf 
and for teachers of the deaf, one realises that it is not really a question 
of a teaching method but rather of a method of communication, i.e. 
which language is to be used for communication during lessons. That 
this, in turn, is a problem is, of course, connected with the effect of 
deafness on the learning of language. Absence of hearing means that 
there is no spontaneous learning of speech. Hearing people get language 
for free, so to speak, during early childhood, whereas deaf people re
quire special tuition in both spoken and written language. The biggest 
problem for the deaf school, then, is: how can the deaf best be taught 
the language of the world outside in its spoken and written form? It is 
against this background that the controversy between the oral and 
manual methods should be seen.

Ever since the Milan resolution, organisations for the deaf have been 
working for the réintroduction of sign language into the teaching in 
deaf schools. At Scandinavian congresses for the deaf, for instance, 
resolutions to this effect have been passed on several occasions, though 
without result.

The technical advances which benefited the teaching of the deaf in 
the 1950’s led to a further weakening of the status of sign language. 
New possibilities of sound amplification led to the discovery that people 
who had earlier been considered deaf could be made to react to sounds. 
In the excitement that followed, the mistaken conclusion was drawn 
that all “deaf” people probably had some residual hearing. Sign lan
guage could therefore be considered redundant.

Auditory training and lip-reading acquired a prominent position, and 
even if sign language was never actually forbidden by the education 
authorities, many deaf people felt that, in practice, it was. The official 
view of sign language is clearly reflected in The Development of Lan
guage and Speech in the Deaf Child (SOU* 1955:20):

“Sign language differs from the speech of the hearing through great 
deviations in syntactic structure and is therefore a strong hindrance in 
the child’s acquisition of speech.’’ We read further that sign language 
is normally used “only in the teaching of children of very low ability”.

The great expectations of the fifties were not realised. The results can
not be claimed to be in proportion to the large sums of money and the 
effort that were invested in the teaching. Towards the middle of the 
sixties there was, in consequence, a growing interest in alternative 
methods of work and communication, and with it came a more open- 
minded attitude towards sign language. This is reflected in the National 
Syllabus for the Compulsory Comprehensive School, Special Schools

* SOU=Statens offentliga utredningar: official reports by experts or committees.



Section (Lgr 69 II.Spsk), where tuition in sign language is suggested as 
a part of the subject Swedish in the last three years of compulsory 
schooling—“pupils being allowed to opt out, if they so wish”. The same 
syllabus (which is in current use) further states that sign language as a 
means of communication can uonly be accepted on the condition that 
it accompanies speech”.

Towards the end of the sixties, the Swedish National Association of 
the Deaf (SDR) intensified its efforts to get sign language accepted 
both by parents of deaf children (more than 90 % of all deaf children 
have hearing parents) and at nursery school and all stages of the special 
school. A sign-language committee was set up whose main task it was 
to compile a manual of signs for the fast-growing number of sign-lan
guage courses.

The work of the sign-language committee gave rise in practice to a 
language that deviated strongly from genuine sign language. In the next 
section, differences and similarities between the two languages are dis
cussed and the development of the new sign language is described, pro
viding the background for the research project which is presented in 
the remaining chapters.



The two sign languages

Language can be defined from several different starting points. A 
functional definition, for instance, would be based on the uses a lan
guage is put to—language as a means of communication. Another way 
of looking at language is to investigate its form and describe how it is 
constructed. It is a description of this kind that we shall be using here. 
A very simple definition might then be phrased in the following way: 
language consists of a set of symbols, which are combined into sentences 
according to certain rules.

The symbol in oral language is the word, in its spoken or written 
form. Instead of pointing to, or fetching, a desk, we can use the lin
guistic symbol desk when we want to refer to it. The linguistic symbols 
are combined into larger units, such as phrases, clauses and sentences, 
according to certain rules, which are applied automatically by anyone 
who has mastered the language. Even if the language user is unable to 
formulate the rule that the sentence Have played bowls you? violates, 
he still has intuitive knowledge about it and can replace the wrong sen
tence with the grammatically correct Have you played bowls?.

Signs can be compared to words in that they are the symbols of sign 
language. When these symbols, too, are combined into sentences, there 
are rules which are applied in the same subconscious way as the syntac
tical rules of oral language. As we shall see, the two Swedish sign lan
guages differ in both these aspects, i.e. in the choice of signs and in the 
sentence-formation rules.

The expression “sign language“ had only one meaning up to the end 
of the sixties and was approximately synonymous with what is also 
called in Sweden the “gesture language” or what is known interna
tionally as the Swedish sign language. Here, sign language will be used 
as the generic term and we shall be dealing with two different sign lan
guages, the Swedish sign language (SSL) and Signed Swedish. (The 
discussion in the introductory chapter on the origins of the sign language 
and its role in teaching concerned SSL and not Signed Swedish. The 
terminology is discussed further on pages 18—19.)



SWEDISH SIGN LANGUAGE (SSL)

By SSL is meant the unstandardised Swedish sign language of largely 
spontaneous origin which can be traced back at least to the middle of 
the eighteenth century. It has also been called the native language of 
the deaf, as it is the language deaf people acquire without any special 
tuition if it is used around them. Certain dialectal differences can be 
discerned in SSL, and every deaf school has its characteristic sign vo
cabulary. How the dialects differ from each other has not been investi
gated, but it is likely to be more in the choice of signs than in sentence 
formation.

SSL is not related to the Swedish language in the way that, say, 
Danish or German is. However, it does bear great similarities to sign 
languages in other countries.

The linguistic symbols in SSL are called both signs and gestures. It is 
important to point out, however, that they are not two different kinds 
of linguistic symbol. People often try to make a distinction between 
sign and gesture and look upon them as two different types of manual 
symbol. The gesture is regarded as different from the sign in that it 
corresponds to several words or an abbreviated sentence. What is wrong 
with that argument is that the linguistic symbols have been classified ac
cording to how they are translated into another language, i.e. because 
the so-called gestures have no direct word equivalents, they are assumed 
to constitute a class of their own. This misconception may be partly 
ascribed to the (mistaken) view of SSL as a manual representation of 
Swedish. This also accounts for the tendency to see the signs as symbols 
for words, which of course they are not—they are linguistic symbols in 
their own right, in the same way as the words of English or Swedish 
are. Within SSL itself, or in a description of it, there is no reason to 
treat the so-called gestures separately. They function in the same way as 
the signs that happen to have more exact Swedish translations, and are 
just as precise or imprecise in their meaning and function as other signs 
or words.

Another not uncommon view of signs is that, as linguistic symbols, 
they are inferior to the symbols of oral languages, the words. This view 
stems from the simple fact that many signs (often called “natural 
signs”) are influenced by what they symbolise, often to the extent that 
even people who do not know the language can interpret them. But all 
too far-reaching conclusions have been drawn from this fact, as for 
instance in the article on SSL in the (Swedish) Psychological-Peda
gogical Encyclopedia (1956):

“The main characteristic of sign language is its perspicuity. But that is 
also its limitation, in that it is best suited to express the concrete, 
whereas the abstract in its higher forms cannot be expressed in this 
way. ’ '

Johan Prawitz, who had a much greater insight into linguistic problems, 
discussed this question as far back as 1918 in his book The Deaf-Mute 
and his Language Tuition. In the chapter dealing with sign language he



takes issue with the Dane Georg Jörgensen, who maintained “that sign 
language does not allow abstractions and thus forces the deaf-mute to 
think in concrete terms”. Prawitz’ refutation of this deserves to be 
quoted in full:

“As regards the first of these two remarks, the alleged inability of sign 
language to support abstract thinking, this assertion seems to me to 
betray a lack of understanding of the nature of language. The ability 
to form abstract thoughts is a prerequisite for the emergence of lan
guage. The word or the gesture after all is only the name for the 
generalisation or concept arrived at through abstraction and epitomisa- 
tion. Whether this name is spoken or signed, understood through the 
sense of hearing or sight, makes no difference to the abstraction. 
Whether someone speaks the sentence ‘Lying is a sin’, or expresses the 
same sentence in gestures, exactly the same degree of abstract thinking 
is needed in both cases. It must not be believed that a deaf-mute who 
signs the sentence has to think of a certain lie that a particular person 
on a specific occasion has been guilty of, in other words has to think 
only in concrete terms. The deaf-mute using sign language and the man 
with all his senses using speech have in essence the same thoughts. It 
is only in form that their thoughts are different.”

It could hardly have been expressed more concisely!
SSL, then, in common with other languages, has a set of symbols, 

signs, and they are combined into utterances according to certain rules. 
An example of such a rule was mentioned above: post-posed qualifiers. 
However, there is at present no description of the grammar of SSL, 
and our knowledge, for instance, of the rules governing the combining of 
signs into sentences is very limited. People who know this sign lan
guage know the rules in an intuitive way and use them when signing, 
but they have still to be described.

Even a very superficial comparison with the Swedish language reveals 
that SSL and Swedish are two completely different languages. The 
symbols have different forms, the words being sequences of sounds (or 
of letters in the written language), whilst the signs are manually pro
duced. The meanings connected with the words and the signs are not al
ways the same, the word sometimes having a narrower, sometimes a 
wider, meaning than the sign. The rules for sentence formation are also 
different for the two languages.

There is nothing remarkable about two languages being different, but 
the differences that exist between Swedish and SSL have led to an unfair 
treatment of the latter. The two languages have been compared on 
Swedish terms and thus the main interest has been in seeing how SSL 
“deviates” from Swedish (see, for instance, the quotation on page 9 from 
SOLI 1955:20). Usually, a smaller number of signs than words are re
quired to express the same content. Laymen have interpreted this as 
meaning that SSL is an abbreviated language; the term “telegram lan
guage” has also been used. The sentence Have you played bowls? re
quires only three signs in SSL. This does not mean that the signed sen



tence is an abbreviated Swedish sentence: it illustrates how words and 
signs may cover different semantic areas. What Swedish has two sym
bols for (play bowls) is covered by one sign.

It is not only the number but also the order of symbols which makes 
the languages different. If we allow written words to stand for the signs, 
the signed sentence may be rendered had* play-bowls you? However, 
it is inappropriate to use words as symbols for signs, because it leads the 
reader to regard SSL as abbreviated or bad Swedish.—The correct 
translation of the signed sentence is of course not Had play-bowls you?, 
because that is not a sentence; it is Have you played bowls?.

Because of the differences on several linguistic levels between SSL 
and Swedish, SSL has been seen as retarding, or even damaging, the 
deaf child’s acquisition of Swedish. (Jorgensen, quoted above, called it 
“a cancer in the teaching of the deaf”.) People have pointed to the 
fact that, when deaf pupils write, they do not use the correct word 
order but tend to write as they sign. This is hardly surprising, as the 
children have not yet learnt Swedish sentence structure. Instead of just 
guessing and combining the words in a haphazard way, they use the 
only sentence-structure rules they know and order the words in ac
cordance with the syntax of SSL.

It is still a commonly held view that SSL is one of the main reasons 
that deaf children rarely learn Swedish to the same degree as hearing 
children. It is interesting to see how the blame is put on the child’s 
sign language and how, in general, there is no tendency to question the 
teaching of Swedish or the means of communication. There is, in 
actual fact, every reason to believe that the influence of SSL on the 
learning of Swedish is of a positive nature, since the child, through its 
sign language, has attained a certain level of concept formation and 
language development, and is acquiring new knowledge through this 
language. In view of the findings of educational research and research 
into bilingualism in the last decade, the time seems ripe to take advan
tage of the children’s ability to communicate linguistically as a basis 
for teaching and language learning.

The justification for referring here to theories about SSL and its 
significance for learning Swedish is that the reader needs to be aware 
of them in order to understand why the other sign language came 
about. The theories that have been held about SSL are very much part 
of the background to the development of Signed Swedish.

SIGNED SWEDISH

In 1970 the Swedish National Association of the Deaf set up a nine- 
member committee to produce, as quickly as possible, a manageable 
sign handbook for the growing number of sign-language courses. The

* The past participle.



committee was selected to represent the different dialect (school) areas 
of SSL, and consisted of three deaf and six hearing members. They 
have not given any account of the guidelines they worked to, hut by 
studying the Sign Dictionary (Teckenordbok, 1971), it is possible to get 
an approximate idea of the basic principles.

What is obvious is that, right from the start, the committee had 
their sights set on the Swedish language. For instance, instead of taking 
an inventory of the existing sign vocabulary, they chose to start from 
Swedish words. The first task undertaken was to go through the Swedish 
Academy Wordlist in order to get at the words for which there were 
signs. These were listed along with the words which, it was considered, 
ought to have equivalent signs, and this list was then the starting point 
for further work. If a word turned out to have several sign equivalents, 
only one was chosen for inclusion in the dictionary—the committee’s 
task was “to standardise this language, i.e. to select the signs that were 
considered best and had the widest currency in the country’’. (Preface 
to the Sign Dictionary.) There is no discussion of what criteria were 
used to decide what makes a sign “best”. But it is clear from the above 
quotation that one of the aims was standardisation. The idea was that, 
if the dictionary was used in all sign-language teaching, then pupils all 
over the country would acquire the same sign vocabulary. It was also 
hoped that this sign language would become the accepted means of 
communication in the teaching of the deaf, and in this way the school 
would in the long run contribute to giving the deaf a uniform sign lan
guage, a national sign language.

These in themselves worthy aims have sometimes been misinterpreted, 
in that standardisation enthusiasts, including sign-language teachers, 
have claimed that only the signs found in the dictionary are correct, and 
sign synonyms and local variants have been branded as wrong. Attitudes 
have softened somewhat since the beginning of the seventies, but it is 
still not out of place to point out that effective communication is more 
important than a precise choice of sign.

Parallel to the standardisation aim, the committee also worked to
wards a greater adaptation to Swedish on the basic principle of one 
word : one sign. This has repercussions at several linguistic levels—on 
the choice of symbol and on sentence structure. It means, for instance, 
that word and sign are to be used simultaneously, i.e. one is supposed 
to speak and sign at the same time. (A similar adaptation of sign lan
guage to the spoken language is found in the USA, where this means 
of communication is referred to as the “simultaneous” or “combined” 
method.) The simultaneous occurrence of word and sign means that the 
sentence-structure rules of the sign language are replaced by the rules of 
Swedish language. In Signed Swedish the starting point is spoken Swedish 
and the signs are secondary.

Another result of the principle one word : one sign, and it is partly 
connected with the standardisation aim, is that a word must always be 
accompanied by one and the same sign. The sign thus becomes the 
symbol for that word, and the use and meaning of the sign in SSL,



where it originated, are not always taken into account (see further the 
example on page 17).

One word : one sign also implies that for every word spoken a sign 
must be made. This meant that the committee had to create new signs, 
particularly for grammatical words of high frequency, such as preposi
tions, conjunctions and adverbs. They even went below the word level 
and created new signs, or reshaped existing signs, to be used together 
with certain inflexions (see Sign inflexion, page 126 ff).—'The signs in 
SSL called gestures, which according to the usual definition correspond 
to several words or abbreviated sentences, are not included in the dic
tionary, since they do not adhere to the principle one word : one sign.

The question is why all these far-reaching changes resulted from the 
work of the committee. Its task was to standardise the sign language, 
something which is perfectly possible without it being done on Swedish- 
language terms. There are several reasons for the adaptation to Swedish 
which nevertheless resulted, all of which are connected, in varying de
grees, with theories about SSL and its role in the teaching of the deaf. 
Adapting the ordering of signs to Swedish word order is supposed to 
result in pupils learning Swedish with greater ease. We know that the 
syntactic rules of SSL turn up in their written Swedish, and so, by 
analogy, children who grow up with Signed Swedish should instead be 
influenced to use the correct word order.

Another advantage that Signed Swedish is supposed to have over SSL 
is that it is not “abbreviated”: every word is accompanied by a sign. In 
response to the criticism of the alleged grammatical shortcomings of 
SSL, inflexional signs were created which aim to show the inflected 
forms of Swedish words. This, too, is intended as an aid to learning 
Swedish.

Another justification of simultaneous speaking and signing is that the 
child is made conscious of the spoken language and of the importance 
of lip-reading. It has been said that, if deaf children are only signed to, 
they lose interest in spoken communication and settle down simply to 
communicating by signs. “As a means of communication in teaching, 
sign language can only he accepted on the condition that it accom
panies speech" (National Syllabus for the Compulsory Comprehensive 
School, Special Schools Section—Lgr 69 Il.Spsk).

In point after point, one can see how the committee adapted their 
work to the common view of sign language and its influence on the 
learning of Swedish, since Signed Swedish differs from SSL at exactly 
those points where SSL has been criticised.

Finally, a further reason must be mentioned for basing the sign lan
guage on Swedish. Signed Swedish was supposed to be a variety of sign 
language that was comparatively easy to learn for those who need to 
learn quickly how to communicate in signs (e.g. parents). SSL is claimed 
to be very difficult for (hearing) adults to learn; some go so far as to 
say that it is impossible. What is meant is really that it is not possible 
to learn to sign like a deaf person, i.e. without an “accent”. But of 
what other foreign-language learning do we demand that a native



speaker of the language shall not be able to discover any deviations? A 
better criterion for successful language learning is the ability to com
municate and that means that the aim for the learner is to be able to 
express himself so that he is understood by, and is himself able to 
understand, a partner in conversation. There is nothing in SSL itself to 
suggest that hearing people could not learn it. Full understanding (the 
ability to “read” signs) can be attained, whereas accent-free signing is 
probably just as difficult to achieve as total mastery of a spoken foreign 
language. What may constitute obstacles to learning are external, non- 
linguistic circumstances such as the fact that it is difficult to get enough 
practice in using the language in communication with deaf people.—It 
has not so far been possible to ascertain whether Signed Swedish really 
is easier for beginners to learn than SSL, as is usually maintained, since 
there has been no attempt to teach SSL.

TWO LANGUAGES

Is there really any justification for calling SSL and Signed Swedish two 
different languages? Both are sign languages, and in fact one is to a 
large extent developed from the other. However, if we return to the 
simple definition which states that a language consists of a set of sym
bols which are combined into sentences according to certain rules, then 
a comparison of the two languages shows that they differ in these re
spects.

As regards the symbols in the two languages, it is true that many signs 
are the same, but there are differences. Signed Swedish has newly 
created signs which do not exist in SSL, which, in its turn, has a larger 
vocabulary than Signed Swedish. Signs that are shared by the two lan
guages may only apparently be the same. In SSL there are signs of the 
type play-bowls, PLAY-THE-piANo, play-bridge, etc. For Signed Swedish, 
on the principle of one sign for every word, a sign play has been created, 
which must accompany the word play whenever it appears. As a result, 
the meaning of the sign play-bowls, as used in SSL, has been restricted 
in that the sign, as used in Signed Swedish, means only bowls. Thus, the 
fact that the same sign is found in both languages is no guarantee that 
they really are the same sign, since both meaning and function may be 
different.

When it comes to sentence structure, the differences are clearer, and 
most obvious perhaps is the difference in the number of signs used. The 
content of Have you played bowls? is conveyed by three signs in SSL 
and five in Signed Swedish (or possibly four, depending on how signs 
are defined; see the discussion in Sign formation, page 114 ff): have you 
play past-participle-sign bowls? Compared then with SSL (cf. page 
13), Signed Swedish requires more time to convey exactly the same con
tent.—Apart from the fact that one sentence has more symbols, a com
parison of the order of the signs reveals that that, too, is different. This 
supports the claim that SSL is not an abbreviated (signed) form of 
Swedish; it is quite simply a different language.



Initially, it was not fully understood just how great the differences 
were between the two ways of signing. The different signs were observed, 
but the importance of the very different sentence-structure rules was 
not appreciated. Signed Swedish was propagated through classes, which 
were generally referred to as courses in sign language. The participants 
naturally had the impression that it was the sign language of the deaf 
they were being taught. Only later did they discover that this was not 
the case, if not before, then certainly when they first attempted to 
make contact with the deaf. It had to be admitted that communication 
was not particularly successful. A person who knows only Signed 
Swedish is not in fact able to follow a conversation between two deaf 
people using their own sign language. Even if one manages to identify 
odd signs and can guess the gist of the conversation, the actual content 
is totally lost. This inability to understand was wrongly interpreted as 
meaning that “reading” sign language is difficult, without it being 
realised that the real reason was that one was up against a different sign 
language. It is the knowledge one has of a language that decides what 
one understands, i.e. how well one interprets it.

It is perhaps only in theory that a sharp dividing-line can be drawn 
between the two languages, as in actual conversation the two partners 
tend to adapt to each other as far as possible. In practice, therefore, 
one should think of a continuum along which the language users can 
move, with SSL at one end and Signed Swedish at the other. One end 
of the scale is the extreme form of Signed Swedish which includes all 
inflexional signs in accordance with the Swedish pattern. The other 
extreme is a pure sign language, free from any influence from Swedish. 
Between these two are several transitional or hybrid forms with a vary
ing number of features from the two extreme languages. One and the 
same person can have a wide register and move freely between the 
variants in his use of language, according to the situation, his conversa
tion partner, and the topic.

A deaf person's ability to understand Signed Swedish is dependent on 
his knowledge of Swedish and with it his ability to lip-read. Someone 
with only a slight knowledge of Swedish can sometimes find Signed 
Swedish utterly incomprehensible. Signed Swedish can be made some
what easier if the grammatical signs are left out. One can also omit the 
unstressed words in a spoken sentence and only sign the content words. 
“/ think that it is coffee now” is an example of signing of that kind, 
where all the words are spoken to be lip-read, but only the words in 
capitals are signed.

In a conversation between a hearing person (Signed Swedish) and a 
deaf person (SSL), the deaf person, too, may adapt his signing, and 
that usually means including features of the spoken language. Thus the 
syntax of the sign language is brought closer to the syntax of Swedish, 
which is a great help to the hearing person.

Ever since Signed Swedish was launched, several names for the two 
languages have been in use. Among them are: the old v. the new sign 
language, gesture language v. sign language, the unstandardised v. the



standardised sign language, the genuine v. the sign language adapted to 
Swedish, sign language proper v. sign Swedish. It appears that sign lan
guage is regarded as the generic term—a designation such as “the 
gesture language adapted to Swedish” is hardly conceivable. If individ
uals using sign language do not always succeed in communicating, the 
reason is that the differences are so great that we have to talk about 
two languages, and so it is necessary to have different names for them. 
The term Signed Swedish is now generally accepted. It has the advan
tage that it clearly implies that it is not a genuine sign language—in 
one sense it really is Swedish: it does not work in contacts with deaf 
people from other countries, whereas SSL does.

Before we leave the discussion about the two languages, we should 
comment briefly on an increasingly common concept in relation to sign 
languages—total communication. It is above all when sign language and 
teaching are discussed that the term is used, and the Swedish National 
Association of the Deaf has written into its programme of action a 
demand for the introduction of the total-communication method in 
schools. In Sweden, total communication has been used synonymously 
with Signed Swedish or as a term for speaking and signing simulta
neously, but for the originators of the term it covers much more than 
that. The term was coined at the Maryland School in Santa Ana, Cali
fornia, when in 1968 it was decided to include sign-language communi
cation in the teaching. At the time, total communication was defined as 
consisting of auditory training, speech, lip-reading, the manual alphabet, 
and sign language.—The sign language referred to is one of the many 
sign languages adapted to the spoken language that exist in the USA.— 
Later descriptions by the advocates of total communication have also 
included reading and writing. This leads us to draw the conclusion that 
the term is unsuitable as a description of a language. Instead, it is a 
comprehensive term for the various types of language production and 
perception considered necessary components in language teaching and 
communication in school.



Sign manuals

The literature on the Swedish sign language is scant. With the exception 
of a few articles, it consists of four manuals (sign dictionaries), all 
published during the 20th century. In them, the form and meaning of 
individual signs are described, whereas the syntax of sign language is 
hardly ever touched on.

If Per Aron Borg had completed the work he began on what he 
called Sign Lexicon (Tecken-Lexicon), we would have had a manual 
from the early part of the 19th century. In his draft, Borg started from 
Swedish words, alphabetically arranged, but he did not get beyond the 
letter A. The meaning and grammatical category of each word was 
described, but there are no descriptions of the signs, so we have no 
means of knowing how Borg intended to describe them—with illustra
tions or in words only.

Sign Language

It was not until 1916 that the first Swedish sign manual was published: 
Sign Language (Teckenspråket), which had the sub-heading “with a 
lavishly illustrated dictionary of the gesture language used by the deaf- 
mute in Sweden”. Oskar Österberg was mainly responsible for the com
pilation of the book. According to the preface, he had “acquired suf
ficient knowledge of the gesture language during seven years at the 
Manilla School for the Deaf-Mute and, after leaving the School, through 
continued association with deaf people using signs ...”

Österberg gives us the background to the writing of the book in the 
preface and also tells us that the first Scandinavian congress for the 
deaf, held in Copenhagen in 1907, resolved to “work towards a com
mon Scandinavian gesture language for the deaf-mute”. Each country 
was to begin by describing its own signs, and after a comparison had 
been made with the signs of the other countries, a selection was to be 
made for a common Scandinavian manual (which never came about). 
Österberg continues:

“Whilst waiting for the other committees to complete their work, the 
Finnish sign committee published a separate book on the Finnish sign 
language. The author’s attention was thereby drawn to the fact that the 
Swedish sign language, which has its own individuality and which by



Figure 1

Food and drink

285. Bread 286. Meat

289. Coffee 290. Sausage

287. Beer 288. Sugar

Fig. 285 Bread R.H., as shown in picture, taps L.H. two or three times. Also 
means bake. Fig. 286 Meat R.H., clenched, taps forehead. Fig. 287 Beer R.H., is 
pulled upwards, as shown in picture. Fig. 288 Sugar Tip of R.H. index finger is 
placed on mouth, then brought down to tap tip of L.H. index finger two or 
three times. Fig. 289 Coffee R.H. makes a circular movement on L.H. Fig. 290 
Sausage R.H. thumb placed in rounded L.H., short twisting movement. Fig. 291 
Butter R.H. fingertips drawn along L.H. two or three times. Fig. 292 Egg R.H., 
With outstretched fingers, taps L.H. fingertips.

Three ways of describing signs. From Oskar Osterberg's Sign Language, 1916



many is regarded as the hest and most beautiful of all sign languages, 
also warranted a separate book, which should be published before the 
common Scandinavian gesture language was established. ”
In Sign Language, the signs are described with the aid of two different 
kinds of illustrations—photographs and drawings. These pictures are 
presented in alphabetical order, according to the Swedish translation of 
the signs. The photographs are supplemented by arrows and other sym
bols of movement, and at the bottom of each page a short text specifies 
the meaning and use of the signs.

After the 250 alphabetically arranged signs, some 100 signs are 
grouped according to meaning under the following headings: Colours, 
Animals, The Countries of the World, Food and Drink, Time Expres
sions, Emotions, Questions, Religion. In this section of the book both 
photographs and drawings are used (see figure 1, page 21).

The signs are illustrated differently in the photographs and in the 
drawings. In the former, the signing person’s face, hands and chest are 
seen; in the latter, only the hands are depicted. The reason is probably 
that signs with an unusual hand shape or movement are more clearly 
reproduced in a drawing. The somewhat unsharp photographs cannot 
give the same detailed and clear-cut reproduction.

The movements of the hands can be indicated, as mentioned above, 
by arrows, but Österberg also solves the problem of describing move
ment in a different and original way. He makes use of two or even 
three people’s hands in the same picture, particularly when describing 
compound signs with different hand shapes for the different parts (see 
the sign Denmark in figure 2, page 23).

Österberg called the third section of his book Dictionary. Under that 
heading we find the index to the book as well as further sign descrip
tions. Among the signs that are only described in words and not illus
trated in either of the first sections is, for instance, södermalm (a part 
of Stockholm), where Österberg also hints at an explanation for the 
shape of the sign:

“Södermalm: (in Stockholm) L.H. open strikes a couple of blows with 
its outer edge at the nape of the neck = (place of) execution?”

The excellent introduction to the book contains many subtle observa
tions on sign language and some attempts at describing sentence struc
ture. Of the Swedish sign manuals, Sign Language is still the one we 
can learn most from, and a reprint would seem justified.

Dictionary of the Sign Language of the Deaf

In 1960 the second sign manual was published: Dictionary of the Sign 
Language of the Deaf (Ordbok över de dövas åtbördsspråk). According 
to the preface, it is the result of the work of a committee and no author 
is named:
“The Church of Sweden Committee for Work with the Deaf appointed 
a working party, whose task it was to compile a dictionary of the sign 
language of the deaf. This lengthy task is now complete. ► page 26 ►



273. Europe 274. Denmark 275. England 276. Finland

277. France . 278. Greece 279. Italy 280. Russia

281. Spain 282. Sweden 283. Germany 284. Turkey

Fig. 273 Europe R.H. makes S(ign) for white, then brushes down right cheek. 
Fig. 274 Denmark S for red, R.H. then brushes down chest, is then raised and 
placed on head, as shown in picture. Fig. 275 England B.H. circle round each 
other in a vertical movement, thumb and index straight during uppward mov
ement and closed during downward movement. Fig. 276 Finland S. for Russia, 
whereupon tip of R.H. is drawn along L.H. two or three times. Fig. 277 France 
R.H., as shown in picture, describes short upward arc, the tip always in direction 
of movement.

From Oskar Osterberg's Sign Language, 1916. To illustrate compound signs, he 
used several people's hands in the same picture.



The hand positions in the Danish Sign-Language Dictionary (Tegnsprogs
ordbog), 1926, still in use in 1968 in Sign Language for the Deaf (Tecken
språk för döva).





The book does not claim to be exhaustive, but it should contain suf
ficient information for a hearing person to gain an insight into this 
unique language.

As a basis for description, the table of hand positions worked out by 
the late Rev. Joh. Jorgensen, vicar for the deaf in Copenhagen, has 
been used.”

For reasons of economy, the committee had to dispense with illustra
tions, which is why they made use of the Danish hand positions, which 
had first been used in 1926 in the Danish Sign-Language Dictionary 
(Tegnsprogs-ordbog). The hand positions appeared in photographs in a 
fold-out supplement (see figure 3, page 24). Every hand position has a 
number, which is used as a symbol for the hand in the description of 
the signs.—This way of describing the signs is a sort of compromise be
tween a pictorial and a purely verbal description in that, in the text, 
symbols for illustrated elements of the signs are used, in this case the 
hands.—In addition, a number of abbreviations are used.

Interpreting the descriptions of signs in the Dictionary of the Sign 
Language of the Deaf can be tricky. The following is relatively easy to 
understand:

"Magnet R18 fingertips on L3 short jerk upwards”, whereas the follow
ing is abstruse even for someone who can sign and thus has a certain 
facility for interpreting the descriptions:

"Promote (about jobs): R23 is passed round L23 and up past its inside 
and is pointed upwards."

Sign Language for the Deaf

In the following sign manual, too, the description was related to the 
thirty hand positions, even though photographic illustrations of signs 
were used (see figure 4, page 27). The book referred to is Sign Language 
for the Deaf (Teckenspråk för döva, 1968), compiled by Anne-Marie 
Bjurgate and published by the National Board of Education (Skolöver
styrelsen).

“The publication of this dictionary of the Swedish sign language has 
been undertaken on the initiative of, and in consultation with, the 
National Association of the Deaf and parallel organisations in the other 
Scandinavian countries. The publication forms part of the movement to 
integrate all handicapped people into society and cultural life. The 
dictionary also has the specific aim of providing a basis for the training 
of interpreters to assist the deaf in various contexts, a training which is 
to start early in 1969. In addition, the new sign dictionary is intended 
for use in the training of specialist teachers and in the optional classes 
in sign language at the special schools.” (From the Board of Educa
tion’s preface.)

One year before Sign Language for the Deaf was published, the Manual 
of Sign Language (Håndbog i Tegnsprog, 1967) had appeared in Den-



magnet
R26 is pulled sharply in to
wards the body and the fingers 
are closed

mattress
the head rests on R5 (= lie 
down)
+ R29 + L29, pointing for
wards, are pressed gently up 
and down and moved out side
ways U

lean (adj.)
R3 -f L3 are pressed down 
along the body

May
the fingers of the right hand 
are brought up behind L1, are 
spread and made to stick up 
above L1

wife
the right hand indicates the 
shape of the breast (= wom
an) □
+ R22 puts an imaginary ring 
on left ring finger

husband
R30 is placed against the fore
head, pushed forwards and the 
fingers closed ( = man) D 
+ R22 puts an imaginary ring 
on left ring finger

power
R11 + L11 are held at the 
shoulders and make a firm 
downward movement

grind
R13 twists round on L15

^Alphabetical order obscured by translation. From Sign Language for the Deaf, 1968
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mean, meaning
sides of little fin
gers of b.h. tap 
against each other

contribution
closed fingers of 
r.h. brought up to 
underside of l.h. 
(also = aid, grant)

ticket
r.h. indicates pun
ching imaginary 
ticket

cinema
b.h. passed up and 
down in front of 
eyes two or three 
times

car
b.h. turn imagi
nary steering- 
wheel (+ p.s.** = 
chauffeur)

bite
r.h. jerked for
wards from mouth 
and clenched

picture
r.h. is held in front 
of face, then tur
ned and placed on 
l.h.

birch
r.h. pulls imagin
ary bark off trunk

cheap
r.h. shaken side
ways two or three 
times

bear
r.h. indicates ted
dy bear's stitched 
nose cross

*Alphabetical order obscured by translation. 
**See p. 122

From Sign Dictionary, 1971

mark, and the Swedish book “also made use of the Danish photographic 
material for the common Scandinavian signs which are included in the 
book”. Many of the so-called Scandinavian signs turn out not to be 
Scandinavian inasmuch as they are not, in fact, used in the Swedish 
sign language.—On the page from this manual reproduced here (figure 
4) neither magnet nor power is a Swedish sign.—The non-Swedish 
signs meant that the book never achieved the circulation that had been 
hoped for. It did, however, contribute to bringing forward the publica
tion of yet another manual.

Sign Dictionary

Only three years later (1971), the nine-member committee of the 
National Association of the Deaf had completed its Sign Dictionary 
(Teckenordbok, ed. Elsa Fondelius), which immediately replaced Sign 
Language for the Deaf. The Sign Dictionary is rarely referred to by its



where to what
to where
"where" is signed first

when
letter N* jerked sideways; 
as interrogative N is shaken 
sideways

how why therefore
letter H shaken downwards fingertips of b.h. tap each r.h. brought away from l.h. 
two or three times other alternately back and with fingers spreading, palm

forth + b.h. stretched out uppermost 
with inside uppermost

*ZVhen = när in Swedish.

From Sign Dictionary, 1971

Figure 7

where to 
to where
"where" is signed first

what
(as relative b.h. brought 
down firmly)

when (temporal adv.) 
letter N jerked sideways; 
as interrogative N is 
shaken sideways

letter H shaken down
wards two or three times

why
fingertips of b.h. tap each 
other alternately back 
and forth + "for"*

therefore
r.h. brought away from 
l.h. with fingers spreading
+ "for"*

*l/Vhy = varför; therefore = därför in Swedish

From Sign Dictionary, 1973



proper name; instead, it has come to be known as the “Blue Book”, 
just as its predecessors were often called the “Yellow Book” (1968) and 
the “Red Book” (1960).

In the “Blue Book”, the thirty hand positions have been abandoned. 
Instead, there is an extended and more systematic use of movement 
symbols in the photographs (see figure 5, page 28). The signs are alpha
betically arranged according to their Swedish meaning. In addition, the 
book begins with signs grouped under headings like Numerals, Pronouns, 
Various Prepositions and Conjunctions, Seasons, Colours. In a separate 
index, finally, there are descriptions of some signs which are compounds 
of signs illustrated in the book, e.g. cattleshed = cow + house, wife = 
woman + married, native country = give birth + country.

The book has been reprinted with a number of changes in the de
scriptions of the signs. Neither the edition of 1971 nor the amended edi
tion of 1973 gives the year or the edition. For anyone wanting to dis
tinguish between the two, page 12 is a suitable page to check (see figures 
6 & 7, page 29, for extracts from the two editions; the top picture is 
from the 1971 edition, the bottom picture from the later edition).

Since 1972 a five-member committee has been working on a revised 
and substantially enlarged edition of the Sign Dictionary, which, it is 
estimated, will include approximately 2,600 signs.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MANUAL ALPHABET

In addition to signs, the manuals also describe the manual alphabet. The 
Swedish manual alphabet was constructed by Per Aron Borg. Unfortu
nately, the extant manuscripts do not contain any illustrations of it, but 
in his private “syllabus” Borg mentions the manual alphabet, which he 
intends to introduce the pupils to in the fourth lesson:

“To help the pupils to memorise the letters, and also to facilitate con
versation later on, they will be taught a manual alphabet, in which the 
letters, as far as possible, are expressed by means of various positions 
of the hand. ”

Judging by the phrase “as far as possible”, Borg had not yet construct
ed the alphabet at the time this was written (it is not dated), and he ap
pears doubtful even about the possibility of carrying out his idea. If 
that assumption is correct, wc must also assume that Borg did not know 
of the alphabet that de l’Epée and others had already been using for 
several decades.

Before there were any manuals of signs, the manual alphabet was 
made known in Sweden by means of small cards. In Number Four of 
the Scandinavian Journal for the Deaf (Nordisk Döfstumtidning, vol. 1, 
1907), one of these cards is depicted with the text ''Manual-alphabet 
card for learning the finger language (100 for one-and-a-half crowns, 
from Örebro Daily News, Örebro)”. Exactly the same illustration of the 
manual alphabet was used by Österberg in his 1916 manual (see figure



The Manual Alphabet

Å. Hand position for a, moved in a circle in the air.
A. Hand position for a, raised in a wavy line* in the air. 
Ö. Hand position for o, raised in a wavy line* in the air.

Manual-alphabet card of 1907, from Österberg, 1916



8, page 31). It is not too difficult to see how these hand shapes are 
meant to resemble the written letters, which might be an indication 
that they are the same ones that Borg introduced almost a hundred 
years earlier. He apparently attempted to create hand shapes and finger 
configurations that imitated the written shapes.



The same illustration of the manual alphabet was used in the 1960 
manual. The only difference is in the description of the movement in 
the letters Ä and Ö. Ä is described as being “pulled towards the body’’ 
and Ö as being “brought upwards’’ (cf. the text at the bottom of figure 
8).

The manual alphabet which is now taught in Sweden and which ap
pears in the Sign Dictionary and on separate cards (see figure 9, page 
32) differs from the original one in a few respects. The hand shapes 
are largely the same, but for some letters the hand is held differently. 
We can see that for A, E, G, and K the direction of the hand has 
changed from being pointed down to being pointed up. For B and S the 
actual hand shape has been modified. Y is no longer just a shape but 
has had movement added, and Ä (from 1960, see above) has changed the 
direction of movement from inwards to towards the right.

All these changes in the 1971 manual were also in the 1968 manual—- 
but not, as we have seen, in the 1960 description of the manual alpha
bet. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the changes in the 
shape and direction of the letters occurred between 1960 and 1968: they 
may well be considerably older. One cannot assume that the reproduc
tions of the letters in isolation give a fair picture of how they look when 
they are used in words spelled out in real communication. In rapid 
spelling the hand tends to assume different attitudes from those usually 
depicted, partly because of the influence of adjacent letters. The use of 
the manual alphabet has not been studied separately, but considerable 
reductions in spelling have been observed. It looks as if there is inter
play between lip-reading and manual spelling, so that what can be seen 
clearly from the mouth might well be omitted manually.



The structure of the sign

The signs are the symbols of sign language, the carriers of meaning, and 
as such are comparable to words. Quite a lot is known about words and 
their structure, though the (apparently) simple matter of defining satis
factorily what a word is still poses a problem for linguistics. This is all 
the more remarkable as the language user seems to “know” intuitively 
what words are and can easily give examples.

Formally, words are combinations of sounds. Linguistic sounds are 
of two main types, vowels and consonants. Words may also be said to 
consist of one or more syllables, where the kernel of the syllable is a 
vowel which may be surrounded by one or more consonants. In the 
same way that there are rules for how words are combined into sen
tences, every language has its rules for how the sounds are combined 
into syllables or words. Dladl is not acceptable as a Swedish word form; 
nor is Brno, which however is perfectly in accordance with the sound 
structure of Czech. A Swedish speaker would not, on the other hand, 
object to word forms like furte or splink. They are perfectly possible 
words in Swedish (and English) — what is missing is that (so far) no 
meanings have been attached to them, and consequently they are not 
linguistic symbols.

In sign language, we are dealing with symbols of a different kind. 
Signs are not made up of sound combinations; they are manually 
produced symbols to be perceived by the eye. If we want to describe 
signs, one of the first questions must be: is there a common denomi
nator to their structure, or are they simply a collection of independent 
gestures? In other words, is it possible to make something like the kind 
of generalisation about the structure of signs as was made above about 
the structure of words?

THE THREE ASPECTS OF THE SIGN

When one is first confronted with sign-language communication, it is 
the movements of the hands and arms, the “waving about”, that one 
notices. On closer examination, the different shapes of the hands (see, 
for instance, the illustrations in the previous chapter) are probably also 
observed. A third, and perhaps less noticeable, characteristic is the fact





that the hands perform their movements in different places or positions. 
A careful study of each sign will show that all signs are characterised 
by these three components, thus having the same structure in principle. 
In simple terms it can be described as follows: (1) one or both hands 
(2) execute a movement (3) in relation to some part of the body. These 
three aspects of the sign are termed here: (1) articulator

(2) articulation

(3) place of articulation

There is a fundamental difference between the aspects of the sign and 
the sounds and syllables of the word. The aspects cannot be segmented 
and separated out as sounds and syllables can; they are performed 
simultaneously and not consecutively. The sign does have duration, like 
the word, but the aspects do not follow each other and the sign must be 
regarded as an indissoluble whole.

The articulator may be single or double. That means there may be one 
or both hands involved in performing the movement, you (see figure 10, 
page 35) has a single articulator, sign (figure 11, page 35) a double 
articulator. Signs with a double articulator use the same hand shape for 
both hands.

What happens in a sign, the action of the articulator, is the articulation. 
In sign, for example, it could be described as alternating circular move
ments forwards. As will become apparent when the articulation aspect 
is dealt with, articulation cannot always be equated with movement. 
There are signs whose articulation consists only of what is called contact. 
An example is the sign deaf (figure 12, page 35), where the important 
thing is that the articulator establishes contact with the place of articula
tion, i.e. that it is placed on the ear, and not the movement leading up 
to it.

When the hand performs a movement, it must happen somewhere 
in space, and this fact is made use of in sign language. As a rule, 
the place of articulation is some part of the body that the articu
lator is either in direct contact with or to which it is localised when the 
articulation takes place. For you and sign a very common place of 
articulation is used which is usually termed the neutral place of articu
lation. It is not a part of the body but the space in front of the body 
where the hands move easily and naturally. This space is not precisely 
delimited, and the position of the hands within it varies, for instance 
according to whether the signer is sitting or standing.

If both hands are used in a sign, it does not follow that the sign has a 
double articulator. One hand can function as the place of articulation. 
true (see figure 13, page 35) demonstrates how a sign might appear 
with a single articulator and a hand as the place of articulation. The 
right hand alone performs the articulation of the sign, whereas the left 
hand, whilst participating in the sign, is passive. The left hand, then, is 
among the parts of the body that can function as places of articulation.



EGG RIGHT

In actual fact, it represents several places, as it can assume different 
shapes even in its function as a place of articulation. For egg (see 
figure 14, above), it is no longer flat as for true but the fingertips are 
gathered together and the articulator taps them.

We can see from true and egg that the hands can have different 
shapes when they have different aspect functions. They can also have 
the same hand shape, as in right (see figure 15, above), where both 
the articulator, the right hand, and the place of articulation, the left 
hand, are flat.

In this connection, right and left should also be commented on. For 
right-handed people, it is the right hand that is the articulator in signs 
with a single articulator, irrespective of the place of articulation. When 
a sign makes use of a hand as the place of articulation, the left hand 
automatically assumes that function. However, the distinction left-right 
is of minor importance in sign language, and the left-handed person may 
articulate with the left hand using the right hand as the place of articu
lation without impairing communication. The fact that a person may be 
signing with the left hand is so unimportant that it may even go un
noticed.—What has just been stated about left and right is mainly true 
for Signed Swedish. SSL displays greater variety inasmuch as many 
people there can be seen to alternate freely between left and right



articulators. This “ambidextrous” signing lends added support to the 
claim that left and right have no relevance for the structure of the sign 
itself.

PHONEMES—CHEREMES

As all the signs in Signed Swedish are characterised by the three aspects, 
these form a suitable starting-point for the further description of sign 
structure. One must assume that every aspect can be described in terms 
of a small number of basic elements, which are made use of in many 
different signs. It seems a reasonable assumption that the articulator 
aspect can be described by means of a limited set of hand shapes and 
that the places of articulation can be reduced to a manageable number. 
The articulation aspect, on the other hand, is not so easy to get at, as 
the movements show great variation.

In looking for the basic elements of signs, we immediately come up 
against the problem that what we perceive as one and the same sign, in 
reality never looks exactly the same. This is something we are not 
normally conscious of, but which we discover when we attempt to de
scribe the structure of signs. The execution of signs varies from person 
to person for the simple reason, amongst others, that our hands and 
their movements look different—whether we are signing or not. Men, 
women and children sign differently and, in addition, every individual 
varies his signs from occasion to occasion. This may be quite uninten
tional, caused by the mood of the moment, but it can also be a lin
guistically conditioned variation, for instance signs being influenced by 
the shape of adjacent signs. Intentional (if not always conscious) varia
tion is found when, in order to emphasise or accentuate a sign, a greater 
movement or a slower speed is used than “normal”. Sign language also 
has different registers, and the signs look different in an informal con
versation between friends than in more formal contexts such as club 
business or church services.

In spite of the enormous range of variation in the execution of one 
and the same sign, we identify it without any difficulty and never re
flect on the fact that it might be a problem. As communication is un
impaired, the reason must be that every sign has a kind of nucleus, a 
“skeleton”, which distinguishes it from other signs. The task for the 
descriptive linguist is to capture that nucleus, to describe exactly what 
it is that constitutes the individual sign. The description must allow for 
variations of the kind mentioned above, but must not be so general as 
to risk confusion with similar signs. Let us take a look at a concrete 
example, the shape of the articulator in the sign right. The fingers are 
closed but the thumb does not lie alongside the index finger but almost 
at right angles to it. Is this of any importance for the understanding of 
the sign? In the same picture of the sign right, we can also see that 
the left hand (which is here the place of articulation) has almost the 
same shape, the only difference being that the thumb in this case is 
closed up against the index finger. Are these to be interpreted as two



different hand shapes which must be distinguished, or is the difference 
irrelevant? How is that to be decided?

Let us for the time being leave here the analysis of signs and consider 
instead how equivalent problems have been approached in the descrip
tion of oral languages. Anyone describing the inventory of sounds in a 
spoken language will be faced with similar problems, for instance as re
gards similarities and dissimilarities between the sounds. Consider, for 
example, the different r-sounds. Listening to the Scottish rolled r and 
comparing it with the southern English r, it is obvious that they sound 
different. But the argument for not regarding them, nevertheless, as 
different sounds (in English) is that they function in the same way. The 
difference between them is unimportant in the sense that one may re
place the other in a word without any change of meaning. Right re
mains right whichever r-sound it begins with.

Two other consonants that sound similar are those that we symbolise 
in writing with the letters b and p. How do we know that the difference 
between them is sufficient for us to be justified in classifying them as 
two different sounds of the language? Anyone who speaks English 
“knows” in an intuitive way that this is so, mainly because the two 
sounds can be used to distinguish words. B + in and p + in turn out as 
two different words, and from that we draw the conclusion that b and 
p are different sounds of the language. Such “different sounds” are 
called phonemes and they are defined as the smallest units of sound 
capable of causing a change in meaning. They do not themselves carry 
meaning (b alone means nothing) but can distinguish words, the car
riers of meaning, from one another. By that definition, the r-sounds 
discussed above are not different phonemes of English; they are only 
variants of the same phoneme (usually called allophones). Another way 
of expressing it would be to say that the difference between the r-sounds 
is not distinctive or phonemic, as they cannot distinguish words.

The method touched on above for establishing the phonemes of a lan
guage involves a comparison between so-called minimally contrasting 
word-pairs (cf. bin-pin, right-light). By means of this contrastive word 
analysis, the set of phonemes of a language can be mapped. According 
to this analysis, the Swedish language has 36 phonemes. This means 
that the whole Swedish vocabulary is made up of combinations of these 
36 units, and with them tens of thousands of words can be described.

All oral languages have this ingenious structure: their symbols are 
made up of a limited number of phonemes. The phonemes vary from 
language to language; they differ in both number and quality, but the 
principle is the same. It has been maintained that this is something 
fundamental to human languages, even a prerequisite condition for us 
to be able to remember all the words.

Sign language is a human language. It is reasonable to assume that 
its symbols, too, have the same type of structure as those of the oral 
languages. The signs are not combinations of sounds, but that in itself 
is no reason why their structure could not be based on the same prin
ciple. If that is a correct assumption, it means that signs, too, can be



STREET BUS

described in terms of a small number of elements and the problem of 
the description of the sign (and its aspects) would thus be solved.

In order to distinguish or isolate the linguistically relevant components 
of signs, we can make use of the same kind of analysis as for oral lan
guages. Instead of minimally contrasting word-pairs, we can use mini
mally contrasting sign-pairs. The signs should thus be alike in two of 
the three aspects, whilst the third should be the distinguishing factor. If 
the articulator aspect is being examined, then the signs must be identical 
in the aspects of articulation and place of articulation:

articulator place of articulation articulation

STREET flat hands neutral moved forwards
BUS angled hands neutral moved forwards

What distinguishes these two signs (see figures 16 & 17, above) is that 
they have different hand shapes—and of course different meanings. A



flat hand and an angled hand can thus be taken to be two of the small
est units in the sign language capable of causing a change in meaning 
(cf. the definition of a phoneme). Before their status can be finally 
established, however, they must be investigated in other signs with, for 
instance, a different articulation, be analysed as regards possible vari
ants, and before a definitive description is made, all hand shapes must 
have been checked in this way. And the other aspects have to be 
examined in the same way before an account can be given of the 
elements of which they are made up.

The material used for analysis was the sign vocabulary of the Sign 
Dictionary. The analysis shows unequivocally that there is a level in 
Signed Swedish which is the sign-language equivalent of the phoneme 
level in spoken language. To avoid unnecessary misunderstandings, the 
units of sign language are not called phonemes but have been given the 
name cheremes. The term was coined by W.C. Stokoe, who in the late 
fifties carried out the first (modern) linguistic analysis of a sign lan
guage (see Stokoe, 1960). The method of analysis used in his investiga
tion of the genuine sign language American Sign Language (or Ameslan, 
for short) is the one used in this investigation. It would seem justified, 
then, to adopt the term chereme, as it describes the same linguistic 
level in both languages.

We can now return to the sign right and answer the question about 
which hand shape or shapes should be included in the description of the 
sign. The analysis shows that the difference in the shapes of the left and 
right hands (as shown in figure 15, page 37) is not cheremic. In other 
words, there are no signs distinguished only by the thumb of a flat hand 
with closed fingers taking up different positions; these shapes are vari
ants of the same chereme. Thus, the sign would be understood as a 
correctly performed right even if it were the left hand which had the 
thumb outstretched whilst the right-hand thumb was closed up against 
the other fingers. This description of the hand shapes is also in line 
with the signer’s intuition, which must lend strong support to a sign 
description based on cheremic analysis.

Following the terminology suggested above, hand shape is one type of 
chereme. The flat hand and the angled hand are two different hand- 
shape cheremes. Direction of movement is another chereme type and be
longs to the description of the articulation aspect. Up and down can be 
mentioned as examples of two different direction cheremes. The ques
tion posed earlier about how best to describe the aspects can now be 
answered: the aspects of a sign are described in terms of cheremes, 
which are the smallest units of Signed Swedish capable of causing a 
change in meaning. A sign description based on cheremic analysis has 
the advantage that it is not founded on a more or less arbitrary and 
subjective judgment of what should be included in the description of 
each individual sign. Rather, the cheremic analysis allows the language 
itself to decide which units are to form part of the description. It 
ignores the constantly varying details and highlights what is linguistically 
relevant in the sign.



THE CHEREMES OF THE ARTICULATOR

Hand shape
In the course of analysis, several terms for the different hand-shape 
cheremes came about spontaneously. Among them are the flat and 
angled shapes, mentioned above, and the spread hand (see sign, figure 
11, page 35). In some cases, a chereme coincides with a hand shape in 
the manual alphabet, and then the natural course was to name the 
shape after the letter. There is, for example, the V-hand, which, of 
course, is a symbol that operates outside sign language—the victory sign.

The hand shapes (see figure 18, pages 44—46) can be divided into two 
groups if the role of the fingers in forming the shape is considered. The 
first eight hand shapes in the following account are different from the 
remainder in that they can be regarded as shapes of the whole hand. In 
these, all the fingers are involved in the configuration and assume the 
same position. The remaining hand shapes, on the other hand, are 
characterised by the fact that only one or more, but not all, of the 
fingers are used in shaping the hand. Basically, the hand may be seen 
as a fist, from which one or several of the fingers stick out. The fingers 
not involved in the shape are bent in towards the palm. These hand 
shapes then, as opposed to the shapes of the whole hand, are a kind 
of finger configuration.

Besides this fundamental difference between the hand shapes, there 
are also some common features which are found in many shapes, no 
matter which group they belong to. The flat hand and the spread hand 
look very similar; the only feature that distinguishes them is the spread
ing. A single feature also distinguishes the flat hand from the angled 
hand, which is bent at the inner knuckles.

In the following description of shapes of the whole hand, it will be 
stated whether there is a bend, and if so where. The bend will be de
fined in terms of the inner and outer knuckles. The topmost joint of 
the fingers need not be included in the description, as it does not func
tion as a distinctive feature. (Besides, for most of us it is almost im
possible to bend a finger only at that joint. It is most easily bent if the 
outer knuckle is already bent.) For configurations of the fingers, it will 
be stated which fingers form the shape, what their relative positions are, 
and whether there is bending or spreading.

The hand-shape cheremes are described (and illustrated) in their most 
distinctive variants, in order to make them as clear as possible. Many 
of them have more relaxed variants. The flat hand, for example, has a 
variant where the fingers are not all closed together. The fact that they 
may be slightly separated from one another does not mean that the 
shape changes into a spread hand. In fact, if this somewhat diffuse 
shape is replaced by a spread hand, the result is a “wrongly pronounced” 
sign or, in some cases, a completely different sign.



Shapes of the whole hand
The flat hand is a straight hand with no bending at the knuckles. The 
fingers are together. The thumb is not a distinctive feature in this hand 
shape and appears in several different positions. The most relaxed va
riant often has the fingers slightly apart and, for the sake of ease, may 
also have a slight bending of the knuckles.

The flat hand is a much used shape, which could just as well have 
been called “the hand". Its most characteristic feature is that it has 
not assumed any particular shape and as such contrasts with all other 
shapes.

Variant: for signs with a hooking or receiving articulation (see pages 
72 & 74), the thumb is pulled in over the palm before it performs the 
movement, which involves gripping the other hand and holding it be
tween fingers and thumb.

The spread hand is a straight hand with no bending at the knuckles. 
The fingers (and thumb) are spread. The difference between a relaxed 
flat hand with fingers apart and a spread hand is easily observed in that 
the spread hand is characterised by greater tension.

Variant: In signs with a changing-movement articulation (see page 
67), the thumb anticipates its position in the final hand by lying across 
the palm opposite the fingers, which are also slightly bent at the inner 
knuckles.

The S-hand has the inner knuckles straight but the outer ones bent. The 
fingers are together, with the thumb opposite them. The hand is open, 
i.e. there is no contact between the thumb and the fingertips.

The claw hand has the inner knuckles straight but the outer ones bent. 
The fingers are spread—the only feature which distinguishes it from the 
S-hand. Like the spread hand (with straight fingers), the claw hand is 
characterised by tension compared with its unspread equivalent, in this 
case a relaxed variant of the S-hand with fingers slightly apart.

The O-hand has inner and outer knuckles bent but only enough for 
thumb and fingertips to establish contact to make a circular shape. In 
contrast to both the S-hand and the claw hand, the O-hand is a closed 
hand shape, and the contact between fingertips and thumb is the only 
feature that distinguishes it from them. The O-hand normally has 
fingers slightly spread, but they can also be together.

The angled hand has the inner but not the outer knuckle bent. The 
fingers are together. The thumb normally lies against the inner knuckle 
of the index finger. It is also sometimes called a cupped hand.

The A-hand, too, is bent only at the inner knuckles. The fingers are 
together. The thumb is opposite the fingers and in contact with the 
fingertips. The A-hand is also called a closed hand, but as used here, 
that term would also describe the O-hand. ► page 47 ►
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The clenched hand is bent at the inner and outer knuckles to the extent 
that the fingertips are in contact with the palm. In its principal form, 
the thumb lies across the bent fingers.

Variant: the “holding hand”, which differs from the genuine clenched 
form in that the thumb lies against the side of the index finger (approxi
mately the shape the hand assumes when holding a key).

Finger configurations
The thumb is usually straight, but bent variants also occur.

The index finger is straight, but can, for a few signs, be bent at the 
inner knuckle if this facilitates articulation.

Together with the flat hand, the index finger is the most frequently 
used configuration. This is partly to be explained by the fact that many 
signs originated in pointing (you, i, up, down, god etc.). This hand 
shape can have a certain semantic charge being used commonly in signs 
with a semantic component one, alone.

The hook finger is also the index finger, which in this case is bent at 
the outer knuckle and, in consequence, at the topmost joint, too.

The little finger is straight, but a certain bending at the inner knuckle 
is allowed in order to facilitate articulation. Also known as the I-hand.

The N-hand consists of a straight index and long finger. The fingers are 
together.

The V-hand also consists of a straight index and long finger, but here 
they are spread. It sometimes has a certain semantic component of two 
or double, and is used in signs like two, both, or.

The double hook is a configuration of the index finger and long finger 
bent at the outer knuckles. It is the bending that distinguishes it from 
the N-hand or the V-hand. The fingers may be spread or together.

The flight hand is formed by the thumb and little finger and takes its 
name from one of the few signs it occurs in. The fingers are straight.

Variant: some people can be observed to use a variant with the index 
finger in place of the thumb when making certain signs.

The M-hand can be seen as the reverse of the flight hand. The three 
middle fingers are extended, whilst the thumb and little finger touch 
across the palm. The fingers are usually together. This is the only con
figuration in which the ring finger plays an active part in the forma
tion of the shape.

The cock hand also consists of three fingers: the thumb, index finger 
and long finger. They are straight and spread.



The T-hancl is formed by the thumb and index finger (like the remaining 
three configurations). Both are straight, forming a right angle. It takes 
its name from the variant used in initial signs (with the manual-alpha
bet T as articulator). In the variant, the index finger is bent at the in
ner knuckle and the thumb rests against the knuckle (see Manual Alpha
bet, figure 9, page 32).

The measure hand is formed by the thumb and index finger, both bent 
at the outer knuckles. The thumb is opposite the index finger (cf. the 
claw hand). In combination with a changing-movement articulation (see 
page 68), the bending at the outer knuckle is omitted.

The pinch hand differs from the measure hand in that the thumb and 
index finger touch. They either form a point (cf. the A-hand) or a small 
circle (cf. the O-hand).

The big pinch hand is formed like the pinch hand, the only difference 
being that the remaining fingers are extended and spread. Thus, it is the 
only exception to the rule that the finger configurations all start out 
from a basic clenched shape. As a variant, the manual-alphabet H may 
be used (sec figure 9, page 32).

Attitude
For an exhaustive description of the articulator aspect, it is not suf
ficient just to give the hand shape. Compare the minimally contrasting 
pair street and road (see figure 16, page 40, and figure 19, page 51). 
Both signs make use of the flat hand and they are identical in the 
other two aspects. What distinguishes them is the fact that the hands 
are held in different ways. A hand may be said to have a direction of 
its own, which must not be confused with the direction of movement in 
the articulation aspect. In both street and road, the hands are moved 
forwards, but the hands themselves point in different directions. This 
is an example of how the way the hand is held, its attitude, can be a 
distinctive feature. Attitude is thus a chereme type.

Direction

Observing the different cheremic attitudes is not difficult, but finding a 
suitable way of describing them is more complicated. The problem is to 
know where to begin, what to relate the description to. In signs with 
the flat hand like street and road, the difference that strikes one is 
that the hands are pointing up in one sign and down in the other. That 
way of describing the direction of the hand works well for hand shapes 
which are not bent at either knuckle, but those that include bending 
are not so easily described. For instance, is the direction of the two 
hands in the sign bus (see figure 17, page 40) the same, or are they 
directed towards each other? Are they directed sideways or upwards? 
If they are described as being directed towards each other or sideways,



then the description is related to the direction of the fingers. The rest 
of the hand and the forearm, however, are pointing upwards, just as in 
street. But as was found earlier, the cheremic difference between 
street and bus is in the shape of the articulator, the flat hand versus 
the angled hand. Holding the hands as for street and bending them at 
the inner knuckles results in the angled-hand shape, and the sign turns 
into bus. This may be taken to mean that the hands in street and bus

have the same direction, i.e. the attitude for bus is also pointing up.
This would imply that the direction of the fingers cannot be used to 
describe the attitudinal direction: it would, in any case, be a rather tricky 
task when it came to the clenched hand!

To avoid the complications in description that consideration of the dif
ferent hand shapes seems to lead to, we might try to start from the 
direction of the forearm. It works well for the pair street and bus 
which would both still have the same direction (up), but in other signs 
the resulting description is just as misleading and counter-intuitive as 
the finger direction can be. A clear example of this is medal (see figure 
20, page 51), where the V-hand hangs down, like a medal, on the left 
side of the chest. The forearm is directed up, but this is of minor lin
guistic relevance. The hand must be pointing down for the sign to be
correct, and the reason for the forearm being directed up is the com
paratively high position of the place of articulation. By bending the 
wrist, we get a correct and easily made sign.

The only remaining component of the articulator that we might relate 
the description of direction to is the body of the hand itself, the meta
carpus. It has the advantage that it is constant in the sense that it can
not be bent like the fingers or the wrist. It is the part of the articulator 
that is between these two joints. The attitudinal direction is described 
below with reference to an imaginary arrow pointing from the wrist to 
the knuckles. The direction of this imaginary arrow describes the direc
tion of the whole articulator, irrespective of what shape it has. The 
signs discussed above thus have the following directions: street—up, 
road—down, bus—up, medal—down.

Turning

The signs is (also am, are)* and child (see figures 21 & 22, page 51) 
differ only in attitude, but the difference cannot be stated in terms of 
the direction of the hands, as both are pointing forwards. Once again, 
we see how easily observed the difference is, whilst the way to describe 
it is less obvious. Here are some attempts:

1) IS flat hand directed forwards palm up
CHILD flat hand directed forwards back of hand up

2) IS flat hand directed forwards thumb on the right
CHILD flat hand directed forwards thumb on the left

3) IS flat hand directed forwards palm up
CHILD flat hand directed forwards palm down

* All one word in Swedish (är).



The description in (1) differs from the other two by starting from a direc
tion and stating which part of the hand is in that direction. But this way 
of stating the difference is not compatible with the method of describing 
attitudinal direction arrived at in the preceding section. (2) and (3) are 
both more acceptable descriptions, as they start from a part of the hand 
(the thumb and the palm) and state the direction in which it is turned. 
Starting from the hand attitude for is, directed forwards and with the 
palm turned up, we can, merely by turning the hand, get the attitude 
for child—with the direction remaining unchanged. This type of atti
tudinal difference will be called turning and will be described with re
ference to the palm, as in alternative (3) above. According to this 
method of description, the articulator for is is a flat hand, directed for
wards and turned up. Compare the description for is with that for 
stop—flat hand, directed up and turned forwards—where both direc
tion and turning distinguish the signs.

A hand directed forwards can turn in more ways than the two illus
trated by the signs is and child. The palm can also be turned to the 
left, though it would be more appropriate to say that this attitude is 
the result of no turning at all. The palm is naturally turned to the left 
when we hold out our hand—to shake hands, for instance. From the 
sign-language point of view the hand when directed forwards can be 
turned in three directions (up, left, down), but this is the result of only 
two actual turning movements of the forearm at the elbow joint—one 
positive (palm up) and one negative (palm down).

Generally speaking, the various directions occur in these three atti
tudinal turns, i.e. positive, negative and none at all ( + , —, 0). For 
example, if the hand is directed up, a zero turn means that the palm 
faces left. A positive turn results in the palm facing inwards and a 
negative turn in it facing forwards (cf. stop).

Initially, a generalised description of the attitudes was attempted 
along these lines. Irrespective of direction, the turns would only need 
to be identified as + , —, or 0. The exact position of the palm could 
then be deduced unequivocally from the description. But that proved 
to be too optimistic an assumption. The reason why it did not work is 
to be found in the complicated interaction between the way an arm can 
turn and the height to which it is raised. This means that the palm of 
a hand directed left with the forehead as the place of articulation will 
face forwards with a negative turn, whereas in the neutral place of 
articulation it will face downwards. — As the turning of the arm is 
dependent on its height, this simplified description was abandoned: the 
inconsistencies it gives rise to in the description of the exact positions 
of the palm are hardly compensated for by its simplicity.

The attitudes

To describe attitude, both direction and turning must be stated. There 
are six directions: up, forwards and left, which are the most common 
ones, and their opposites, down, inwards and right. For each of these 
there are three possible turns, and by simple multiplication eighteen dif-
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ferent attitudes are arrived at. In actual fact, the number is larger than 
that, partly because of the interaction between turning and the height 
of the place of articulation discussed above. In addition, there are a few 
signs where a fourth type of turn has been observed. It is comparatively 
difficult to carry out, and, if perfectly executed, would look rather 
strained. This fourth type of turn, then, is only hinted at in the execu
tion of the sign, but there is no doubt about its existence, as it can 
distinguish signs from one another. This is exemplified by the signs 
table and separate (see figures 23 & 24, page 55), where the latter 
shows this unusual attitudinal turn. Not all directions are found with 
this fourth turn, partly because it is a difficult attitude for the hand to 
adopt. It is almost impossible, for example, for the right hand in the 
neutral place of articulation in front of the body to be simultaneously 
directed inwards and have the palm turned to the left. That combina
tion would be possible in signs using the top of the head or a shoulder 
as the place of articulation, but it has not been found in any sign. As 
the table shows, 20 of the 24 theoretically possible combinations have 
been found to exist (marked with an x).

Direction

of the hand

Turning of the hand

up down forwards inwards left right

up X X X X

down X X X ?
forwards X X X X

inwards X X ? X

left X X X X

right ? X X ;

A dot · means that the combination is impossible, as according to the 
definition a hand cannot, for instance, be simultaneously directed up
wards and turned upwards. A question-mark means a possible, but not 
utilised, attitude. As the table shows, there are no unutilised combina
tions among the three most common directions, up, forwards and left, 
which also all make use of the fourth turn.

It should perhaps be pointed out that the description of attitude con
cerns the articulating hand (of a right-handed person). When the hand 
is the place of articulation, by no means as many attitudes are utilised— 
or as many hand shapes (see page 58). For the attitudes of the articu
lator for a left-handed signer, the values for left and right above must 
be exchanged. For the left hand, there are no problems, of course, about 
being simultaneously directed right and turned inwards.



THE CHEREMES OF THE PLACE OF ARTICULATION

Position
If a flat hand, directed upwards and turned inwards, is placed against 
the forehead or the mouth, the signs know and mute, respectively, are 
formed. If, instead, the hand is placed against the cheek, we get the 
sign live (dwell), and against the ear, the sign deaf. For my and full 
(satisfied), it is placed against the chest and the stomach (diaphragm), 
respectively. These six signs do not contrast strictly minimally, as the 
position of the hand affects its attitude. But taken two at a time, they 
form genuine minimal pairs (know—mute, live—deaf, my—full), il
lustrating how the different parts of the body can have a cheremic 
function.

The fact that we have terms like forehead, cheek, temple tempts us 
to regard these parts of the face as clearly defined areas and to assume 
that they each have cheremic status. The fact that different parts of 
the body and head have specific names must not, however, be allowed 
to influence the analysis of the sign-language aspect of place of articu
lation. Only those areas will be included in the description which, 
cheremically speaking, form a unit, i.e. only the so-called positional 
cheremes.

With a few signs, and this is particularly true of signs where there is 
no contact between the articulator and part of the body, there is also a 
risk that their meaning might influence their description. There is, for 
example, the sign see, where the V-hand is moved forwards at eye level. 
Spontaneously, the eyes are made the place of articulation, but that is 
an inaccurate description, because it starts from the meaning of the 
sign and our knowledge of the function of the eyes. A strict cheremic 
analysis shows that the true positional chereme for see is the whole top 
half of the face.

The crown, as a positional chereme, consists of the whole top of the 
head down to the edge of the scalp. It is only used in a small number 
of signs.

The forehead begins where the crown ends and includes the eyebrows, 
which thus do not form a positional chereme on their own. A certain 
semantic component is traditionally associated with the forehead: signs 
expressing some form of intellectual activity (or the lack of it) take the 
forehead as their positional chereme. Among them are know, think, 
wise, stupid, unthinking. However, far from all signs positioned at the 
forehead have this semantic component (leather, old, farmer).

The ear, as a chereme, is not only the ear itself but the whole side of 
the head. Naturally enough, signs which are semantically linked with 
hearing (and its absence) tend to be situated at the ear: hear, deaf, 
LISTEN, SOUND.



The cheek is perhaps one of the more counter-intuitive positional 
cheremes, in that it includes several parts of the face: cheek, temple, 
eye and nose, i.e. almost the whole section of the face between the 
forehead and the mouth. Some signs which might intuitively be ascribed 
to the eyes in fact have the cheek as their position, weep is an example. 
We know that tears come from the eyes, as the sign indicates, but what 
the fingers are showing in the sign is how the tears run down the cheeks. 
The positional chereme ‘cheek’ is an example, then, of what was dis
cussed above, i.e. despite the fact that several different parts of the face 
can be distinguished by name, they cannot be separated as cheremes, 
they contrast with the other positions but not with one another.

The mouth is not only the lips but also the corners of the mouth and the 
area immediately around the mouth. A very few signs have the teeth as 
position, but cheremically speaking they are simply a variant of the 
positional chereme ‘mouth’. In signs where the articulator makes con
tact with the mouth itself, the hand is sometimes lowered slightly to be 
placed instead just below the mouth. As a rule, this is because of a wish 
not to hide the mouth and thus hinder the lip-reading of the simul
taneously spoken word.

The chin, in spite of its proximity to the mouth, is a separate chereme. 
It may seem remarkable that mouth and chin can be different cheremes 
when, for instance, the many different variants of the position ‘cheek’ 
are not, but a pair like lip-read and jew clearly shows how mouth and 
cheek contrast (see figures 25 & 26, page 55).

The positional cheremes so far described are all high positions, localised 
to the head. They are found in signs which have an articulation that in
volves contact with the place in question, which makes the exact posi
tion relatively easy to observe. In the signs that are localised to the head 
but lack contact in their articulation, such small distinctions are not 
possible. In describing them, only three positional cheremes of the head 
are needed: the whole face, the upper half of the face, and the lower 
half. They contrast both with one another and with the other face posi
tions.

The face has two variants. One is used in signs like sun and is very 
close to the face, whereas the other variant does not have the same 
proximity to the face. It is more roughly localised to the head or the 
side of the head. In sign manuals, this place of articulation is often 
described as “at head level”, which makes it clear that it is distinguished 
from the (lower) neutral place of articulation.

The upper face is a position level with the forehead and eyes, whereas 
the lower face is more on a level with the mouth and chin. In informal 
signing, both positions may be lowered, so that signs with the upper-face 
position come to be realised at mouth level, and those with the lower-
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face position at chest level—but with the distinction between a higher 
and a lower position maintained.

The neck has two variants: the front of the neck with the larynx and 
the side of the neck. The right-handed signer normally uses the right- 
hand side.

The chest is the section between the neck and the diaphragm. In signs 
with a single articulator, the hand is placed in the middle of the chest, 
but in signs with a double articulator, more space is needed if both hands 
are to articulate simultaneously. For these signs, both sides of the chest 
are used. The signs pleasant and bath(e) (see figures 27 & 28, page 57) 
illustrate the two variants.

The left side of the chest or the heart is also a separate positional 
chereme, in spite of the fact that it is also part of one of the variants of 
the previous chereme (which, however, was conditioned by a double 
articulator). A spread hand directed upwards on the left side of the 
chest makes the sign delighted. If the place of articulation is shifted 
to the (middle of the) chest, it means instead have a cold.

The right side of the chest also functions as a separate chereme. That 
the left side does might be explained by the fact that the heart is the 
natural choice of position for some signs, but there is no particular 
organ or part of the body on the right side to justify its use as a posi
tional chereme. The contrast between the two sides is shown by the 
signs consultant and minister (see figures 29 & 30, page 57), and the 
difference between the chest and the right side by pleasant and poor.

The shoulders are only used in a small number of signs. In signs with 
a single articulator, either the left or the right shoulder is used, but not 
both. Signs using both shoulders always have a double articulator. 
There are two positional cheremes for the shoulders: the right and the 
left shoulder. The choice of shoulder in Signed Swedish is not left to the 
individual signer but is laid down for each sign.

The upper arm is the section between the shoulder and the elbow.

The forearm also includes the wrist. The forearm differs from the other 
positional cheremes in that it is mobile and can be held in several dif
ferent ways—it requires an attitudinal description. Of the directions 
only forward, up and left are found, whereas turning, which is described 
with reference to the inside of the arm, shows greater variation. The 
description of the forearm as a place of articulation is not complete 
without a specification of attitude. The upper arm does not need this.

In signs with the forearm as the place of articulation, the hand al
ways assumes an unmarked shape, i.e. it is completely relaxed and has 
no function in the sign.



CONSULTANT MINISTER



The stomach has been chosen as the name for a positional chereme that 
includes many variants, which are all different parts of the body: 
the diaphragm, the stomach, the waist, the hip—even the thighs and 
legs are included. The sign for dog, correctly performed, is a patting 
movement against the thigh. But if the signer is sitting down, or is only 
partly visible for some other reason, then the position is only hinted at 
and the hand pats an imaginary thigh at waist level. The sign is still 
understood as dog. It has not been possible to find any contrasting pairs 
of signs in this comparatively heterogeneous group, which, however, 
functions as a uniform group in that it contrasts with other positional 
cheremes.

The neutral position has already been mentioned in connection with the 
description of aspects at the beginning of this chapter. It is the whole 
area in front of the body where the hands move naturally. Its upper 
limit is roughly at shoulder level, where the positional chereme ‘face’, 
described above, begins.—It is in this area that the left hand operates 
when it functions as a place of articulation. The neutral position is 
then “neutralised” by the left hand, which takes over the function of 
place of articulation.

The left hand
The positional cheremes fall into two groups according to how they are 
described. On the one hand, there are the fixed and immobile positions, 
and on the other hand, there is the special part of the body that the 
hand represents when it is used as a place of articulation. It differs from 
the other parts of the body in its changeability. The left hand is, 
strictly speaking, not one positional chereme but a large number of dif
ferent cheremes which have been brought together under the name ‘left 
hand’. If the hand had had only one shape when used as the place of 
articulation, the flat shape for instance, then the cheremic description 
could have consisted of the different parts of the hand: the back of the 
hand, the palm, the fingertips, etc. But as the hand can assume different 
shapes and different attitudes even when it functions as the place of 
articulation, such a description is not satisfactory.

However, no new terminology is needed to describe the positional 
cheremes of the hand. They can be described in the same way as when 
the hand is the articulator, i.e. by specifying shape and attitude. The 
only addition needed is a statement that the hand is functioning as the 
place of articulation and not as the articulator.

Of the 22 hand shapes described earlier, only nine have been observed 
as places of articulation. Of these, the flat hand, the index finger and 
the clenched hand are by far the most commonly used. Together, they 
account for 90% of the signs that use the left hand as the place of 
articulation. The flat hand alone accounts for some 75%. In addition to 
these three major hand shapes, the N-hand and the V-hand have also



been found, and a few cases of the spread hand, the A-hand, the thumb 
and the little finger.

Besides these nine shapes, there are some doubtful borderline cases 
caused by the difficulty there can sometimes be in deciding which 
aspect function the left hand has. This applies only to a few signs which 
are characterised by both hands having the same shape and being in 
contact with each other during some phase of the articulation. Some 
people can be seen forming these signs with a double articulator, whilst 
others have a passive left hand which does not take part in the move
ment and must therefore be regarded as the place of articulation. It is 
possible that the sign originally had this division of aspect function and 
that it changed to a double articulator because the hands had the same 
shape and attitude.

Left or right?
Left and right has already been discussed briefly in connection with the 
articulator aspect. A signer using the left hand as articulator uses the 
positional cheremes differently from a right-handed signer. The left- 
handed signer turns the sign round and makes it the mirror image of 
the right-handed sign. In consultant (see page 57) for instance, the 
right-handed person places his right claw hand on the right side of his 
chest, whereas the left-handed person uses the left side. Compare also 
the sign for minister (see page 57), where, for the right-handed person, 
the right hand is placed on the left side and, for the left-handed person, 
the left hand is placed on the right side. From this description, the 
situation may seem confusing, and it would seem surprising that no dif
ficulties arise in understanding. After all, we know from experience in 
other, non-sign-language, contexts how difficult it can be to tell the 
difference between left and right. The reason is, of course, that in sign 
language it is not left and right that are important, even though it is 
convenient to use those terms. If left and right were really relevant 
linguistically, then the left-handed person (if a left articulator could be 
accepted at all) would also have to use the right side of the chest in 
the sign consultant, for instance. But what is actually crucial for the 
understanding of the sign is whether the articulator uses its own side or 
not. In consultant the articulator is placed on its own side, in minis
ter on the opposite side. This way of looking at signs explains why we 
never have any problems in understanding, even if a person is constantly 
changing between a right and a left articulator—we do not interpret in 
terms of left and right but simply register whether the hand articulates 
on its own side or the opposite one.



THE CHEREMES OF ARTICULATION

To the uninitiated observer of sign language, the movements of the 
hands are its foremost characteristic. But a person who cannot sign 
himself has no means of distinguishing which movements are part of 
the signs and which are simply transitions between them. To a person 
who knows sign language, the difference between the movements con
cerned with articulation and transitional movements is so obvious that 
he is not normally conscious of the existence of the latter. Identifica
tion of the individual signs takes place quite automatically.—We can 
compare the way a non-signer perceives sign language with the way we 
listen to a spoken foreign language. If we have no knowledge of the 
language, it appears to be an unstructured flow of sounds, and we can
not tell where the word boundaries are.

On first examination, the movements of the individual signs strike 
one with their overwhelming multiplicity. The other aspects can be 
described reasonably well in an intuitive way, but no such description 
of articulation is possible. As the articulation aspect is more complex 
than the others, it is particularly important that only those elements of 
the movements that are semantically relevant are included in the de
scription—otherwise, we run the risk of getting lost in irrelevant 
details.

The considerably greater complexity of the articulation aspect is 
clearly illustrated by the different number of cheremes in the three 
aspects. In the articulator aspect, each sign has typically only one 
hand-shape chereme, and for the place of articulation, it is also true, 
with very few exceptions, that only one positional chereme is realised 
per sign. In articulation, however, several different elements are com
bined, simultaneously, successively, or in different combinations of 
simultaneous and successive elements, i.e. chereme combinations are 
frequently used in articulation. Thus, for example, one and the same 
type of movement can be performed in different directions. The hand 
can also be moved in a certain direction in different ways, e.g. by a 
turning, circling or arc-shaped movement. The different directions and 
types of movement can also appear in different combinations with con
tact between the hands or between one hand and the body. The con
tact can be observed during different phases of the articulation of a 
sign: it may initiate the movement, conclude it, or be simultaneous 
with it. Alternation between contact and non-contact is also used. If the 
sign has a double articulator, the hands can interact in several ways 
resulting in new combinations of directions and types of movement.— 
Perhaps it is pointless to try to explain in writing the manifold variety 
of articulation. Signs should preferably be demonstrated in a concrete 
way, as they are used in communication, i.e. in face-to-face contact, 
for their complexity to be made clear.

To facilitate analysis, the signs were classified into articulation groups 
according to two criteria. The first division was made according to 
whether the signs had a single or a double articulator. They were then



subdivided according to place of articulation: the neutral position 
versus all other positions. Thus, the following four groups emerged:

Place of articulation
Articulator

single double

neutral 1 (YOU) III (SIGN)
others II (GOOD) IV (WEEP)

The reason for using these particular criteria was that signs with a 
single articulator in the neutral position (group I) can be assumed to 
have a less complex chereme composition in their articulation than the 
others. The analysis was therefore begun in that group in order to 
arrive at a provisional chereme description which could then serve as 
a basis for deciding which cheremes must be included in the description 
of the articulation aspect. Thus, it seems reasonable to suppose that 
group II has the same cheremes plus a few more which are used when 
the hands articulate against parts of the body. Finally, signs with double 
articulators, irrespective of position (groups III and IV), can be distin
guished in even more ways, as the hands here interact in different ways.

This strategy for cheremic analysis worked well and, among other 
things, facilitated the search for minimal pairs. Before the final cheremic 
description was arrived at, the results from the different articulation 
groups were, of course, compared. Very early on, cheremes emerged of 
the two kinds already mentioned briefly: direction of movement and 
type of movement. There was also a third kind (mainly in signs using 
two hands) which has been termed type of interaction. The three kinds 
of cheremes are described below.

Direction of movement
In articulation, there are six directional cheremes, and not surprisingly, 
they are the same directions as have cheremic function in the articulator 
aspect (attitudinal direction). The directions of movement fall naturally 
into three pairs:

up, down movement in the dimension of height

left, right movement in the dimension of breadth

forwards, inwards movement in the dimension of depth

The movements in the breadth and depth dimensions are both horizontal, 
whereas the movement in the height dimension is, of course, vertical. 
The difference between the two horizontal pairs of directions may be 
described as follows: the movement in the breadth dimension is parallel 
to the signer and that in the depth dimension is at right angles to the 
signer.

Anyone used to sign-manual descriptions of movements, of the type 
“forwards-outwards-upwards" or “slanting inwards”, may object to the



greatly simplified description entailed by the six directional cheremes 
outlined here. It is perfectly true that any signing that used only these 
directions would give an angular and unnatural impression, but we 
must remember that the directions described here are only those with 
a cheremic function. Like all other cheremic types, the directional 
cheremes have variants. We shall now take a closer look at one such 
directional variant.

A directional instruction commonly used in the Sign Dictionary is 
“forwards and downwards”. Another common way of denoting the 
same kind of movement is “the hand is dropped forwards”. An examin
ation of the signs with this type of articulation shows that there is a 
connection between the direction of movement and the attitude of the 
hand. When the hand is directed up (and particularly if the palm is 
turned inwards or to the left), it does not perform a pure forward 
movement, as it might look according to figure 31a, page 63. It looks 
instead like alternative b, i.e. forwards-downwards. A pure forward 
movement is also correct, but is only rarely found. The illustration shows 
that the movement forwards-downwards is more economical: alternative 
a makes use of the whole arm, whereas b confines itself to a more 
restricted movement involving only the forearm.

It is possible, therefore, to describe the movement forwards-down
wards with reference to the attitude of the hand, and forwards-down
wards may be described as a variant of the direction forwards condi
tioned by attitude. It is, of course, possible that the forward-downward 
movement could be a variant of the downward movement instead (see 
figure 31c), but there are examples of minimally contrasting signs 
showing that forwards-downwards and downwards are different 
cheremes. Signs which are normally performed with a forward-downward 
movement cannot be performed with a downward movement, but a for
ward movement is acceptable.—This example has been discussed at some 
length in order to give the reader an idea of how problems of detail 
were dealt with in the analysis, but also to show that directions which 
do not have cheremic status were not overlooked.

In order to describe the oscillating movements that are found in the 
height, breadth and depth dimensions, combinations of the simple 
directional cheremes are used. These “compound” directional descrip
tions denote primarily the direction of the movement but also the num
ber of movements. If a movement is described as “up/down”, that 
means that it is an iterative movement, i.e. it is repeated an indefinite 
number of times with neither direction being dominant. That in turn 
means that the articulation of the sign may be started in either direc
tion—which is not the case when a movement upwards (or downwards) 
is to be repeated several times, which is thus a different type of articu
lation.

Type of movement
Moving is the simplest type of movement in Signed Swedish and simply 
indicates that the hand is moved in a certain direction. If the articulat-



a movement forwards 
b movement forwards — downwards 
c movement downwards

Schematic representation of direction of movement

ing hand were to leave a visible trace when making this type of move
ment, it would be a straight line.

Description of the type of movement would be made considerably 
easier if it could be related to a certain joint, in other words, if one 
particular part of the hand or arm were involved in the movement. But 
attempts at any such description of the type ‘moving’ quickly reveal 
that it is not practicable. This is because the space taken up by a sign, 
its size, is not cheremic. If one wishes to make a sign bigger or smaller, 
one automatically mobilises different joints, different parts of the hand 
and arm.

Let us look at the sign you (plural) from this point of view and 
imagine one or two different ways of executing it. It is perfectly poss
ible for the index finger alone to perform the movement, which will 
then take place only at the inner knuckle. The sign will be better 
articulated, if the movement is initiated at the wrist, making the whole 
hand move to the right. It is quite common also for the movement to 
take place at the elbow joint, making the whole forearm move. Finally, 
a full-blooded sign is brought about by the whole arm taking part in 
the articulation, the movement being initiated at the shoulder with the 
elbow either straight or bent. We see here that the same sign can be 
performed in many different ways, and that ‘moving’ cannot be de
scribed by specifying where the movement takes place. ‘Moving’ is the



“purest” type of movement; it has no particular features, and is best 
described by a statement of direction only. This is also fully in accord
ance with how our example you works. The cheremic feature of its 
articulation aspect is that the hand is moved to the right. Whether the 
movement extends over 2, 10 or 50 cms does not affect the articulation 
to the extent that different signs are perceived. Nor is it cheremic how 
far to the left the movement begins and how far to the right it con
tinues. A statement of direction will suffice in describing the sign.

In the Sign Dictionary, one can find signs which, according to 
cheremic analysis, have the type of movement ‘moving’ (and a com
pound direction of movement) described both as “moved up and down 
a few times” and as “shaken up and down”. Signs with the latter de
scription have a faster movement, and usually the movements are smal
ler, too. But neither the dimension of space nor that of time, i.e. neither 
extent nor speed of movement, has cheremic status in Signed Swedish 
(though they may well have in SSL). Thus, shaking is only a rapid 
variant of the iterative ‘moving’ articulation.

Curved movement means, of course, that the articulator describes a 
curve during the movement. In the early stages of analysis, curved 
movement was not ascribed independent cheremic status but was classed 
as a variant of ‘moving’, since no minimally contrasting signs could be 
found. During the course of the project, however, such contrasting signs 
have been observed, and the curve must be counted as a type of move
ment in its own right.

There may be two different explanations for this change in descrip
tion. One is simply that the initial analysis was wrong, that it failed to 
discover that signs actually were distinguished by the ordinary ‘moving’ 
movement and the curved movement. Another explanation could be 
that the signs have undergone a certain change in this respect, that 
chereme-splitting has taken place resulting in the curve becoming sep
arated from the ‘moving’ chereme. That solution is not unthinkable when 
one remembers the principle of one word : one sign. The users of Signed 
Swedish may have forced a distinction onto signs which had previously 
been identical but used with different words. The sign pairs from— 
depart and to—arrive lend support to this interpretation. Formerly, 
no difference could be observed between the signs that accompanied 
the words from and depart. Later, depart and arrive acquired curved 
movement, whereas from and to did not, a distinction which may have 
arisen out of a wish to avoid using the same sign for two different 
(even if semantically related) words.

Twisting is a type of movement which does not involve any actual dis
placement of the hand—but it still needs a specification of direction. 
This type of movement affects the attitude of the hand, not its direction 
but its ‘turning’, i.e. the position of the palm. If a hand with the palm 
turned up has the twisting type of movement, it means that the palm 
is turned down at the conclusion of the sign. Twisting results in the palm



adopting the opposite position, which simplifies the description of this 
type of movement. The description of the articulator must always in
clude a statement about attitude, and if the articulation involves twist
ing, its direction can be derived from the description of attitude.

Just as ‘moving’ can occur in a compound direction, so also can 
twisting. This means that the twisting is repeated an unspecified num
ber of times, neither direction being dominant. It is, in other words, an 
iterative twisting movement. There is a rapid variant of iterative twist
ing, which is often called “vibrating” in sign manuals. The twists are 
only rudimentary in this articulation, never actually completed.

Flicking, like twisting, can be described with reference to attitude. In 
flicking, it is not the ‘turning’ but the direction of the hand that changes. 
A comparison between the signs key and (have a) temperature clearly 
shows the difference between twisting and flicking. In key (see figure 
32, page 66), the hand twists up and down, whilst the attitudinal direc
tion stays the same throughout the sign. In temperature (see figure 33, 
page 66), an imaginary thermometer is flicked up and down, i.e. the 
direction of the hand changes from up to down, whilst the palm re
mains turned inwards the whole time, key and temperature can also 
be compared with the sign greet, which has the iterative ‘moving’ 
movement (see figure 34, page 66). In this sign, both attitudinal direc
tion and attitudinal ‘turning’ remain unchanged during articulation, 
whilst the hand is moved up and down.

Circular movement is in contrast with the other types of movement and 
does not function as a directional chereme, as one tends to assume 
initially. The size of the circles varies without any difference in mean
ing ensuing. Circular movements can be performed in three planes, and 
this does have a distinctive function. The easiest way to describe the 
circular planes is by reference to the clock and the movement of the 
clock hands.

If we imagine the clock lying in front of the signer, the clock-hands will 
move in a circle in the horizontal plane, a movement which is found, 
for instance, in the signs plate (see figure 35, page 67) and cook 
(imitating stirring in a saucepan). In signs using this horizontal circle, 
the direction of the circular movement itself is unimportant—or, ex
pressed in a different way, clockwise or anti-clockwise movement is not 
cheremic. It makes no difference whether the hand starts the move
ment to the left or to the right: both directions are found, but their use 
varies from person to person and from sign to sign.

The second circular plane which is used can be called vertical and 
parallel to the body. We can imagine the clock standing in front of the 
signer, as, for example, in sad (see figure 36, page 67). Here too, the 
direction of the circular movement itself can be either clockwise or 
anti-clockwise in free variation.
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PLATE SAD

The third plane, finally, is also vertical, but we must now imagine the 
clock seen from the side with the clock-face to the right. The circular 
plane can he described as vertical and at right angles to the body. 
Circular movements in this plane are different from the others in that 
the direction here is distinctive, i.e. movement clockwise or anti-clock- 
wise is significant in this plane.—This can perhaps partly be explained 
by the fact that the movement here, more obviously than in the other 
planes, is associated with displacement in a certain direction. We can 
imagine a wheel rotated forwards-down-inwards-up-forwards etc. (clock
wise) which, when placed on a flat surface, will roll forwards away 
from the person who set it in motion. If, on the other hand, it rotates 
inwards-down-forwards-up-inwards (anti-clockwise), it will move inwards 
towards the person, and it then becomes a backward movement.— 
Circular movements in this plane will be described either as ‘circle for
wards’ or as ‘circle inwards’.

Thus, in the first two planes, the circle’s own direction is not signifi
cant: the horizontal circle may therefore be described as left or right, 
the vertical-parallel as up or down. Left and up have been chosen to



describe these two planes, and thus we get four different directions in 
the description of circular movement:

horizontal: left

vertical-parallel: up

vertical and at right angles: forwards

inwards

In many signs, there is a connection between the plane of the place of 
articulation and the plane of the circular movement. For instance, in 
the sign drf.am (claw hand circling at the forehead), the circular move
ment is “adapted” to the plane of the forehead, being vertical-parallel. 
In film, the place of articulation is the left hand directed forward and 
turned right, and is thus vertical and at right angles. The circular 
movement is also vertical and at right angles, namely forwards (the sign 
imitates winding the film in a camera).

Changing movement. In connection with ‘moving’, it was stated that a 
type of movement cannot be described with reference to any particular 
joint of the hand or arm, as the size of the signs varies. Changing move
ments can, in a way, be seen as exceptions to that rule, as there are 
signs where the movement takes place only in the hand. In such articula
tion, it is the fingers that act in different ways, and it is thus at the 
inner and outer knuckles that the movement takes place. Here are 
some examples of the way this kind of movement is described in the 
Sign Dictionary:

“TAKE rh pulled in towards the body and clenched 

SUM rh pulled down along Ih, fingers closing 

SPREAD fingers of bh spread forwards and sideways"

The verbs used to describe the articulation of these signs are the same 
as those used in some of the names of the hand-shape cheremes: 
clenched hand, closed hand (A-hand), spread hand. This is no coinci
dence, for what characterises these movements is that, unlike other types 
of movement, they lead to a new hand shape. This is the reason for the 
term changing movement.

Whatever hand shape they result in, these movements are either 
opening or closing movements. The following final shapes resulting from 
the movement have been observed: the spread hand, the measure hand, 
the clenched hand, the closed hand (A-hand), the pinch hand and the 
holding hand, a variant of the clenched hand. Of these, the first two 
are the result of an opening movement and the last four of a closing 
movement. It is the movement itself and the final shape that have 
distinctive function in signs with this type of articulation. The shape of 
the hand at the beginning of the movement (the initial shape) is not 
distinctive, which is perhaps why it is difficult to establish the initial 
shape of the articulator. This is particularly true for the initial shapes 
of closing movements.



The choice of initial hand shape is not, of course, arbitrary. A clench
ed hand can hardly start off as an A-hand, as both are closed hand 
shapes. In the same way, a claw hand is not conceivable as the initial 
shape for another open hand shape, e.g. a spread hand. It is inherent in 
these movements that a hand which, in the final stage of the movement, 
is open must have started off from a closed hand, and vice versa. In 
addition, one can assume that a particular final shape always starts 
off from the same initial shape, i.e. the shape which most readily turns 
into the intended final shape.

The analysis of signs with this type of articulation shows that there 
are regularities in the choice of initial shape, which simplifies the de
scription considerably. The six different movements listed below can 
all be described as changing movements. A certain initial shape can 
only result in a certain final shape, and the description can be restricted 
to a statement of the shape of the articulator (which, of course, must 
always be included in the description of a sign). From this, the final 
hand shape can be inferred, and the description of the articulation be
comes simply ‘changing’, without any statement of the final shape. The 
changes are:

The spread hand is given here as the initial shape for the closed hand, 
but the flat hand can also be its initial shape. The spread hand and the 
flat hand are otherwise two different cheremes, but here we must accept 
the fact that the chereme boundaries may be blurred. The reason is, of 
course, that the initial hand never has cheremic status in signs with 
changing movement, and in such signs one can allow greater variation 
in the shape of the articulator than when it retains its shape through
out the execution of the sign.

The reader may react against this complete about-face in the treat
ment of opening and closing movements. The distinctive element in 
signs with this type of articulation is the movement and the final shape, 
whereas the initial shape is unimportant. And yet a description has 
been chosen in which it is the initial shape (which, moreover, is dif
ficult to observe) that is stated, leaving the final hand shape to be in
ferred from it. It is simply a case of making a concession in the interests 
of facilitating the description: the generalisation made possible by adopt
ing this approach means that all signs with this articulation can be de
scribed in the same way—change.

initial shape

O-hand 

pinch hand 

spread hand 

claw hand 

measure hand 

T-hand

final shape

spread hand 

measure hand 

closed hand (A-hand) 

clenched hand 

pinch hand 

holding hand



Playing movement means that the fingers move (as a rule alternately) 
as in playing the piano or typing.—Österberg calls this type of move
ment “key movements".—It is related to changing movement in that it 
is the fingers that perform the movement. However, the playing move
ment does not result in any change in the shape of the hand but is a 
continuous movement in the articulator, which keeps the same hand- 
shape chereme all the time. The playing movement is often combined 
with a displacement of the hand, and it is only in a few signs that ‘play- 
ing' is the whole articulation of the sign. Its somewhat weak cheremic 
status is further underlined by the fact that it can only occur with cer
tain hand shapes: spread hand, claw hand, V-hand—hands which have 
the common feature ‘spreading’.

Playing movements cannot be performed in different directions, un
like ‘moving’, for instance. But as the hand can assume different atti
tudes, playing movements may still give the impression of different 
directions. If a spread hand directed forwards is held with the palm 
down, the fingers will move up and down in the playing movement. The 
impression will be different if the hand is directed left and turned in
wards.

Type of interaction
The chereme types ‘direction of movement’ and ‘type of movement’ 
occur in all four of the articulation groups set up when analysis of the 
articulation aspect was begun (page 61). But in signs where both hands 
are used, their joint action, or interaction, may also be significant, and 
thus we get a third chereme type. When what is here called an inter
action chereme is included in the movement descriptions of the sign 
manuals, it usually reads as a general commentary on the articulation 
of the sign. In the Sign Dictionary, for instance, the terms ‘simulta
neously’ and ‘alternately’ are often used, discuss is described as “both 
index fingers moving simultaneously from one side to the other”. In 
compare, both hands are moved “alternately up and down”, and in 
willingly, they brush “alternately down the chest”. A closer study of 
the use of the terms reveals that they both stand for more than one 
thing, but without ever being misinterpreted. There are two completely 
different factors built into these terms. One is whether the hands per
form the movement simultaneously, or if they move every other time, 
performing movements in turn. The other concerns the direction: the 
hands can move in the same direction or in opposite directions. We 
thus get four possible combinations:

Direction

Action same opposite

simultaneous A (STREET) B (TRAFFIC)
in turn C (CREEP) D (------------ )



As the table shows, only three of these combinations occur in Signed 
Swedish. But, in cheremic analysis, there are only two different inter
action cheremes, not three. They will here be assigned the same names 
as in the Sign Dictionary: simultaneous and alternate.

Simultaneous movement is, cheremically, only the combination simul
taneous movement in the same direction (A above). The sign street 
has this type of interaction (see figure 16, page 40) and the movement 
takes place only once, blow (see figure 37, page 73) also has simulta
neous movement, but an oscillating sideways movement, in which the 
hands follow each other to the left and to the right. This simultaneous 
movement (in the same direction) is the norm for signs with a double 
articulator, and in the description of such signs, it need not be specified 
but can be understood by implication.

Alternate movement has two variants, B and C in the table above. The 
main variant is B, the type of interaction that involves the hands in 
simultaneous action but in the opposite direction, traffic (see figure 
38, page 73) clearly illustrates how this can look. The type of movement 
is ‘moving’, the direction is forwards/inwards, and the interaction means 
that when one hand is on its way forwards, the other is moved inwards. 
haste (see figure 39, page 73) also has alternate interaction, with both 
hands acting simultaneously in opposite directions, but the visual im
pression is quite different from that of traffic. This is because in 
traffic the hands meet halfway and then continue past each other. If 
such a movement were to be performed sideways instead, the hands 
would cross each other. In the alternate sideways movement, the hands 
“are content” just to approach each other and then set off in their op
posite directions again. The result is a repeated alternation between 
converging and diverging movements. A comparison between haste and 
blow shows the difference between simultaneous and alternate side
ways movement.

The other, less common, variant of alternate interaction (C above) is 
movements in turn in the same direction. A good example of this kind 
of movement outside sign language is the movement of our legs in 
walking. Signs with this interaction are often imitations of the move
ments of legs or feet, e.g. the sign creep, where the hands show the 
cautious forward movement of the feet.

The two variants of the alternate chereme may appear too different, 
from the description, but the signer perceives them as the same sort of 
interaction. A feature they have in common is that both variants always 
occur in signs with repeated movements, irrespective of whether the 
direction is compound, as in traffic, or simple, as in creep.

In the vocabulary of Signed Swedish, not one occurrence of move
ment in turn in opposite directions (D above) has been recorded. When 
one tries to construct a sign with that articulation, one quickly becomes 
confused and can only perform such sequences of movement with dif
ficulty. Their absence from signs may therefore be the result more of a



general limitation on our patterns of movement than of purely sign- 
language factors.

Converging and diverging movements have cheremic status, but can 
partly be treated as special cases of simultaneous movement in opposite 
directions. For instance, in the sign short, the hands move simulta
neously sideways towards each other, they converge. A more long- 
winded way of describing it would be to say that the right hand moves 
towards the left and the left hand moves towards the right. If we com
pare with the sign haste, we find that there the hands move towards 
and away from each other an indefinite number of times, and the 
direction of movement is neutralised in that it is immaterial whether the 
hands first converge or diverge. In haste, it is only the alternation 
between these two movements that is of importance for the interpreta
tion of the sign. But when there is only one movement, as in short, the 
direction is the determining factor. If we reverse the directions in short 
and move the right hand to the right and the left hand to the left—a 
diverging movement—we get instead the sign long.

Crossing interaction is used in two different ways. In some signs, a 
variant best named simply ‘crossing’ is used and is, as a rule, the only 
articulation chereme. Such a sign is dark, where the hands, directed up 
and turned inwards, are crossed in front of the face. In other signs, the 
crossing interaction is retained throughout the execution of the sign 
and is simultaneous with some kind of displacement movement, travel 
has this type of crossing contact, where N-hands are moved forwards 
together keeping this variant of interaction. Thus, in signs with retained 
interaction (see also angle and hooking contact), a variant of the 
double articulator is found which can perhaps be called a compound 
articulator, as in these the hands act as a unit to an even greater extent. 
It is doubtful, however, if such a distinction is useful in the description 
of signs, as observations of the use of the signs in Signed Swedish do 
not warrant making a distinction between these two types.

Angle interaction, like the previous chereme, has two variants. In one 
variant, which may be termed ‘angling’, the movement of the hands is 
complete when they form an angle together (corner, edge). The other 
variant is the ‘angle contact’, which is an interaction that the hands 
maintain throughout the course of the articulation. We find this variant 
in boat, where the flat hands in angle contact (depicting the bow of the 
boat) are moved forwards with a bobbing motion.

Hooking has the same two variants as the last two cheremes. Either the 
articulation consists in the hands being hooked into each other, or they 
are moved whilst hooked into each other (retained interaction). In but
terfly (see figure 40, page 73), we see a combination of retained cross
ing and hooking interaction, where the double, compound articulator 
moves in vertical-parallel circles. Judging from the description, but
terfly has a complicated combination of cheremes in the articulation
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aspect, which is borne out by the fact that the sign often appears to be 
difficult to perform for both children and adult beginners.

Hooking is not a purely interactional chereme in the sense that it re
quires a double articulator. It occurs also in signs with a single articu
lator, where the place of articulation is a hand or some other part of 
the body. In these signs, the articulator hooks onto, grips or nips the 
place of articulation. For instance in skin, the articulator nips the back 
of the other hand; in pork, it nips the cheek; and in tempt, the posi
tional chereme is the right side of the chest—the hand takes hold of the 
clothes, illustrating how, against one’s will, one is pulled in a certain 
direction.

Reception, for want of a better word, is the name given to a special 
variant of hooking. Thus, it is not a separate chereme according to a 
strict cheremic analysis, but will be treated as such because it facilitates 
description. Reception is unique in that it is performed by the hand 
that is not the articulator, i.e. by a hand functioning as place of articu
lation. We find this movement in the sign pair, where the articulator (a 
V-hand directed up and turned inwards) moves to the left to be received 
by the left hand, which grips the V-hand with fingers and thumb.

Contact, finally, is an interactional chereme which has already been 
mentioned in several contexts. Considering its occurrence, the contact 
chereme might also be classified as a type of movement, since contact is 
just as frequent in signs with a single articulator as with a double. It is 
not, of course, found in signs with a single articulator in the neutral 
position—there is nothing there to establish contact with (unless one 
signs you by placing the pointing finger on the chest of the person 
addressed!). In one respect, however,contact is an interactional chereme: 
two things are involved, though they need not both be hands. Further
more, the contact is non-directional, which supports not classifying it 
as a type of movement. The signs know, mute, live (dwell), deaf, 
my and full (satisfied), all have contact as the only articulation 
chereme, and statements of direction are superfluous. The contact must, 
of course, be preceded by a movement transporting the hand to the place 
of articulation, but that movement is not part of the sign and can never 
be given cheremic status. Whether the hand executing the sign my, for 
instance, comes from the top of the head and down towards the chest, 
which is the place of articulation for the sign, or from the stomach and 
up towards the chest, is determined by the place of articulation of the 
preceding sign and in no way affects the sign my.

The contact chereme is easily combined with other articulation 
cheremes. If a simultaneous downward movement (‘moving’) is added 
to the articulation of my, the sign pleasant is the result, where the hand 
brushes once down the chest. If the movement is repeated, we get in
stead the sign wish, think. If the contact articulation of my is repeated 
without any movement, we get iterative contact, which gives the sign 
good, when the place of articulation is still the chest. This iterative
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contact can also be found combined with movement, e.g. in the sign 
age, where the hand moves in steps, bounces, up the chest.

—That concludes the description of the cheremes of articulation. As we 
have seen in the discussion of particular cheremes, the three types of 
cheremes are not clearly distinguished from one another. The directional 
cheremes stand out as the most distinctive type, whereas the groups 
‘type of movement’ and ‘type of interaction’ are not as clearly separated 
front each other. Even if the classification of several of the individual 
cheremes may be questioned, the division of cheremes into the latter 
two types was still felt to be justified on the grounds of their usefulness 
in structuring and accounting for the cheremes of articulation.

SUMMARY

Analysis of the structure of signs points to a common basic structure, 
which has been described here as the three aspects of the sign: articu
lator, place of articulation and articulation. Analysis has further shown 
that signs, like words, can be described in terms of a limited number of 
distinctive elements, cheremes. The cheremes are grouped into different 
types according to which aspect they describe. Figure 4l (above) 
shows diagrammatically how the chereme types are distributed among



the different aspects. The diagram attempts to illustrate the fact that 
all three aspects carry equal weight in the structure of the sign, that they 
represent different perspectives from which a sign can be viewed.

Finally, it must be stated that this description of the structure of signs 
is valid only for the signs of Signed Swedish. The description of 
cheremes cannot automatically be transferred to the considerably larger 
vocabulary of SSL, not only because the number of signs is different in 
the two languages but also because the signs are used differently when 
the syntactic rules of SSL are operating. Facial expressions, for instance, 
are much more an integrated part of the language, and there is reason 
to believe that they may have cheremic status. Of course, the signs of 
Signed Swedish are largely taken from SSL, and the probable differences 
in the structure of signs in the two languages must not be exaggerated. 
But in this context it must still be stressed that one cannot assume 
that this cheremic description is valid—or suitable even—for SSL.



Sign notation

When the research project on Signed Swedish was begun, one of the 
aims was to attempt to construct some form of notation or transcrip
tion system for the signs. The difficulties the existing sign manuals have 
in describing signs unambiguously underline the real need for such a 
system. Besides, it must be possible to refer to signs in texts dealing 
with sign language without having recourse to photographs or other 
illustrations. The usual method of indicating a sign by means of a 
Swedish word does not work satisfactorily, and it very soon became a 
real problem in the work of the project. How, for instance, are com
pound signs to be expressed? In Signed Swedish, the sign that means 
boy is made up of two signs. Is the sign to be indicated by the word 
boy, or should its two components be indicated by translation: man/ 
child? In the former case, the fact that the sign is a compound is lost; 
in the latter, the normal meaning of the sign cannot be shown. Further
more, the last component may also be translated as small, and the choice 
between child and small is arbitrary.

The problem is not limited to sign language, of course, but is of a 
more general nature. It is partly a question of problems of translation, 
but of more fundamental importance are the complications that, of 
necessity, arise when one attempts to convey the symbols of one lan
guage with a writing system designed for, and indicating, the symbols 
of another language.

It is not only sign languages that lack a writing system. There are 
some oral languages that do, too, and for others, a writing system has 
only recently been created. Typically, however, the older writing systems 
are not the result of organised design but have evolved slowly and been 
reshaped and polished over a long period of use.

The problems to be faced when constructing a writing system for a 
sign language are largely the same as those faced when a writing sys
tem is created for an oral language. There is, however, one difference 
between manual and oral language which may be crucial in this context. 
Manual language is perceived visually, i.e. with the same sense as writ
ing, and there might therefore be more favourable conditions for the 
construction of a writing system for a sign language than for an oral 
language
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There are three questions in particular that must be answered when a 
writing system is created: what is to be symbolised, what symbols are to 
be chosen, how are the symbols to be combined into larger units? Fol
lowing these three questions, the writing system for Signed Swedish will 
be described under the headings: level of representation, symbols and 
writing conventions.

LEVEL OF REPRESENTATION

In linguistic description, hierarchically ordered levels are commonly 
used. In the simple language model introduced in The two sign lan
guages (page 11), there are only two levels, word and sentence. But, as 
has already been demonstrated (see page 38), words can in turn be de
scribed by a lower level whose units are called phonemes. By adding two 
further levels to these three, we get the following list:

sentence

phrase

word

syllable

phoneme

The writing system of a language can represent one (or more) of these 
levels with the graphic symbols standing, for instance, for a phrase or 
a syllable.

It is not theoretically possible for the symbols to stand for a whole 
sentence, as the number of sentences in a language is infinite. The same 
kind of objection may be raised against choosing the phrase as the level 
to be represented in writing. The number of phrases may not be infinite, 
but it is certainly immense. In certain formal languages, as for example 
in logic, a few symbols have to be read as a sentence or a phrase, but 
these are not natural languages.

The word (or the morpheme, see further page 114), however, is a level 
represented in the writing systems of natural languages. This means that 
there is a unique symbol for every word, and the number of symbols 
can in principle become as large as the vocabulary. Normally, there is 
no connection between the sound image of a word and the written sym
bol, which means that the form (pronunciation) of the word cannot be 
derived from the writing. Conversely, it also means that, even when one 
can pronounce a word and knows its meaning, one cannot work out 
how to write it. For every word, a new, unique symbol must be learnt. 
The example usually given of such logographic writing is Chinese char
acter writing. But examples of logographic symbols can be found in 
Swedish (and English) texts, e.g. 2 and %.

Japanese writing is the traditional example of syllabic writing, i.e. 
writing taking the syllable as its level of representation. Syllabic writing 
represents a different kind of writing, one in which the symbols stand



for sound sequences. Consequently, the pronunciation of words can be 
derived from the writing, and vice versa. The number of symbols is 
smaller than in logographic systems, since the number of syllables is 
smaller than the vocabulary.

Writing systems which do not take whole sequences of sounds as their 
starting-point but the individual speech sounds are called alphabetic. 
Even if they are not strictly phonemic (one phoneme : one letter), alpha
betic writing systems are nevertheless connected with the phoneme. They 
have sometimes developed from writing representing a different level 
and have not then been constructed according to the phoneme inventory 
of the language—even if it is now possible to find languages that have. 
The fact that there is rarely a one-to-one correspondence between 
phonemes and letters is also explained by the fact that the (spoken) 
language is constantly changing, whereas the written language is more 
conservative and retains spellings that no longer reflect the current pro
nunciation.

For scientific and educational purposes, there are strictly phonemic 
writing systems, as well as phonetic ones. The difference between them 
is, largely, that the phonetic systems are concerned with the substance 
of the speech sounds and aim to represent all the perceptible sounds of 
the speech signal, whilst the phonemic systems are concerned only with 
the linguistic function of the speech sounds. The former would, for in
stance, have different symbols for the various Swedish (and English) r- 
sounds, the latter only one.

When it comes to sign language, we have a similar choice between dif
ferent levels of representation for the written symbols. Of the three levels, 
word, syllable and phoneme, which are the bases for the different writ
ing systems of the oral languages, at least two have parallels in sign 
language, namely sign and chereme. The parallel between aspect and 
syllable is more dubious, and so we are left with a choice between sign 
and chereme as the level of representation for sign notation.

The usual way of denoting signs is to illustrate them or describe them 
in words. If, instead of being illustrated or described verbally, each sign 
were to be symbolised by a single graphic figure, sign language would 
have a logographic writing system. A drawback to a system linked to 
signs in that way would be that the same number of symbols would be 
required as there are signs. Both constructing and memorising the sym
bols in such a system of sign notation would be very laborious tasks.

However, as it has been shown possible to analyse signs into a limited 
number of units, it is not necessary for the symbols to operate at the 
sign level. It is possible to construct a system analogous to the alpha
betic writing systems of oral languages. These, on the whole, start from 
the phoneme level, and for sign language, the writing system can oper
ate at the chereme level. The advantages over operating at the sign 
level are numerous. The number of written symbols will be the same as 
the number of cheremes, and for Signed Swedish, that means about 70. 
All the signs can be written with the aid of these 70 symbols alone. An
other advantage of a cheremic system is that the written image gives in-



formation about the linguistically relevant features of the sign and 
shows what is important in its execution, thereby minimising the risk of 
confusion and misunderstanding. A new sign can then be introduced in 
writing with no need for a supporting picture or further description, as 
every graphic symbol will stand for a distinctive element in the sign. In 
principle, the reverse is also true, i.e. for every sign one knows, it is 
possible to produce a written image based on the form of the sign.—This 
is supported by the fact that the cheremic description seems, on the 
whole, to agree with the intuitive perception of the structure of signs 
which users of Signed Swedish have. The cheremic level appears to be 
a reality to the signer, and the cheremic description has been greeted 
with nods of recognition rather than with scepticism in the various 
contexts in which it has been presented publicly.

THE SYMBOLS

In line with the discussion in the preceding section, the notation for 
Signed Swedish will represent the cheremic level. Even before the nota
tion had been devised within the project, we used a kind of verbal 
cheremic notation, in which every chereme was represented simply by 
its name. Using that method of notation, the sign pleasant had the fol
lowing description:

chest

flat hand (left, inwards)

contact

downwards

That sort of notation already carries within it the embryo of a writing 
system at the cheremic level, and the apparently simple question to be 
answered is: what form should the graphic symbols for the individual 
cheremes take? Can already existing symbols be used, or should new 
symbols be created? The latter is, of course, the most appealing alter
native: as the signs, and thus the cheremes, are visually perceived units, 
written symbols can be created which depict the linguistic building- 
bricks. That possibility is unique to sign language. The auditively per
ceived spoken language has written symbols which, of necessity, are 
arbitrary in relation to the individual phoneme or speech sound. As 
symbols for the hand-shape cheremes and the positional cheremes, one 
can imagine greatly simplified or stylised drawings of the hands and 
parts of the body. This would contribute to making the notation easy 
to learn and use. But another requisite of symbols is that they should 
also be easy to reproduce. In view of their intended use in sign-language 
literature, e.g. sign dictionaries, it is a reasonable demand that they 
should be capable of being typed. If the system functions well in other 
respects, it would be a pity if practical or financial considerations were 
to prevent its use.



The symbols that were eventually chosen are the result of a com
promise between the two incompatible requirements of iconicity and 
typability. In order not to limit the possibilities of reproduction, the 
idea of iconic symbols had partly to be discounted. All the symbols 
were chosen from among existing typewriter keys, where the range of 
choice is surprisingly wide, as there are a number of different symbols 
utilised in different specialist areas. They do not belong to the standard 
keyboard, but they are available and do not need to be specially manu
factured.—Nowadays, in addition to ordinary typewriters, there are also 
(electric) models with detachable “golf balls’’ with various type-faces. It 
is doubtless an alternative with a relatively high initial cost, but it is, of 
course, possible to have a special golf ball made with the symbols of 
the sign notation. Other, and considerably cheaper, aids to writing the 
symbols should also be mentioned, e.g. transfers. Another possibility is 
to use a stencil, i.e. a piece of transparent plastic sheet with punched- 
out symbols. That is probably the handiest and cheapest aid which can 
be produced; compared with transfers, it has the advantage that it is 
an initial cost only.

The idea of using iconic symbols was not abandoned entirely. Among 
the available symbols were chosen those which can, to some extent, be 
perceived as iconic, or which can, in some other way, be associated with 
the cheremes they represent. A further aim was to give the symbols 
within each chereme group some common feature.

The symbols for the hand shapes
It was not possible to find any iconic symbols for the hand-shape 
cheremes among the typewriter keys. Before the symbols proposed here 
were adopted, several attempts were made to produce symbols based on 
the various features used to describe the hand shapes. The idea was that 
a feature like spreading, which occurs in several hand shapes, would be 
represented in the symbols for those hand shapes. Unfortunately, sym
bols thus constructed became too unwieldy. Every hand shape is char
acterised by several features, and if every feature were represented in 
the notation, several symbols would be needed for a single hand shape.

After the initial fruitless attempts at constructing feature-based sym
bols, capital letters were finally chosen as the symbols for the hand- 
shape cheremes. The fact that there is a manual alphabet means that 
a letter is naturally linked with a hand-shape chereme when the chereme 
and the letter hand have the same shape. The following hand shapes 
are symbolised by letters:

flat hand J thumb B M-hand M
S-hand s index finger L T-hand T
O-hand 0 little finger I big pinch hand H
A-hand A N-hand N
clenched hand G V-hand V



There remain several hand shapes which have chereme status but which 
are not utilised as letter symbols in the manual alphabet. For these, 
letter-like symbols were used to give this chereme type as uniform a set 
of symbols as possible:

spread hand V

claw hand Σ

angled hand A

hook finger Γ

double hook Π

flight hand i

cock hand V

measure hand 0

pinch hand Δ

The spread hand is symbolised here by a Y with a line through it, which 
may perhaps suggest the hand shape. The letter for the angled hand is 
an upside-down V. For the claw hand, the Greek letter sigma is used, 
whilst delta represents the angle produced by the thumb and index 
finger in the pinch hand. The iconic symbol for the measure hand is a 
reversed C, and for the hook finger, an upside-down J. The double hook 
is written as an upside-down U. The flight hand and the cock hand have 
as their basic elements an I and a V, respectively, to which a horizontal 
stroke has been added. This stroke can be interpreted as the thumb, 
which is the only feature distinguishing the cock hand from the V-hand 
and the flight hand from the 1-hand (little finger).

Positional symbols
The symbols for the positional cheremes can be seen as highly stylised 
illustrations of the parts of the body that constitute the different 
cheremes. The high positions, i.e. those localised to the head, are re
presented by round or curved symbols, whilst the other positions have 
straight or angular symbols:

face 0 chin W

face, upper half Π neck □

face, lower half u chest □

crown chest, left side [

forehead - chest, right side ]

ear } left shoulder Γ

cheek ) right shoulder “1

nose o arm <

mouth c stomach LJ

All the hand-shape cheremes have symbols. Two of the positional 
cheremes lack them. The ‘arm’ is not one chereme but two according to



the analysis, the upper arm and the forearm. However, one symbol is 
enough, as the forearm, unlike the upper arm, must always have a 
specification of attitude, so confusion is not possible. The neutral posi
tion has also been left without a symbol. That means that where no 
positional chereme is given, the neutral position is intended.

Symbols for direction of movement
The symbols chosen for direction are, of course, arrows. The cheremic 
directions are in three groups, depending on whether the movement is 
in the dimension of height, breadth or depth. It is therefore not poss
ible to use arrows of only one kind, as three dimensions have to be 
represented in two. The problem was solved by the two horizontal kinds 
of movement (breadth and depth) having one kind of arrow, and move
ment in the height dimension, the only vertical movement, a different 
kind of arrow:

forwards Î left/right

inwards i up Λ

forwards/inwards $ down V

left <- up/down /V

right

Repeated movements in a compound direction have their own symbols, 
which are simply combinations of the simple directional symbols.

Symbols for types of movement
The chereme group that caused the greatest problems when it came to 
choosing symbols was types of movement. It proved almost impossible 
to find graphic figures which could be taken to be natural or representa
tional. However, apart from the symbol for the changing movement, 
the symbols do have a common characteristic: they consist of a single 
continuous line.

curved ^

twisting ro

flicking GJ

circular o

changing =>

playing ma

Of the movement cheremes, ‘moving’ lacks a symbol of its own, as 
‘moving’ is implied by a sign description containing a statement of 
direction.

Symbols for types of interaction
Two hands are normally needed for interaction to take place. That is 
the reason for choosing symbols consisting of two co-ordinated lines for



this chereme type. Exceptions are the two contact symbols—where two 
hands are not needed.

alternate % hooking xo<

converging > reception e

diverging < contact •

crossing X iterative contact ♦

angle L

Of the interactional cheremes, one lacks a symbol: simultaneous move
ment, which is always implied in the description. Even though iterative 
contact is not a chereme, it has been given a symbol of its own, mainly 
because it lacks direction and cannot be described by means of a state
ment of compound direction.

Attitude symbols
To describe the attitude of the hand it is necessary to state both direc
tion and turning. For attitudinal direction, the same symbols were 
chosen as for direction of movement. But turning is also really a kind 
of direction (that of the palm), and it would be possible to use the same 
symbols a third time. But in order not to overload these symbols, and 
in order to make it easier to distinguish the description of direction 
from that of turning, new symbols were chosen for turning:

direction turning

forwards T —'

inwards A ^

left *- )

right -* (

up Λ -i-

down v

The first four turning symbols are an attempt to create symbols which 
may be seen to have some connection with the shape of the palm.

WRITING CONVENTIONS

The question that now remains to be dealt with is how the individual 
symbols (the alphabet of the signs) are to be combined in sign notation 
to denote whole signs. Let us return to the verbal notation used earlier 
in the project, where every chereme was identified by a word:

chest

flat (left, inwards) 

contact



The parenthesis shows first the direction of the hand, then its turning. 
This cheremic notation gives the sign my. By replacing every word in the 
description with the symbols for the cheremes, we get the following 
sequence: [j

JC*-·")
In verbal notation, it seemed natural enough to arrange the cheremes 
vertically, but the symbols need less space and would be better written 
horizontally, from left to right, as is usual in writing:

[] X- -r

The brackets around the attitudinal symbols carry no information and 
can be omitted. At the same time, the directional symbol for attitude 
can be moved up and the turning symbol placed under it (omitting the 
comma). The attitudinal symbols are then both next to the symbol for 
hand shape: ,, .

This is the final cheremic notation for the sign my.
As the above example shows, the aspects are written in the order 

place of articulation, articulator and articulation, and these three posi
tions hold good for all signs. In signs with the neutral place of articula
tion, the first position is unmarked, which means that it is the hand- 
shape symbol that introduces the notation. For example:

stop J * T

you (plural) Lî "*

This is the simplest type of notation, i.e. signs with a single articulator 
in the neutral position and where the articulation merely consists of 
movement in one direction. When signs in the neutral place of articula
tion have a double articulator, this is shown quite naturally by two 
hand-shape symbols in the notation. Since they function as an entity, the 
attitude symbols are not both written to the right of their hand-shape 
symbol; instead, they surround the two hand-shape symbols:

street ÎJJÎT
TABLE ZJJZ <

When the hands in a double articulator maintain contact during the 
articulation (compound articulator), this is shown by placing the inter
action symbol between the hand symbols:

TRAVEL ZN*N1 T

BOAT I/Jj T

In the notations above, we have examples of all the types of articulator: 
single, double and compound articulator. These are the only three 
writing conventions in the second position.



As these examples have shown, the first position may be unmarked. 
In addition, there are two other writing conventions depending on 
whether the place of articulation is a hand or another part of the body. 
Here are some examples of different body-position cheremes:

KNOW ~ j: *
MUTE c j: *
LIVE (DWELL) )JÎ '
DEAF

MY [] j: *
SATISFIED (FULL) ^j: ·

Among the positional cheremes, the cheek, ear and shoulder differ from 
the others in that they are doubled in signs with a double articulator. 
For the sake of clarity, this can be shown in the notation by a doubling 
of the positional symbol (cf. live, which has the right cheek—for a 
right-handed signer):

weep ()*LL* v

In signs with one side of the chest as the positional chereme, the choice 
of side is cheremic, which is shown in the notation by the sides having 
different symbols:

CONSULTANT ] 2Γ *

MINISTER [ *

For signs with the left hand as the place of articulation, both hand shape 
and attitude must be stated. We then get, in the first position, a notation 
which looks like the articulator notation in the second position:

on Ji j: ·

Is it not possible to confuse the notation above with one denoting a 
double articulator in the neutral position? The difference between signs 
with a double articulator and those with a hand as the place of articula
tion is apparent in the notation by the different positioning of the at
titude symbols. The hand-shape symbols in the former case are sur
rounded by the attitude symbols (see street and table, above), but when 
the hands have different aspect functions, the attitude symbols are 
placed to the right of their respective hand-shape symbols. Further
more, the hands in on, for instance, have different attitudes, which is 
typical of signs where the hands have different functions, whilst the 
hands forming a double articulator usually adopt the same attitude and 
then always have the same hand shape. It is true that they have the

1. : indicates repeated movement.



same hand shape in on, too, but combinations like that in egg (see 
figure 14, page 37) are also utilised:

egg a: n: *

In the third position are placed the symbols for the articulation cheremes. 
In all the examples given above illustrating the first and second posi
tions, the articulation has been of a very simple kind. Only in weep did 
we have two symbols. There, the symbols were arranged vertically, 
which means that the cheremes they symbolise are realised simul
taneously, i.e. simultaneous downward movement and contact (between 
the articulators and the place of articulation). There is a similar move
ment in interest (see figure 43, page 89), which, however, has alternate 
movement, meaning that three simultaneous cheremes must be stated:

INTEREST Π IJJt ",

(If signs with a part of the body as the place of articulation always had 
contact in the articulation, the contact symbol could have been omitted 
—but that is not the case.) The articulation cheremes can also follow 
each other, which is shown in notation by writing the symbols hori
zontally and in the order they occur in the sign:

conjure Lc L~ ν'Λ

The type of articulation found in conjure is usually described as “boun
cing” in the manuals. The bounce is not a chereme in its own right, 
which could be given a symbol of its own, because it can have different 
directions in both the initial and the final movement and they are not 
predictable from, for instance, the position of the place of articulation.

In one and the same sign, both simultaneous and successive articula
tion cheremes may be used:

resign J! Vr 'Z

The right V-hand directed downwards first “stands” on the flat left 
hand before it "resign" in a curve to the right.

Finally, let us look at three signs which have many features in com
mon and which illustrate several of the basic writing conventions de
scribed above:

SIBLINGS :rr:

FAMILY ~Π°Ττ 2

HOOK r:rs

siblings has a double articulator and articulation consisting of both 
fingers hooking into each other, family also has a double, but com



pound, articulator and thus retains the hooking whilst the horizontal 
circular movement is performed, hook, on the other hand, has a single 
articulator with the left hand as the place of articulation. Both hands 
have the same hand shape, but only the right hand acts and alone per
forms the hooking movement.

AREAS OF APPLICATION OF SIGN NOTATION

The principal reason for constructing the sign notation was that it was 
needed for the project work. It also proved very helpful in general and, 
in fact, just about indispensible when it came to studying sign formation 
and sign inflexion and to comparisons with Swedish (see pages 114— 
161).

A natural area of application for sign notation must also be sign 
manuals. The most common way of setting out the material in a sign 
dictionary is according to the alphabetical order of the words, choosing 
(one of the) words with the same meaning as the sign and using that as 
the reference. But with a notation based on a cheremic analysis, it is 
possible to arrange the signs according to their own structure. They can 
then have their own “alphabetical” order, in which, for instance, signs 
with the place of articulation ‘crown’ come first, followed by ‘forehead’, 
etc. Within a certain place of articulation, e.g. the chest, the signs can 
be arranged according to hand-shape cheremes—flat hand, spread hand, 
etc.—and a final ordering can take place according to articulation. This 
would mean that signs which are similar in form would be placed near 
each other, e.g.:

sign translation

[] j: * my

π j: : pleasant

η j:* good

Even if the notation is not used, photographs or drawings of the signs 
may still be arranged most appropriately in accordance with the 
cheremic description. This has the advantage that one can look up a 
sign one does not know the meaning of. It is only necessary to know 
what the sign looks like. We may, for instance, have observed a sign 
like the one shown in figure 42. We then turn to the pages containing 
signs with the neutral place of articulation, continue within that group 
to signs with the claw hand (double articulator), and finally to the 
specification of articulation, where we find 11 21 v.

The sign is actually from SSL and has no direct one-word correspond
ence in Swedish. Its meaning is best explained by a few phrases which 
together can give an approximate idea: Don't know. Colloquially, we often 
say Don't ask me or / couldn't tell you.



Figures 42—43

INTEREST

It is signs of this type which are usually called gestures (see the dis
cussion on page 11), hut as we can see from the notation, there is noth
ing in this sign to make it different in kind from other signs. As long as 
manuals list signs according to the alphabetical order of words, these 
so-called gestures will be excluded, as they cannot be described in books 
which presuppose signs with one-word translations.

There is a complication in producing a dictionary for a language 
which has not previously had a writing system. No spelling conventions 
have evolved. This means that the first dictionary of the language has 
a certain normative effect, even if it does not set out to be prescriptive. 
This would not so much affect the execution of the signs as their spell
ing. The notation for a sign is not always self-evident, even if there is 
an analysis to base it on. There are always variants of the signs, regional 
or individual. If the same meaning is expressed by two signs that are 
completely different in form, there is no problem—both are accounted 
for in the dictionary—but if it looks as if they are the same sign, the 
choice can be more difficult. There are numerous examples of this 
problem in Swedish which show the conflicts which can arise between



place of articulation

POSITION 
face 0
upper face f)
lower face U
crown 
forehead 
ear }
cheek )
nose o
mouth q

chin v
neck o
left shoulder r
right shoulder n 
chest
left side [
right side ]
arm (
stomach i_.

OTHER SYMBOLS 
repeated movement 
signeme boundary / 
repeated signeme j

articulator 

HAND SHAPE
flat hand J
S-hand S
spread hand Y
claw hand 5
angled hand Λ
closed hand f\
O-hand 0
clenched hand G
index finger L
N-hand N
V-hand V
hook finger f
double hook A
thumb B
little finger I
flight hand f
M-hand M
T-hand T
cock hand V
measure hand D
pinch hand Δ
big pinch hand H

ATTITUDINAL DIRECTION
left *-
right -»
forwards t

inwards 1
up Λ
down v

ATTITUDINAL TURNING
left )
right (
forwards ^
inwards "
up -
down

articulation

DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
left
right -»
left-right ♦*
forwards T
inwards A
forwards-inwards t 

up Λ
down v
up-down /v

TYPE OF MOVEMENT 
flicking co 
twisting rvj 
playing 
curved » 
circular O 
changing =>

TYPE OF INTERACTION
alternate »4
converging >
diverging i
hooking «
reception e
crossing x
angle L
contact ·
iterative contact *



a standardised written language and the variants occuring in speech. 
Even people who consistently pronounce lesa and lekare must adhere 
to the accepted spelling norm and “spell correctly”, i.e. write läsa and 
läkare. It is in this way that the sign dictionary would become prescrip
tive: its way of writing the signs would tend to be regarded as the cor
rect way.

One must also consider a more private or personal way of using the 
notation. There is an often expressed need for some form of notation, a 
fact known to anyone who has ever attended tuition in sign language. 
Both in elementary courses and in the training of interpreters, the dif
ficulty of making notes about new signs has been apparent. Attempts 
are nevertheless made to write them down in some way, and very often 
one relates the sign description to signs one already knows with a sim
ilar form. Some examples: As in room, but with the little finger ( = in
stitution); as half change, but bigger movement and not ending in 
contact ( = radical); and reactionary is described as like radical but 
the other way round\ Notes of this type are incomprehensible on the 
same day even to the person who wrote them, and they are no help in 
recalling the signs. Even if the notation suggested here may appear too 
complicated to use, the principles on which it is based can perhaps point 
the way to how signs may be written. A verbal cheremic description 
(cf. page 84) in which the three aspects are recorded in order would 
perhaps be systematic enough for private notes.

In the course of the project, the writing system has been demonstrated 
in lectures and courses. A common reaction is that it is too hard to 
learn, but that it would be a definite asset for future sign dictionaries 
and manuals. It seems as if people are doubtful about their ability to 
learn to write the signs themselves but not about the possibility of 
learning to read them. Those who have attempted to learn to write the 
signs have as a rule had only two practice hours at their disposal. It 
would be unrealistic to think that a new writing system could be learnt 
in so short a time. There is no reason to believe that the writing system 
of a sign language should be any easier to learn than that of an oral 
language.

THE AMERICAN WRITING SYSTEM

Even a cursory glance at the sign notation in the extract (see figure 44, 
page 93) from A Dictionary of American Sign Language on Linguistic 
Principles (Stokoe, Casterline, Croneberg, 1965) shows that the Swedish 
writing system has many similarities with the American. As the two 
systems are so similar, it is justifiable to ask whether it would not have 
been better simply to adopt the American system for the writing of 
Swedish signs. Since the American symbols also represent cheremes, and 
since these have been identified by means of the same kind of analysis, 
the symbols would then stand for the same units.

There are several reasons why the American system was not, or 
rather could not, be adopted. The fact that the two languages do not



have the same signs is not in itself any hindrance, as the notation is 
based on the distinctive elements. These could be the same in the two 
languages, the difference being that they combined differently to make 
up the signs. But the sets of cheremes are not common to both lan
guages. For one thing, they differ in number. Signed Swedish has a 
larger number of cheremes, particularly in the aspect ‘place of articula
tion’, where Signed Swedish has 18 positional cheremes (the left hand 
and its different shapes not included) as against 12 in the American 
language. In addition, different hand shapes are utilised, and they fall 
into cheremes and variants (‘allochers’ in Stokoe’s terminology) in dif
ferent ways. In American Sign Language, for instance, there is a hand 
shape where the long finger is crossed over the index finger. It is a 
comparatively frequent shape considering how “unnatural” it feels to 
anyone used to the Swedish hand shapes. It is used for the letter R and 
occurs in many initial signs (cf. page 110). In the Swedish sign language, 
this hand shape does not occur at all, not even as a variant—it occurs 
only in the manual alphabet as the letter X and is thus very unusual.

In the Swedish sign system, the thumb hand functions as a chereme 
(symbolised by B), but in the American system, it is only mentioned as 
a variant. Thus, the languages do not have the same sign structure; the 
cheremes are not the same; and therefore, the same symbols should not 
be used, as they cannot symbolise the same units.

In those cases where the cheremes are identical, it would, of course, 
have been possible to render them with the same symbols. As far as the 
hand-shape symbols go, however, it would not have been a good idea, 
because the American symbols are letters, and Sweden and the USA 
have different manual alphabets. B symbolises a thumb hand to us, but 
to the American it symbolises a flat hand, which in the Swedish system 
is symbolised by a J. Associations with the Swedish manual alphabet 
would make the American set of symbols troublesome to use and would 
make the writing system unnecessarily involved.

As it was not possible to adopt the symbols for the hand-shape 
cheremes, the other symbols were not adopted either. The cheremes are 
not always identical in the other cheremic types either, and it would 
have been necessary to redefine or change many symbols.

Apart from the appearance of the symbols, however, the two systems 
are very similar. One reason, of course, is that the American system had 
already been in use for some time when the Swedish system was devel
oped and inevitably exerted an influence on its construction. But that 
is not the whole explanation, because the possibilities of choice are not 
very wide when one restricts oneself to what can be typed on a type
writer, both as regards the symbols themselves and the way they are 
combined. It is clear from the American writing system that they work
ed within the same narrow framework when it came to choosing sym
bols.

The description of attitude is quite different in the two systems. The 
Swedish system is more explicit, consistently distinguishing between 
direction and turning, which are merged in the American system,



153 w C

s «CO]
\J T V

(imit.: patriarchal beard; often seen with double dez) N Hebrew, 

Jew; X Jewish, Hebrew. See also u C,- »

rftfO]
Ό Ό T

v shut up!

R »[O]
VJ ~'T

(sig slower and less intense than in ‘shut up’; lips closed 

tightly) X air-tight, shut in, unventilated, stale [air].

c 8[0]
VJ ~>_L T

v inhale fresh air.

N color.

(back of dez against lower edge of chin) χ dirty. A variation, 

usually emphatic is w Ap0 (dez opens to spread 5).

See also w Βρ< ^'

u 5TXii 0 5a 5av
(dez in first element may be double, or may be W, initial dez; 

fingertips touch mouth) See 0 5Q 5Q ** wet.

Γ V (-8 CO]
Kj '-a \j -> a v

(imit.) m beard. For ‘sideburns’ — ) Χχ 

r 8 [A] p v··
W '-'T v \J C-T χ

N Jew. A less formal variant of sign for ‘Hebrew’ above. Also 

seen in transitive verbal use: ‘jew my shoes as equivalent of

‘saving shoe leather’ as an excuse for not dancing. See article 

on ‘save’ A? VT x .

w Cd χ
(imit.; dez in claw-like allocher passes under tab, back of hand 

grazing chin) χ unkempt, unshaven, stubbly. This allocher of 

dez is used in many signs in which ‘roughness’ is part of the 

meaning.

From Stokoe—Casterline—Croneberg, A Dictionary of American Sign Language 
on Linguistic Principles, 1965



where there is only one attitude symbol per sign. However, the dif
ference in the description of attitude is not a technical question which 
has to do with the writing system as such, but arises out of the analysis 
of the structure of signs.



Sign typology

The description of the structure of the sign in the chapter of that name 
was concerned only with how the form of a sign can be analysed into 
distinctive units, thus stressing the structural similarity of signs and 
words. A description of that kind tells us nothing about what is the 
most striking feature of many signs, namely that they have obvious 
similarities with the phenomena of which they are symbols. A descrip
tion based on cheremic analysis, which describes the sign egg (see 
figure 14, page 37) as

A-hand (forwards, up)

N-hand (left, down)

iterative contact

gives no indication that the form of the sign imitates a knife or spoon 
(articulator) tapping (articulation) the egg (left hand as place of articu
lation). If signs had been arbitrary (see further page 109) in the sense 
that their form was independent of what they refer to, then a cheremic 
description would have been adequate. But it is impossible to ignore 
the fact that a great number of signs are clearly motivated by what they 
stand for. This information must supplement the cheremic description, 
which, for these signs, tells only half the story, so to speak, about their 
form.

The symbols of an oral language are not normally influenced by the 
phenomena they stand for—they are arbitrary. By arbitrary is meant 
that there is no natural connection between the form of a word and 
what it signifies. A chair has no quality that justifies the sound sequence 
//ea/. The Swedish stol or the French chaise function equally effi
ciently for the four-legged objects we sit on.

The only possible exception to the rule about the arbitrariness of 
words are the onomatopoeic (sound-imitating) words. Examples from 
Swedish are kuckeliku (cock-a-doodle-doo), bingbâng (ding-dong), vov
vov (bow-wow), and krasch (crash). In an oral language, an auditory 
impression can be the starting-point in the formation of words, so that 
they resemble the sounds they represent or the phenomena charac
terised by these sounds. That it is not a case of pure imitation is de
monstrated by the fact that the phonemic structure of a language in-



fluences the selection of the sounds and decides which sound sequences 
are permitted.

Sign language, of course, has no onomatopoeic linguistic symbols, but 
it does have a parallel to them. Sign language can take visual impres
sions as the starting-point for the creation of signs in which the hands 
and their movements illustrate or imitate shapes and movements per
ceived by the eye. Signs which in some respect resemble what they re
present will be called iconic (depictive).

Whereas oral languages have only a small vocabulary of onomatopoeic 
words, sign language has a very large set of iconic signs. In fact, the 
iconic signs are one of the characteristic features of sign language, and 
these so-called natural signs have contributed to its often being called 
a natural language. It is not surprising that more signs than words are 
marked by what they represent, if we accept that the number of pheno
mena perceived by the eye (which can be illustrated or imitated by the 
hands and their movements) is much larger than of those perceived by 
the ear (which can be imitated by the speech organs). How important 
visual impressions are to us can be seen in the different effects of being 
afflicted by deafness and by blindness.

Sign typology, as this chapter is called, aims at describing the connec
tion between the form of a sign and what the sign refers to; how the 
forms of signs are motivated (or not) by extra-linguistic reality. It 
enables us to arrive at a number of different types of signs and a more 
systematic description of them than the traditional division into natural 
and conventional signs.—The terms natural and conventional are often 
used in the scant literature on sign language that exists in Swedish. They 
are used with various meanings and, as a rule, leave the reader in doubt 
as to what characteristics of the signs the division is based on. The 
terms will not be used here.

SIGN—FORM—REFERENT

A linguistic symbol (be it a word or a manual sign) is a combination of 
a form and a meaning. (Even when the form and meaning of words are 
referred to, the expression linguistic sign is sometimes used in the litera
ture, but to avoid misunderstandings in this particular context, the 
term linguistic symbol will be used below.) By that definition, splink and 
furte, for instance, are neither Swedish nor English words—they are 
only acceptable word forms, to which no meanings have been attached. 
There is no agreement between the users of those languages that these 
word forms are the carriers of certain meanings: they have not been 
conventionalised.

Neither form nor meaning is identical with what the word as a whole 
refers to (or represents or denotes). On hearing the request Fetch a 
chair!, I can react by getting one of the objects to which the word 
refers and in that way show that 1 know the word, i.e. am familiar with 
the form and the meaning. The object chair is the referent of the word 
(what is represented or denoted).



The referent is something extra-linguistic, in the example above a 
concrete object even. In this case, it is easy to see that the referent 
cannot be the same thing as the meaning. Chairs are directly observable 
by our senses: they have shape and colour; they are hard or soft; they 
have a smell and presumably also a taste—all these are qualities that 
meanings do not have.

The referents of the words (or the signs) walk, red, on, which denote 
activity, quality and relationship, respectively, are also directly observ
able by our senses, even if they are not objects. Words like democracy, 
wickedness, angry and (in) love refer to various states and qualities, 
however, which are not observable by our senses. We must not be con
fused by the fact that we can observe certain outward signs that some
one is in love or angry.

Figure 45 (page 99) shows how the relationship between these basic 
terms is usually illustrated with the aid of a triangle. The dotted line at 
the base of the triangle illustrates the indirect relationship between form 
and referent. The form is not motivated by any quality of the referent 
but is related to the referent via the mediating meaning, the concept.

Arbitrary can refer to several different phenomena, but here arbitrary 
will be used only about the relationship between form and referent. The 
form is arbitrary when it has no similarity with what it denotes and 
cannot be explained by reference to any quality of the referent. The 
reverse is termed motivated.

Thus, as regards the relationship between form and referent, we can 
distinguish two different types of linguistic symbol. The triangle in 
figure 45 depicts only the arbitrary symbol. The motivated symbol is 
best illustrated with an unbroken base line (see figure 46, page 99). The 
unbroken line represents the direct connection in symbols where there 
is similarity (or some other motivated connection) between form and 
referent. Onomatopoeic words can thus be seen as a kind of motivated 
word form and iconic signs as motivated sign forms.

The connection between form and referent does not necessarily have 
to be similarity. If the referent can always be assumed to be present in 
the communication situation (e.g. nose, I), it is perfectly natural to 
refer to it by pointing. These deictic (indicating) signs constitute a sec
ond type of motivated sign form. Pointing to the nose and depicting its 
form both result in signs motivated by the referent, but motivated in 
different ways.

TYPES OF MOTIVATED SIGN

Directly and indirectly motivated signs
Motivated signs do not always have the direct connection between form 
and referent that the illustration (figure 46) leads us to believe. An 
iconic sign like ball is directly motivated by the referent. It is the shape 
of the ball that is depicted. Another iconic sign is elephant, but there 
the sign does not describe the shape of the elephant but that of the 7
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trunk. Both ball and elephant are clearly motivated by their referents, 
but the relationship between form and referent is different. The differ
ence can be described by introducing a distinction between directly and 
indirectly motivated forms, ball is then a directly motivated (iconic) 
sign and elephant an indirectly motivated (iconic) sign. The shape of an 
elephant is not reproduced in the form of a sign as easily as that of a 
ball, and in elephant, only a characteristic part of the referent has been 
chosen, elephant is a sign formed with the help of a base1. In this ex
ample, the trunk is the base of the sign, the starting-point for the cre
ation of the sign.

The illustration of the relationship between form and referent in the 
motivated symbol (figure 46) is only valid for the directly motivated 
form. The indirectly motivated form, making use of a base, is illustrated 
in figure 47 (page 99). The unbroken line in the base of this triangle 
represents the direct connection between form and base. The relation
ship between base and referent (broken line) can be of several kinds, 
but is never arbitrary, elephant, for instance, can hardly have a writing 
movement as sign form, since the form (or the base) cannot then be 
related to the referent. The relationship between base and referent in 
elephant is a part of a whole, a very common type. Through the non- 
arbitrary connection between the base and the referent, the form of the 
sign is motivated by the referent, indirectly, via the base.

Instead of describing ball as a directly motivated (iconic) sign, as 
above, it can now be expressed more briefly: ball is a referent-iconic 
sign elephant is then a base-iconic sign, since the form of the sign is 
iconic in relation to the base.

For the sake of simplicity, the examples chosen here were iconic signs. 
The other type of motivated sign, the deictic type, can of course also 
have a direct or an indirect connection with the referent, and is then 
called referent-deictic or base-deictic.

Iconic signs
As outlined in the preceding section, iconic signs can be iconic in rela
tion to either the referent or the base. Irrespective of whether we are 
dealing with referent or base iconicity, we can distinguish different types 
of i.onicity, if we examine how the articulation aspect of the sign is 
influenced by the base/referent. If the articulation of a sign is iconic in 
relation to a shape, the sign is called shape-reproducing. If it imitates a 
movement, it is called movement-reproducing. A third type is made up 
of sgns whose articulation is relationship-reproducing. (See figure 48, 
pagt 101).

1. Tte concept of base was introduced by I.M. Schlesinger. He discusses it, for in
stalle.·, in Introduction to the Israel Sinn Language Handbook. (Smaablade lor 
surdcfrenologer- Papers lor surdophrenologists—published by Nordisk selskab for 
forskling af døves mentale helse—Scandinavian Society for Research into the 
Mentil Health of the Deaf undated but probably circa 1971.)
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Shape-reproducing signs

When the articulation of a sign describes a shape, it is called shape- 
reproducing. Österberg (1916) observed this type: “The most charac
teristic thing about the signing of shapes is that the hands are moved as 
if their palms were touching the object talked about.” This type of sign 
still exists, of course, as signs like house, earth and fat show. The 
shape of the articulator is not arbitrary—it is influenced by the shape 
or the size of the object signed. In the above examples, the hands are 
flat or lightly bent as they are moved along imaginary large, flat sur
faces. When the object is round and has a small circumference, the S- 
hand is the common articulator: jar, bottle, oar. The measure hand, 
used in cake, cash-till and frame, is similar.

All the signs mentioned above are examples of the hands following a 
surface of the object or being moved along its sides. These signs are 
three-dimensional, because not only the height and breadth but also the 
depth of the referent are reproduced in the shape of the sign. Another 
way of reproducing shapes is to sketch in their contours, as in window, 
form, etc. In these, the shape of the articulator is usually the index 
finger, and the signs are flat sketches of the referent (two-dimensional).

All the above signs are referent-iconic. A sign like woman, however, 
is base-iconic, because the sign depicts the shape of the breast, not of 
the woman. A simple question, What is depicted in the sign?, reveals 
whether it is a base-iconic or referent-iconic sign:

sign what is depicted? iconicity

HOUSE shape of house referent-iconic
WOMAN shape of breast base-iconic
ELEPHANT shape of trunk base-iconic
BALL shape of ball referent-iconic
GIRAFFE shape of neck base-iconic
CHURCH shape of spire base-iconic

In Signed Swedish, it is of no great linguistic importance whether a 
shape-reproducing sign is base-iconic or referent-iconic. In SSL, how
ever, the type of iconicity influences the possibilities of modifying the 
sign, i.e. whether qualifiers can be built into the sign itself, or whether 
a separate sign has to be used. If the sign ball, for instance, is used for 
an unusually large ball, the sign can be performed on a much larger 
scale than usual. This is only true, however, for referent-iconic signs. 
If woman is performed with a larger movement than usual, it tends to 
be understood as a comment on the size of her bust rather than on the 
size of the referent of the sign, the woman.

Just as the shape of the articulator can be influenced by what the 
sign describes, the choice of place of articulation can also be affected 
by it. Most referent-iconic signs are performed in the neutral place of 
articulation, while the base-iconic signs are performed at some part of 
the body. The place of articulation is then chosen according to what
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partial shape (base) of the referent is being depicted, and the sign is 
performed at the part of the body that corresponds to the position of 
the base in reality. That is not as complicated as it may sound—it 
simply means that elephant (base: the trunk) is signed at the bottom 
half of the face, woman (base: the breast) at the right side of the chest, 
and giraffe (base: the neck) at the neck.

The shape-reproducing signs, irrespective of whether they are base- 
iconic or referent-iconic, denote objects and qualities. No evidence has 
been found of their being able to refer to actions.

Movement-reproducing signs

The signs reproducing movements constitute the largest group of iconic 
signs. In this group, too, base-iconic and referent-iconic signs are found. 
dog is a base-iconic sign reproducing movement (the right hand pats the



leg), whilst walk is an example of a referent-iconic sign (two fingers 
“walk” on the left hand). Irrespective of whether the signs are directly 
or indirectly motivated, the signs reproducing movements can be sub
divided into smaller groups according to the role played by the articu
lator. dog and walk will then end up in different groups, because the 
articulator in walk plays the part of the legs, but in dog it plays the 
part of the hand (the hand reproduces itself). It is possible to distinguish 
at least five different groups of movement-reproducing signs depending 
on what part the articulator plays (what its form has been influenced 
by).

I. The articulation imitates a gesture, the articulator playing the part of 
the hand.

This type of sign is characterised by the fact that the signs directly 
reproduce human gestures, as in applaud or wave, where the signs are 
direct imitations of what they refer to. The vast majority of these signs 
are not referent-iconic, however, but base-iconic. Examples are stop, 
DETEST, FULL (SATISFIED), FREEZE, THREATEN, SHY, DOG, SMELL BAD.

The gestures chosen as base are either conventionalised (and used by 
hearing people) or are of a more subconscious, perhaps biologically or 
physiologically, motivated kind. It is probably meaningless to attempt to 
draw up exact border-lines between them. On encountering an unpleas
ant smell, one might react by blocking the nostrils—in that situation a 
perfectly natural and sensible act with no communicative intent. But this 
natural gesture can also be spontaneously used (by hearing people) in 
order to communicate the fact that something smells bad.

A feature common to all signs reproducing gestures is that they never 
have the left hand as the place of articulation. In the signs where the 
left hand takes part, it is as articulator in signs with a double articulator 
like freeze and detest. As we shall see later, in other types of move
ment-reproducing signs, the left hand (as the place of articulation) often 
functions as a replacement for or marker of some object, or functions 
vaguely to denote some position. A gesture requires no further props 
than those provided by our own bodies: it can be the leg as in dog or the 
nose as in smell bad, and this may be the reason for the left hand not 
being used as the place of articulation in the signs reproducing gestures.

II. The articulation imitates our own movements as we handle an object, 
the articulator playing the part of the hand.

In this type of sign, the shape of the articulator is characterised by 
the fact that the hand is imagined as holding an object. The articulation 
is a direct imitation of movements performed with the objects, whilst 
the shape of the articulator is influenced by how the object in question 
is held when it is used, brush, lock, plane (all verbs) all have different 
articulator shapes, because a brush, a key and a plane require different 
grips. The sign then suggests the object—the instrument—required 
when the act denoted is performed in reality. That means that the signs 
are also, quite naturally, used to denote the objects themselves: brush, 
KEY. PLANE.



The following are examples of base-iconic signs: 

chairman—the chairman’s mallet banging on the table: 

temperature—the thermometer being shaken up and down; 

break—the (old-fashioned) schoolbell being rung to and fro.

In signs which have a place of articulation other than the neutral place, 
it can also be seen how the object of the act may be represented in the 
sign. In sew, for instance, the left hand (the place of articulation) 
“holds” the material that the right hand (the articulator)—which 
“holds” the needle—is “sewing”. In brush, the object of the action is 
represented by the forearm, while the articulator “holds” the instrument, 
the brush.

A somewhat special group is made up of take, grip, fetch, hoed, 
let go and other signs with a similar meaning. The things that the 
articulator is imagined to be holding are not specified as they are in 
other signs, but rather take on the function of object of the action. 
(The instrument role is played by the hand itself.)

No limitations have been observed as to the types of referent that 
these signs can have.

III. The articulation imitates the movements of an object as we handle 
it, the articulator playing the part of this object.

These signs are different from type II in that the objects are not 
suggested by the shape of the articulator, but are instead directly re
presented in that the articulator in these signs plays the part of the 
object. In scissors and cut (with scissors), for instance, the articula
tion imitates the cutting movement and the articulator (index finger and 
long finger) represents the blades of the scissors. If the sign had been 
of type II, the shape of the articulator would have shown what the hand 
looks like when it is holding a pair of scissors.

The object is thus represented by the articulator in an iconic way in 
these signs. This type should not be confused with the shape-reproducing 
signs (see page 100), where it is the articulation aspect that re
produces the shape of the object. The difference is not immaterial, be
cause the shape-reproducing signs, as mentioned earlier, cannot refer 
to actions. The movement-reproducing signs, on the other hand, with 
the shape of the object in the articulator, can—and often do—refer to 
both actions and objects.

When the left hand is the place of articulation, its function is to mark 
the object that the action is directed against, as in knife and (to) saw. 
The role of the articulator is mainly instrumental, but the sign does not 
necessarily refer to the instrument or the action. Consider, for instance, 
signs like fish and egg, where the object denoted is represented in the 
sign by the left hand in its capacity of place of articulation. In fish, the 
articulator imitates a scaling tool working on the fish (the place of 
articulation), and in egg, the articulator represents the knife or spoon 
and the place of articulation the egg. In the latter example, at least, a



different sign is used to denote the instrument that the articulator re
presents. There is no conventionalised sign for a fish-scaling tool in 
Signed Swedish, but in SSL there is the possibility of referring to the 
tool by making use of the sign for fish. If one assumes that the motiva
tion of the sign is apparent also to the person one is signing to, one can 
first make the sign for fish and then, with one’s left hand as articulator, 
point to the right hand which has retained its shape from the sign for 
fish. In that way, one can show that it is the articulator in fish one is 
referring to, and that it is not fish but a tool used on fish that one is 
talking about.—This example illustrates how the feeling for the motiva
tion of a sign, and the interpretation of the functions of the various 
aspects in a sign, can be exploited by the users of sign language.

The signs reproducing movement, types I—III, are all characterised 
by the fact that the movement imitated is directly linked to movements 
of the human hands. In the fourth type, we remain with human move
ments, but other ones than those performed by our hands.

IV. The articulation imitates the movements of a part of the body 
(other than the hand), the articulator playing the role of this part of 
the body.

The most obvious way of signing walking would, of course, be to walk. 
In Signed Swedish, mime is not used as a part of the language; one 
refers to what one is communicating about by using one’s hands and 
their movements. In signs that refer to movements of parts of the body, 
the hands replace those parts of the body. For instance, in walk, stand, 
curtsey, crawl, stumble, the V-hand plays the part of the legs and 
“walks”, “stands”, etc. on the left palm. In these signs, then, the left 
hand as the place of articulation plays a different role from the one it 
played in the preceding group, where it was often the object of the ac
tion. In the signs listed above, it marks a position or support (locus 
function).

Compared with other types of movement-reproducing sign, these 
signs are very limited in their powers of denotation. Although the hand 
clearly imitates a part of the body, that part of the body can never be 
denoted by the sign. Nor can what is denoted by the left hand be the 
referent of the sign. The signs are strictly limited to actions. Parts of 
the body are always denoted by deictic signs. Movement-reproducing 
signs that denote movements of parts of the body, and deictic signs that 
refer to parts of the body, are in this respect complementary.

It is not only the legs that can be denoted by the articulator. In bite, 
the movements of the mouth are imitated and the hand represents the 
jaws. In this type of sign, the part of the body represented is always 
chosen as the place of articulation, so that bite, talk, etc. are signed at 
the mouth. Similarly, wake up and go to sleep are signed close to the 
eye, where the thumb and index finger open and close like the eyes.

V. The articulation imitates the movement of an object, the articulator 
playing the part of this object.



When we sign scissors, we do it by imitating the cutting movements. 
The movements of the scissors are directly dependent on our handling 
them. In this group of signs, movements are imitated which can be said 
to be performed by objects independently of our immediate handling 
of them. In the sign fly, aeroplane, the articulation reproduces the 
course of the plane through the air, and the shape of the articulator 
suggests the fuselage and wings of the plane (the flight hand). It is true 
that planes do not normally fly without our assistance, but the sign 
does not imitate the movements of the pilot at the controls but the 
movements of the plane itself.

Some related signs show how the articulator is really interpreted as a 
manifestation of the aeroplane: in land, the articulator is moved down 
onto the left hand; in take off, the movement begins on the left hand. 
Different ways of flying, like looping and rolling, are easily signed by 
imitating the movements. There is no conventionalised sign for air- 
pocket. In Signed Swedish, it would probably be signed spontaneously 
by a compound of air and pocket. In SSL, one would naturally start 
off from the basic sign fly and let the movement of the hand towards 
the left be interrupted by a downward movement, then let it bounce up 
again. This way of forming new signs, by varying an aspect of the 
basic sign, can be seen as a parallel to the way oral languages form new 
words by derivation. This again illustrates how the signer who under
stands the motivation for the shape of a sign can exploit it in a pro
ductive and economical way.

Other signs of this type, where it is perhaps clearer that it is the 
movements of the object itself that are being imitated, are:

sign what is imitated in the sign?

WINDMILL movement of the sails
CLOCK movement of the pendulum
COMPASS movement of the needle
THERMOMETER movement up and down of the mercury

A number of animal signs also belong quite naturally to this group. As 
opposed to group IV, where only actions could be the referents of the 
signs, imitations of the movements of parts of the animals’ bodies often 
stand for the animals themselves, not their movements, nor the part of 
their bodies that is the base of the sign, snake is signed with the forked 
tongue as the base and the mouth as the place of articulation, monkey 
is signed by an imitation of the scratching movements, while the generic 
term animal is symbolised by the movements of the four legs (two V- 
hands directed down).

R elation sh ip-re prod u tin g sign s

Of the three types of iconic sign, shape-reproducing and movement- 
reproducing signs have been dealt with, and the third type now remains, 
signs reproducing relationships. All three types of iconic sign are de-



fined with the articulation aspect as the criterion. Thus, in signs re
producing relationships, the articulation symbolises a relationship. Some 
examples:

ON articulator on place of articulation
BELOW articulator circles below place of articulation
OVER articulator is moved over place of articulation
ABOVE articulator circles above place of articulation
IN FRONT OF articulator is moved forwards from place of articulation
BEHIND articulator is moved backwards from place of articulation

Skavlan (1875), in his description of types of sign, has a group of “rela
tive signs’’ which correspond directly to the signs reproducing relation
ships.

“These signs generally require execution by both hands simultaneously. 
The position of the hands in relation to each other symbolises the rela
tionship that the objects have to each other in space or in meaning.’’

The articulation in these signs is a direct demonstration of the rela
tionship the sign refers to. They are referent-iconic in a way similar to 
the signs that represent gestures (applaud, wave), where the shape of 
the sign itself can be seen as one of the referents of the signs. We can 
express this more simply. If we compare with the sign brush, we cannot 
claim that the articulator here really brushes the left arm, its place of 
articulation, but in the sign on, the articulator is on the left hand.

No special roles can be ascribed to the hands in the signs reproducing 
relationships, and the hand shape is not influenced by the referent. That 
is perhaps the reason why the shape of the articulator is nearly always 
the flat hand, which is the most common and least marked hand shape 
in sign language.

Deictic signs
A common way of referring to objects is to point to them. This is true 
not only for sign language: it is also often employed by hearing people 
as a complement to purely oral communication. Both hearing and deaf 
children use pointing very early, and it is probably a gesture that func
tions universally.

Among the deictic signs are the ones denoting people, the sign-lan
guage equivalents of the personal pronouns. The first person I is formed 
by the signer pointing to himself, and similarly, the person spoken to 
is pointed at for the second-person pronoun. The third person in Signed 
Swedish, corresponding to he, she, or it, is basically a pointing to the 
side (but see pages 146—147). In the plural forms, a sideways movement 
is added to the singular forms indicating plurality.

Parts of the body are indicated by deictic signs, often by the articu
lator establishing contact with the part of the body, which then be
comes the place of articulation of the sign.



The shape of the articulator in deictic signs is usually the index-finger 
hand, but it does not have to be. The flat hand also occurs in signs like
HEAD, HAND, STOMACH.

The signs mentioned so far are all referent-deictic. The typical 
referents of such signs are parts of the body and people. They can also 
be directional concepts like up, down, here, there, left, right, and 
the points of the compass.

Activities and qualities may be denoted by base-deictic signs, red is 
signed by pointing to the mouth (the base of the sign) and think by 
pointing to the forehead, behind which the thought activity is assumed 
to take place.

Choice of sign form
Sign typology takes the form of the sign as its starting-point and tries to 
relate it to the referent of the sign, either directly or with the help of a 
base concept. It is also possible to look at the connection from the op
posite direction, i.e. take the referent as the starting-point and see how 
a form can be created. It is in that direction one works when con
structing new signs. The referent is, of course, only a referent in its 
relation to a sign, but we can imagine the extra-linguistic phenomena, 
or concepts, about which we want to communicate, as possible referents. 
—When the Sign-Language Committee of the Swedish National Associ
ation of the Deaf created the signs to be used simultaneously with spoken 
Swedish, the starting-point was Swedish words. Thus, there was already 
a word form, a meaning and a referent—all that was missing was the 
manual sign form.

The question may be put: Given a referent—how is a sign form 
chosen? Are there any general principles governing the spontaneous 
creation of signs? A reasonable assumption might be, to take a few 
simple categories, that objects would be denoted by shape-reproducing 
signs, and activities and actions by movement-reproducing signs. But as 
we saw earlier, it is just as common for the movement-reproducing signs 
to denote objects as actions. There is no one-to-one relationship between 
form type and the category of the referent. This might appear at first 
sight to be a weakness of sign language, but on reflection it would ap
pear rather to be a strength, as one and the same form has an increased 
number of reference possibilities.

The question still remains as to whether there is a general principle 
governing the choice of sign forms. Let us begin by stating the obvious 
fact that sign language is a manually produced language. This means 
that the sign form is chosen in order to be easily and quickly performed 
by the hands and their movements. This sounds trivial, but it has cer
tain interesting consequences for the choice of base and sign form. There 
is a tendency to choose movements we are used to performing in non- 
linguistic contexts. These movements have been learnt early and are 
well practised. They may also have the advantage that a particular 
movement is associated with a certain phenomenon, which the sign can



then easily refer to, because, from the extra-linguistic context, we are 
already used to associating the movement imitated with the referent.

The movements that are easiest to reproduce in the articulation of 
signs are, of course, movements normally performed by the hands. This 
results in a strong person-centred principle being at work in the forma
tion of signs. The sign dog can serve to illustrate how this principle in
fluences the choice of both base and form. The referent for dog is 
both concrete and animate, i.e. a living creature. A referent-iconic sign 
might depict the shape of a dog, but such a sign would be elaborate and 
time-consuming. The dog’s own movements could be imitated, which 
would be a fairly simple task if, for instance, we were to imitate the 
way the paws are held when the dog is “begging”. But the sign used in 
Sweden and in many other countries is not referent-iconic but base- 
iconic. The base chosen is the way we humans can be seen to act to
wards the referent in question: the hand pats the leg as when we call a 
dog to us.—This is only one of the many examples of how base-iconic 
signs seem to be preferred if it means we can then get a human-linked 
base with the possibility of a movement-reproducing sign form. In such 
signs, the relationship between base and referent can be described by 
reference to human actions: how we use the referent, how we make it, 
etc.

Another common relationship between base and referent is that of 
part of a whole, and this is particularly characteristic of signs denoting 
objects. Among them are, for instance, cow (the horns), rabbit (the 
ears), red indian (the head-dress) and bull (the nose-ring). The rela
tionship between base and referent in certain signs denoting an activity 
can also be said to be part of a whole. In (do) woodwork, the only 
activity imitated is planing, which is only one of the many activities in
volved in woodworking, cooking imitates stirring in a saucepan, which 
again is only one of many activities involved.

Objects are sometimes denoted by choosing a characteristic quality: 
tiger has stripes as its base. More commonly, however, signs referring 
to qualities indicate one of the many objects characterised by that 
quality: blue (pointing to the eye—other sign languages point towards 
the sky) and pale (a base-deictic sign with the cheek as the place of 
articulation).

Another type of relationship between base and referent is found in 
the sign dark, darkness. Although it refers to a directly observable 
phenomenon, it is not one that can be illustrated or imitated or indi
cated by pointing. Nevertheless, it has a motivated sign which could 
be described as a concrete paraphrase. Darkness is perceived by the 
sense of sight: it is as if the eyes were covered, and that is the 
basic idea represented by the sign form, in which the flat hands, 
directed up, make a crossing movement downwards, on a level with the 
eyes. The same basic idea could have resulted in a hand being placed 
over the eyes.

The concrete paraphrase is particularly appropriate when the referent 
is not directly observable by our senses. The sign employ can be taken



as an example: the right hand "takes hold of a person" and places him 
or her on the left palm. It is a movement-reproducing sign, but the 
movement in the sign is not an imitation of how we act when we em
ploy someone or are employed ourselves. It is an invented movement by 
means of which we attempt to visualise something of the meaning of 
the sign. In the sign dismiss, we imagine the employee “still standing” 
on the left hand, and he is then swept off by the right hand.

The kind of connection between base and referent in signs like 
darkness, employ and dismiss is not readily definable. Describing it as 
a ‘concrete paraphrase’ is not satisfactory. A semantic analysis may 
perhaps contribute to a clearer account of the problem.

Another equally urgent problem which must be considered in a se
mantic study is the form of motivated signs and its possible influence 
on their meaning. Is the motivated sign form perhaps an obstacle to 
changes in meaning, particularly extensions of meaning? Is the meaning 
limited because there is a direct connection between form and referent? 
Is there, in this respect, any difference between signs with and without 
a base? A consequence of these questions would appear to be a need 
to combine a typological description with a semantic analysis, which 
is particularly important in a description of SSL.

For Signed Swedish, there is also another problem as regards motivated 
signs. There is often a conflict between the Swedish word and the form 
of the sign. The word gd (walk, go), for instance, has many meanings 
and can be used in phrases like The train is going, The clock is going, 
It is going well. The sign GÅ is motivated by the movement of the legs 
in walking, and this means that many sign-language users resist the 
standardisation proposal that the sign ga should be used with the word 
ga, irrespective of meaning. It is a simple example, but it illustrates the 
type of problem that arises when signs are to be used simultaneously 
with spoken language, particularly if the principle one word : one sign 
is adhered to. This has also caused the Sign-Language Committee a 
great deal of trouble. In the introduction to the Sign Dictionary, some 
different types of sign are mentioned, including “natural gestures, used 
for words for which it is not possible to prescribe one sign—e.g. fall, a 
word covering many different situations". Here, then, the principle one 
word : one sign has been waived, and it is left to the signer himself to 
create the sign forms suited to the various contexts the word fall is 
used in. In SSL, there are a number of signs which can all be trans
lated by the Swedish word for fall, but none of them is mentioned.

ARBITRARY SIGNS

Arbitrary signs (see figure 45, page 99) are signs whose form cannot be 
explained by the referent, either directly or indirectly. Some examples 
of arbitrary signs are happen, already, very, exist, be of the opinion 
and jealous.



Arbitrary signs have no base. If a motivated connection can be 
established between a form and some extra-linguistic phenomenon which 
can be seen to be naturally related to the referent, that means that a 
base has been identified and the sign is motivated and not arbitrary. Seen 
historically, the arbitrary signs may once have had a base or may even 
have been directly motivated by the referent, but that is something for 
etymologists to investigate.

Some arbitrary signs have an articulation resembling movements that 
can be performed in a natural, non-linguistic context. The form of the 
sign England looks like the movements made by the hands when climb
ing a rope (alternate gripping movements). One explanation, based on 
(popular) etymology, claims that England, being a great seafaring na
tion, has come to be denoted by the movements performed by sailors in 
the days of sailing-ships, doctor is signed with a saluting gesture. One 
explanation that has been offered is that the first doctor at the Manilla 
School (cf. page 7) was also a soldier and used to greet people with a 
salute. When the pupils at the school created a sign for him, it was the 
salute they chose, and later the sign became more widely used as a sign 
for all doctors. Others claim that the sign depicts the forehead mirror 
sometimes worn by doctors.

It is interesting that there is a tendency to want to find explanations 
for the forms of signs. When a sign form is reminiscent of a movement 
or of the shape of an object, but does not appear to be motivated by 
the referent, we happily create a base concept that “explains” the sign, 
even if it is far-fetched. Arbitrary signs should not, therefore, resemble 
any known phenomenon; the sign forms should be free from associ
ations.

In a few arbitrary signs, there are places of articulation and hand 
shapes with a slight degree of motivation. For instance, many signs 
referring to feelings have the chest as place of articulation (a kind of 
deictic component). As regards the shape of the articulator, there is, 
for instance, the claw hand, used in signs like quarrel, scold, row. 
That hand shape has a certain semantic component of aggressiveness 
and is often utilised when new signs with similar meanings are created. 
It is worth pointing out, however, that the chest as place of articulation 
and the claw hand as articulator do not always have these semantic 
components but are also used in signs which cannot be interpreted as 
having these meanings (see, for instance, consultant and minister, 
figures 29 & 30, page 57).

INITIAL SIGNS

Initial signs are influenced in their creation by Swedish. The influence 
of Swedish on Signed Swedish ranges over many levels of the language, 
from meaning to the form of the sign. Initial signs show clearly how 
the form can be influenced. The shape of the articulator in these signs 
is a letter from the manual alphabet, i.e. the one that corresponds to 
the initial letter of the written Swedish word. Among them are point,



Figure 49

sign form

MI-1

meaning

4- -f referentBASE

Mondayword form :

The connection between form and referent in initial signs

PERCENT, WHEN, WHO-WHICH (relative), SUNDAY, HOW, HUNDRED, THANKS, 
BELIEVE.

Initial signs could perhaps be described as arbitrary signs with a base. 
It was admittedly argued in the preceding section that arbitrary signs 
cannot have a base, but the base concept may nevertheless be useful in 
the description of initial signs (see figure 49, above). In the illustra
tion of the connection between form and referent in initial signs, two 
triangles have been joined together: thick lines for the word triangle 
and thin lines for the sign. The referent is common to the word and the 
sign. The initial letter of the Swedish word is reproduced in the sign 
form. In a very remote way, then, the form of the sign is indirectly 
motivated by the referent. But initial signs will not be referred to as 
motivated signs, since they are not motivated by the referent as such, 
only by the form of a symbol for it in another language.

In some initial signs, however, the articulation is motivated by the 
referent. Shape-reproducing signs occur, but more commonly they are 
movement-reproducing. This is the case, for instance, in one of the 
signs for underground railway (Sw. tunnelbana), in which the T-hand is 
moved under the flat left hand. The articulation is motivated by the 
movement of the train into the tunnel. This sign, incidentally, resembles



the signs in and under, which have the same articulation and the same 
place of articulation, with only the hand shape distinguishing them.

In the account of types of iconic sign, articulation was the basic criterion 
for the division into sub-groups. The initial signs do not differ from 
them in their articulation but only in their choice of hand shape. Some 
of them should therefore be described together with the iconic signs. 
But many have a completely arbitrary articulation and are arbitrary 
signs apart from the fact that their hand shape is influenced by the 
Swedish word. In a more detailed account of the types of sign, initial 
signs must be dealt with in a different way.

Initial signs are becoming increasingly common, but they are not a 
new phenomenon. According to Stokoe (1960), examples of this type 
have been recorded since the 1770’s. Another type of initial sign was 
advocated by the American I.L. Peet in 1868 (American Annals of the 
Deaf, 1955). Peet suggested that, before the so-called base sign, the 
initial letter of the simultaneously spoken word should be signed, to 
indicate which of several synonyms was intended. Following that prin
ciple, a sign like emotional would be introduced with the letter E and 
followed by the base sign feeling. This type of sign is not found in 
Sweden, either in SSL or in Signed Swedish. In the initial signs we have 
now, the letter is instead assimilated with the sign, which makes for 
easier execution, as they are simple and not compound signs.

SIGN FAMILIES

Belonging to a family implies common external and internal charac
teristics. Members of a sign family have a common semantic component 
or can be semantically related in a vaguer or more intuitively perceived 
way. In addition, a similarity of form is required, and two of the three 
aspects of a sign should have the same cheremic description and the 
third be different. Sign families will often consist, then, of semantically 
related, minimally contrasting signs. As meaning is one of the criteria, 
we shall in this context only outline how sign families might appear, 
because a full account must be preceded by a semantic analysis.

The signs walk—go, stand, crawl, curtsey, jump and stumble are 
all members of the same family, the WALK-family. They are all of the 
movement-reproducing type, the articulator simulating the legs by means 
of a V-hand directed down. Another family with a common hand shape 
is the one that might be called the SEE-family, where the mother sign 
see has the upper face as the place of articulation. The same hand shape 
as in see is used in many related signs, which however are signs executed 
in the neutral position. They express different ways of seeing and have 
their approximate translations in words like survey, stare, examine, 
look away. They are found mainly in SSL.

One interesting aspect of sign families is that, if one knows the 
mother sign and has realised the connection between form and referent



in it, one can normally deduce the meanings of the other signs merely 
by looking at their form. This is true, for instance, of the travel—go- 
family, where the mother sign is crossed N-hands being moved forwards. 
If, instead, they are moved in a horizontal circle, the sign becomes 
roundabout (going round), and if they are moved up, it becomes lift. 
Here, there is the possibility for the signer to create signs himself by 
spontaneously extending the mother sign, and finding, for instance, a 
form for swing. 8

8 Signed Swedish 113



Sign formation

SIGN—SIGNEME

In the preceding sections of this account of the investigation of Signed 
Swedish, the structure of the sign has been described and, further, the 
relationship between form and referent has been studied. We shall now 
turn to sign formation, i.e. look at how signs are combined to form new 
signs. This is not to be confused with sign inflexion (see next chapter), 
in which inflexional signs are added to the signs to reproduce the in
flexional endings of Swedish words.

Sign formation is a term analogous with word formation. In the study 
of word formation, a distinction is drawn between words (in Swedish 
and English) formed by compounding and those formed by derivation. 
In the table below, the left-hand column shows examples of compounds 
and the right-hand column examples of derivations:

As can be seen, the main difference is that the compounds are formed 
by combining words, whilst the derivations are not combinations of 
words but of a word and a special word-forming element, a derivational 
ending, which gives the word a new meaning and, as a rule, makes it a 
member of a different word-class.

Inflexional endings, on the other hand, do not change the word-class 
but are (obligatory) changes in the form of a word in a particular con
text. For example, we have to say plays instead of play in combination 
with he. But the inflexional ending can also modify the meaning of 
words, e.g. hoy, boys, boy’s. Compounds as well as derived and inflected 
words provide examples of the fact that the word is not the smallest 
meaningful unit of the language. When we add -s to boy, the new form 
boys tells us that we are dealing with several boys, and -5 can be 
ascribed the meaning many, several. There is, then, a level, below the 
word which also consists of meaningful units—these are called mor
phemes. A word like sun is a monomorphemic word, whilst the com

sunbathe

typewriter

sunny

typist

beautifulbeauty-contest

singsong singer



pound sunshine is bimorphemic, as is sunny. The difference between 
-shine and -(n)y is, among other things, that shine can occur as a free 
morpheme, i.e. stand alone as a word, which -(n)y cannot. The latter is 
an example of a bound morpheme.

Up to now, sign has been used with two different connotations. This 
does not normally lead to confusion or misunderstanding, but in the 
context of sign formation (and sign inflexion), there is reason to dis
tinguish between the two meanings. In the introduction to The structure 
of the sign (page 34), the sign was described as the simultaneous oc
currence of the three aspects articulator, place of articulation and 
articulation, all specified by cheremes. Sign typology (page 95), on the 
other hand, described the sign as a combination of a form and a mean
ing. These two descriptions are not, however, in contradiction—the lat
ter concerns the sign as a linguistic symbol, the former describes the 
structure of the form of this symbol. An example:

meaning
hot

The sign HOT c j: -*

form

The form of the sign is represented here by the sign notation, which 
specifies the cheremic structure of the sign: the place of articulation 
(the mouth), the shape of the articulator (the flat hand, directed left, 
turned inwards) and the articulation (movement to the right).

Let us also look at a compound sign:

The sign (HOT) BATH

meaning 
(hot) bath

: j: 7h:jj: «

form

This sign is a compound of two signs which on their own mean hot and 
hath.

hot is also a part of the compound sign summer:

The sign SUMMER

meaning
summer

form

summer, then, is a compound of c J- ^ and J~ . These two ele
ments have the same formal structure, both being characterised by the



three aspects. They are even a minimally contrasting pair, the only dif
ference being in the place of articulation, which is the mouth and the 
forehead, respectively. When it comes to distribution, however, they 
are very different. If we sign c Jt "* we get the sign hot, but if we 
sign it is not a proper sign. We can also express it by saying
that c is a free form, whilst is a bound form. The fact
that J" " is not a free form does not, of course, mean that it lacks 
meaning, but it makes the meaning difficult to describe. Similar examples 
are found in Swedish and English. What, for instance, is the mean
ing of rasp- in raspberry? If J~ or rasp- completely lacked meaning, 
it would make no difference if we only signed c J~ when we meant 
summer, or if we only said berry when we meant raspberry.

If " "* is not a sign, what is it? Of the two definitions of sign, as
linguistic symbol and as the form of this symbol, it is only the latter 
that is fully applicable to the final element "* in the sign summer. 
Judging from its structure, it is a sign and it can, purely technically, be 
performed in isolation from the first element. It also has a certain 
meaning when combined with the hot element, but if it stands alone 
(which it does not normally do), it does not convey any meaning. Here, 
we have a parallel with the word—morpheme distinction. There is a 
level in Signed Swedish where the units are not signs, they are only 
formally signs. If we introduce the distinction sign—signeme, the sign- 
erne is defined in the same way as the morpheme of oral language: 
the smallest meaningful unit of the language. As morpheme and signeme 
have identical definitions, the question may be asked whether it would 
not be better to use the term morpheme for sign-language units also. 
But in a context like this, when comparisons are often being made be
tween Swedish and sign language, there is a need to be able to dis
tinguish between the units of the two languages, and terms like manual 
morphemes or sign morphemes would have to be introduced. In the long 
run, therefore, it seems more practical to use signeme for the smallest 
carrier of meaning in sign language.

With the signeme as the starting-point, it is easier to describe the dif
ference between the signs hot, (hot) bath, and summer, hot can be 
described as a monosignemic sign, (hot) bath is a bisignemic sign, both 
elements of which occur as free signemes, i.e. on their own as simple, 
not compound, signs, summer is also a bisignemic sign, but only the first 
element is a free signeme, the last being a bound signeme. A bound 
signeme cannot occur on its own as a simple sign.

We should now adjust the earlier definition which stated that the 
basic structure of the sign consisted of the three aspects, by replacing 
‘sign’ by signeme. Signs, as we know, can be compound in form, and 
then the definition that claims that the sign is a simultaneous realisa
tion of the three aspects is untrue. In compound signs, they are realised 
twice or more according to the number of signemes in the sign.

It is the bound signemes that are the most important reason for the 
need for the concepts sign and signeme. But in practice, it is very rare 
that there is any need to maintain the distinction, as the vast majority



of signs are simple, i.e. monosignemic. In most compounds, the two 
combining elements are normally free signemes (i.e. they are com
pounds of simple signs) and bound signemes are exceptional. Bi- or 
polysignemic signs consisting only of bound signemes have not been 
recorded.

Using the terminology suggested above, the contents of this and the 
next chapter can be described as the study of polysignemic signs. Sign 
formation deals with compound signs, Sign inflexion with how the 
signs (simple and compound) are provided with inflexional signs (as a 
rule, bound signemes) in accordance with the inflexional patterns of 
Swedish.

COMPOUND SIGNS

In the study of word formation, a distinction is made between com
pounds and derivations. Signed Swedish has only compounds. Productive 
compounding rules are rare. The only really productive way of forming 
new compounds is by reproducing compound words in sign form. The 
compound writing-table (desk), for instance, is accompanied by the two 
signs which have the same meaning as the two elements in the word, 
and we sign write/table. Such compound signs where there is a one- 
to-one relationship between the elements of the word and those of the 
sign are not listed in the Sign Dictionary, which is indicative of the fact 
that it is a productive process of sign formation.

Starting from the signs in the Sign Dictionary, it is thus possible to 
form a large number of new signs in accordance with the Swedish com
pound formations. As an example of how this enlarges the vocabulary 
of Signed Swedish, let us consider possible compounds with language as 
the first element. The possible second elements listed here are all stan
dardised signs*: language-teacher, -teaching, -training, -aptitude, -error, 
-problem, -development, -area, -learning, -centre, -usage, -community, 
-history, -study, -sound, -description, etc., etc. One should not be led to 
believe that Signed Swedish today only has the 1250 signs listed in the 
Sign Dictionary. By means of productive (and subconsciously employed) 
sign-formation rules based on the elements of Swedish compounds, the 
sign inventory is multiplied many times.

With one exception (see page 122 as regards the person-sign), this is 
the only productive sign-formation rule. However, there are other types 
of compound sign, because the Sign-Language Committee have also 
created compounds. The question is, on what principles were these com
pounds created? How, in a purely practical way, did the Committee 
members go about creating them?

In its work, the Sign-Language Committee starts out from Swedish 
words and attempts to find signs corresponding to them. If there is a 
sign in SSL with the same meaning as the word, that sign is normally

* The words listed would all be compounds in Swedish, if not always in English.



chosen for Signed Swedish, but as we shall see, that principle is not al
ways adhered to. If there is no sign in SSL, two procedures are avail
able: either a new form is created which can be associated with the 
meaning of the word, or a compound sign is formed from already 
existing signs. The latter procedure is more common. The meaning of 
the word is analysed, and an attempt is made to paraphrase it in two dif
ferent words. The signs corresponding to these two words are then put 
together and a new compound sign has been created.

Compound signs formed in this way are lexicalised, which means that, 
even though one knows the meaning of the two elements, one cannot 
deduce the meaning of the compound sign. For this type of compound, 
no interpretative rules can be written. It is not possible to work out that 
see/real is the compound form for the sign with the meaning concrete, 
or that speak/give means confess, and therefore they have to be in
cluded and defined in a dictionary.

“Unnecessary compounds”
Lexicalised compounds may be made up, like those above, of free 
signemes. One of the elements can also be a bound signeme and, oddly 
enough, it is sometimes possible to deduce the meaning of these, even 
though they really are lexicalised. There is a group of signs in signed 
Swedish that users of sign language have come to call “unnecessary 
compounds” or sometimes “double signs”. The meaning of these signs 
can be deduced by anyone who knows the sign language of the deaf. An 
example of such a sign is snow (see figure 50, page 119).

In snow, the first element is a free signeme with the meaning white 
and the second element is bound. In addition, Yt m does not occur in 
any other sign. The form of the sign suggests its meaning, because the 
spread hand with playing fingers being moved down reminds one of 
falling snowflakes. The signeme Y^ m turns out to be the mono- 
signemic sign for snow in SSL. For anyone who knows SSL, the first 
element in d LZ- t/¥ L is meaningless and the second element alone 
carries the meaning.

But even to people who do not know SSL, it is apparent that snow 
is an unnecessary compound. That is because Y l m is a bound signeme 
not found in any other compounds. Its motivated form also helps one 
to realise that the sign white as a first element could be dispensed 
with.—It is difficult to understand the reason for the decision to include 
white in the sign snow in Signed Swedish. The compound form does 
not bring the sign any closer to the corresponding Swedish word (snö). 
The only thing it does is to make it more cumbersome. No linguistically 
relevant arguments can be found in favour of this kind of compound.

The sign fire brigade has curiosity interest. It is one of the very few 
lexicalised trisignemic signs. In SSL, fire brigade is rendered by the 
monosignemic * where the form of the sign is motivated by the
shape of a fireman’s helmet. In Signed Swedish, this signeme is pre
ceded by a bisignemic sign meaning fire or burn. These two signemes are



the simple signs red and burn (or fire) in SSL, i.e. the latter sign 
X¥¥ X J», there carries the meaning fire, burn on its own. In figure 51 
(page 120), we see in turn the three signemes which in Signed Swedish 
together form fire brigade. Seen from the point of view of SSL, it is a 
compound of red/fire/fire brigade!—If this appears confusing to the 
reader, it is perhaps not so much the description which is to be blamed 
as the state of affairs described.

Strictly speaking, the final signemes in snow and fire brigade (and 
fire) are bound signemes, which furthermore occur only in those com
pounds. Such signemes are potentially free, since, on account of their 
motivated form also, they can be regarded as the real bearers of mean- 
ning in these polysignemic signs. It is possible that the linguistic intu
ition of sign-language users will lead to the disappearance of unnecessary 
compounds, which would mean that these bound signemes would be
come free.

Another type of unnecessary compound is interesting for the reason 
that it illustrates the process of sign creation in the Sign-Language 
Committee. There is a more or less pronounced resistance in the Com
mittee to homonyms (i.e. signs with the same form but different mean
ing). This is probably due to the main principle of Signed Swedish: one 
sign for every word. Looking at SSL, we find, for instance, that the



(Red) (Burn)

(Fire brigade) FIRE BRIGADE



sign JI O> 'J (see figure 52, page 124), when translated into Swedish 
corresponds to reason, explain and therefore. This does not mean, how
ever, that they are signed in the same way in Signed Swedish, since the 
aim there is to have a sign for every word. Consequently, only reason is 
accompanied by the simple sign. Explain is accompanied by a com
pound, with speak as the first element and Je 0> ’ as the last. There
fore has J Γ 0 > O as the first element and the sign LJ 7 (for) as the 
last.

This type of compound, where one of the elements alone carries the 
meanings (or has all the syntactic functions) in SSL, clearly shows how 
the members of the Committee rely on SSL usage. No one has suggested, 
for instance, that therefore should be signed there/for.

Thus, the compound signs therefore and explain of Signed Swedish 
have the same monosignemic form in SSL. In what way would this 
monosignemic sign be unsuitable in Signed Swedish? Or, putting it the 
other way round, what makes the compound forms more suited to ac
companying the spoken words? The compounding has not made the 
signs more like the words, nor can it be claimed that their meaning has 
become more exact or more adapted to the meaning of the words. The 
difference between these compound signs and those of the type snow 
is that the signeme here is not bound. They are therefore not so ob
viously unnecessary as the former type, but considering their function in 
SSL, they could be dispensed with.

One begins to despair of being able to describe the compound signs 
other than one by one. If we look at compound words, the usual thing 
is for the last element to be the head-word and the first to be a qualifier 
of it. Breadknife is a knife and not bread. It is thus natural for the last 
component to decide the word-class of the whole compound. There is no 
such regular relationship between the signemes in a compound sign.

There is, however, one aspect of compound signs which is worth a 
closer look, and that is the recurring compound elements in lexicalised 
signs (not those that follow Swedish compounds). Certain signemes are 
used more often than others as the first or last component, and the 
question is whether they have a similar function in the various com
pounds in which they occur.

RECURRING FIRST-ELEMENT SIGNEMES

In the data available in the Sign Dictionary, we find several recurring 
first-element signemes. Among them are speak, see, hear, think, signs 
for colour, water, man and woman. The one most frequently used is 
speak, which we shall now consider more closely.

In the Sign Dictionary, we find the following signs with speak as the 
first element: tell, discuss, confess, explain, inform, be called, 
mumble, protest, answer, nag, persuade. These are signs created by 
the Sign-Language Committee. In SSL, eight of these eleven compounds 
are represented by the second element alone with the same meaning.



Here again, we have examples of unnecessary compounds. It is difficult 
to find any reasonable explanation for the creation of these compounds. 
Why, for example, should it be necessary to sign discuss by putting to
gether speak and discuss? speak has no syntactic function, such as 
distinguishing verb from noun: discussion is signed in the same way as 
discuss. In so far as the spEAK-element has any function at all, it is 
rather a semantic one, in that it places the signs in a group which all deal 
with “speech acts” or “oral activity”. If this is the reason for the cre
ation of these compounds, it points to a conception of language that has 
no basis in reality. As a linguistic symbol, the monosignemic discuss- 
sign of SSL is entirely satisfactory. The addition of the sPEAK-element 
has not improved the sign or brought it closer to Swedish in any way. 
Nor has it made the sign any easier to learn or understand.

Examination in this way of group after group of signs with a com
mon first element leads one to the conclusion that these first elements 
are virtually meaningless, and that this type of compound, too, must be 
classified as unnecessary.

Signs with man and woman as the first element are, to some extent, 
exceptions. These signs distinguish male and female individuals and 
function as markers of natural gender (biological sex) in people. They 
have a common final element and are distinguished by the first ele
ment: SON-DAUGHTER, PRINCE-PRINCESS, OLD MAN-OLD WOMAN*.

The final elements of these signs are bound signemes in Signed 
Swedish and do not occur in any other compounds. In SSL, they are 
free signemes signifying the male individual, which is the unmarked 
case. When the feminine form is intended, it is usual to sign woman be
fore the sign. Thus, in Signed Swedish, compounds have been created 
for the masculine counterparts, too.

THE PERSON-SIGN

The monosignemic sign meaning person, 03 v (see figure 53, page 
124), is by far the most common final element in Signed Swedish. It 
occurs in lexicalised compounds in the Sign Dictionary, but in addition, 
a tendency towards productive sign formation using the person-sign can 
be observed. This means that signers themselves are now spontaneously 
beginning to create new signs with the person-sign as the final com
ponent. There is some support for this in the introduction to the Sign 
Dictionary under the heading “Nouns":

“Names of occupations should end in the sign for person.”

It is not absolutely clear, however, what is intended by this formulation. 
It might be interpreted as an attempt to generalise about how the 
person-sign is actually used, but this interpretation is contradicted by 
the compounds listed in the Dictionary containing the person-sign, since

* These are single words in Swedish gubbe (old man) and gumma (old woman).



signs like thief, customer, chairman, catholic can hardly be con
sidered names of occupations. What the Dictionary is referring to are 
names of people rather than of occupations, but even that interpretation 
is misleading, as not all signs denoting people are formed in that way. 
Not surprisingly, the sentence quoted above has created uncertainty 
among users of Signed Swedish as to how the sign is to be used. With 
many users it has led to an exaggerated caution, which has resulted in 
many signs denoting people being concluded with the person-sign, “just 
in case”. One such sign, which is often observed, is doctor (see figure 
53, page 124), which is often signed doctor/person, although in the 
standardised version it is a monosignemic sign.

The person-sign is also found in lexicalised compounds for which the 
Sign-Language Committee is responsible. We have, for instance, the 
signs vicar and farmer, with first elements that are bound signemes 
not occurring in other compounds. In SSL, these signemes are mono
signemic signs meaning vicar and farmer, and they can only be used as 
person-denoting nouns. There is no reason for Signed Swedish to stress 
the fact that farmer and vicar are people!

But there is a group of signs where the addition of the person-sign 
has a defensible function. This is the group of signs representing move
ment, which are also used as verbs. With their motivated form, they can 
also often function as nouns. The sign drive (which imitates the turning 
of a steering-wheel) is also a symbol for car. By adding the person- 
sign, a new sign is formed, which can be translated as driver. Where 
there is a risk of misunderstanding, driver (the person) can be distin
guished from car (the object) by means of the person-sign.

As the example with driver shows, we are not dependent on the 
particular structure of the corresponding Swedish word when forming 
new signs with the person-sign. It is not necessary for the words to have 
the same roots* or be formed with the same derivational endings, even 
if that is the most common case. Words formed with Swedish deriva
tional endings like -are, -(at)or, -ent, -ant (cf. English -er, (at)eur, -ent, 
-ant) are, as a rule, accompanied by signs with the person-sign as the 
final element. Formations like work/person and teach (instruct)/ 
person do, then, support the lip-reading of the corresponding words 
worker and teacher (instructor).

There is an interesting connection between the signs man and woman 
used as first element and person used as final element, man and woman 
can only be first elements in signs which already denote people. They 
are the first elements in the compound signs meaning boy and girl, where 
the common final signeme is the simple sign child. If, however, we 
take teach, instruct and put man or woman in front of it, we have not 
formed signs denoting male or female teacher, instructor. This is be
cause teach, instruct is not by itself capable of denoting people; it 
needs the addition of person to be able to correspond to the Swedish

* The corresponding Swedish words in this instance all have different roots köra 
(drive), bit (car), chaufför (driver, chauffeur).
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word for teacher, instructor. If one particularly wants to point out that 
the teacher, instructor is a woman, it is possible to form the trisignemic 
sign woman/teach(instruct)/person (from the compound teach(in- 
struct)/person), which could be translated as female teacher, in
structress. The signemic order instruct/person/woman, which would 
be a parallel to the morphemes instruet-r-ess, is not possible.



Sign inflexion

Sign inflexion in Signed Swedish is achieved either by changing one of 
the aspects of a sign or by adding a (bound) signeme to the base sign. 
It is based on Swedish, and the rules for the use of sign inflexions are 
determined by the rules of word inflexion. The description of inflexional 
endings and patterns is given by word-class.

SIGNS AND WORD-CLASSES

A classic problem of linguistic analysis is the definition of word-classes. 
As a rule, three different types of criteria have been used, semantic (to 
do with meaning), morphological (inflexional) and syntactic (functional). 
These are behind the traditional description of the nine word-classes of 
Swedish: nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs, pronouns, numerals, preposi
tions, conjunctions and interjections.

The question is whether the division of Swedish words into these word- 
classes can be taken as the starting-point for the description of Signed 
Swedish and its inflexion. Is it justifiable to assume that the description 
of one language is applicable to another? On what grounds can such an 
assumption be defended?

For SSL, the idea would be preposterous, but the situation is different 
for Signed Swedish, which is largely a constructed language. In creating 
it, the aim has been to adapt this new way of signing to Swedish. Fur
thermore, the signs are used in conjunction with Swedish words and 
thereby have to obey the rules for Swedish sentence formation.

There are signs for words from every word-class of Swedish (which 
does not amount to saying that there are signs for every Swedish word). 
It can also be stated that there are no signs in Signed Swedish for which 
there are no corresponding words in Swedish. Thus, Signed Swedish 
cannot have more than the traditional nine Swedish word-classes. The 
description of sign inflexion below will follow those classes.

A large number of signs can be used with words from different word- 
classes. These signs cannot be ascribed to a particular word-class in 
isolation, but in a sentence there is no doubt about how to classify



them.—This (although not common in Swedish) is nothing unique to 
Signed Swedish: English, for instance, has many verbs and nouns with 
the same form (e.g. a play, to play).—The Sign Dictionary lists 1250 
signs, but this must not be taken to mean that the signs correspond to 
that number of words. The sign illustrated in figure 54 (page 130) is trans
lated in the Dictionary as the verb scream, but no signer hesitates to use 
the same sign form also as a noun scream or as an adjective screaming. 
This is just one of many examples of how a sign can accompany dif
ferent words and thus belong to different word-classes. In this case, the 
words have the same stem scream-, and one might also say that the 
sign corresponds to this stem. But the form of the sign does not change 
depending on what word it accompanies: there are no derivational 
endings in Signed Swedish (with the possible exception of -person).

NORMATIVE INFLEXIONAL RULES

In describing the forms of the inflexional signs and the rules for their 
use in Signed Swedish, a problem not often encountered by linguists be
comes apparent. Because the language is constructed (and of recent 
date), there are two types of rule to study. There are the prescriptive 
rules created in order to standardise sign inflexion, and there are the 
rules actually in use, which are not necessarily the same. The normative 
rules, along with the Sign Dictionary, are the basis of all sign-language 
teaching.

The reason that teaching is mentioned here is that most people who 
have learnt Signed Swedish have learnt it through teaching and at an 
adult age. One exception is the group of deaf children (with hearing 
parents) for whom Signed Swedish is the native language in the sense 
that they were confronted with it at a very early age. But the parents 
and others who constitute the linguistic environment of these children 
have themselves learnt the language through teaching. Unfortunately, 
the teaching method is to a large extent a translation method, with 
Swedish sentences—often written sentences—having to be rendered in 
sign form. Signed-Swedish teaching in the form of direct communica
tion and real use of the language is less common.

The kind of signing which the courses aim to teach and which is 
used in the teaching situation is different from that which language 
users will use in natural communication situations, when the content 
and not the form is the important thing. There is reason to believe that 
the rules applied then are not the normative ones but rules that are 
spontaneously and unconsciously applied. It is these intuitively function
ing rules that the linguist is normally interested in, i.e. how we actually 
speak, write or sign. In describing the rules for sign inflexion in Signed 
Swedish, however, one must take the origins and aims of the language 
into account and put the main emphasis on the normative rules, which, 
if correctly used, are meant to reproduce parts of Swedish word in
flexion, thus preparing the deaf child for the learning of Swedish.



The introduction to the Sign Dictionary contains the only existing 
written account of sign inflexion, under the heading The Grammar of 
Sign Language:

“NOUNS

plural is, as a rule, expressed by repetition of the sign;

genitive is expressed by means of a possessive pronoun, e.g. the boy’s 
cap = boy + his + cap:

definite form (in Swedish an ending) can be marked by ending the sign 
with a slight pointing movement (bok-en—the book, böcker-na—the 
books);

preposed definite article den, det (the) is similarly marked by pointing; 

names of occupations should end in the sign for person.

VERB TENSES

imperfect is marked by the fingers being bent up directly after the verb 
sign so that they form one sign together;

past participle (perfect) is marked by the fingers being bent down after 
the verb sign, here too in direct connection with the verb sign;
A bending down of the fingers alone = had (past participle);
The auxiliary have: see under H (the same sign as for the main verb 
have);

certain conditional forms are marked by the verb sign being repeated, 
e.g. ought to (the must-sign), had, could, should, would, wanted, was.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES

is marked by the addition of the signs more and most. For example, 
pretty + more = prettier, pretty + most = prettiest.

PRONOUNS

personal, possessive and object forms: see special entry;
demonstrative (pointing): this, that, etc. are marked by definite pointing
movements. ”

As we shall see below, some of these rules are obscure, some even 
wrong. (Cf. the names of occupations, discussed earlier.)

NOUNS

Plural
In Signed Swedish, there are two numbers: singular and plural. The base 
form of the sign is used for the singular. According to the cautious 
formulation of the Sign Dictionary, the plural is “formed, as a rule, by



repetition of the sign”. However, an examination of plurals reveals that 
there are three plural forms in Signed Swedish:

a) the sign is unchanged

b) a horizontal movement is added to the articulation of the sign

c) the sign is repeated

Sign unchanged

It is not unusual for the sign to be unchanged in form in the plural: 
more than a third of the nouns listed in the Sign Dictionary are un
changed. Figures 55 and 56 (page 130) illustrate two of these signs. The 
reason they do not form their plural by repetition is to be found in 
their cheremic structure. A feature they have in common is iterative 
articulation, i.e. repetition is already part of the base form. A repeti
tion of the sign number in order to show the plural would involve 
executing the sign as in the illustration and then, after a brief pause, 
executing it again. Even a non-signer can easily see that this would be 
far too time-consuming and would interrupt the rapid flow of signs in 
an unnatural way.

Horizontal movement

There are far fewer signs forming their plural by adding a horizontal 
movement to the articulation of the base sign. Unlike the preceding 
case, it is not possible to make any generalisations about these signs. A 
common feature, it is true, is that they either have the (left) hand as 
the place of articulation or they have a double articulator in the neutral 
place of articulation. But there are many signs with the same aspect 
structure which do not form their plural in this way.

Figure 57 (page 130) shows an example of plural formation using a 
horizontal movement. This example is also illustrated in the Sign Dic
tionary, which implies that it is seen as an exception, whilst in other 
cases intuitively applied rules for plural formation are relied on.

Sign repeated

Plural formation by repetition or reduplication can roughly be said to 
account for the remaining cases. Figures 58 and 59 (page 131) are ex
amples of signs that take this plural. The repetition of the base sign 
sometimes takes place slightly to one side of the first realisation. This 
variant is mainly observed in signs of the same type as house (see figure 
60, page 131). It is characteristic of signs of this type that they are per
formed in the neutral place of articulation and that they are shape- 
reproducing (referent-iconic) signs. Usage varies, however, and often 
the choice of reduplication variant appears to be more or less arbitrary. 
—Video-recordings of sign language (see further page 152) indicate that 
there is great variation in the distribution of the three plural forms. For 
this reason the use of plural forms has only been dealt with summarily 
here. ► page 132 ► 9
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Genitive
Genitive is the only case (left) in Swedish noun inflexion (besides the 
unmarked “nominative”)· In Signed Swedish, the genitive can be ex
pressed by the addition of a suffix sign. The Sign Dictionary expresses 
it as follows:

“genitive is expressed by means of a possessive pronoun, e.g. the boy's 
cap = boy + his + cap".

This description of the genitive is not very felicitous. In the first place, 
“possessive pronoun” is not an unambiguous term: if one looks up 
possessive pronoun in the Sign Dictionary, one finds that the form varies 
according to person and number. In the second place, “his” is a com
pound sign with man as the first element. If—as is hardly likely—the in
tention was that genitive should be marked by the use of this compound 
sign, it can only be stated that this recommendation has never been 
heeded. What in fact is used, and what was probably meant, is the sign 
JC T added to the noun. This sign is identical in form to the final 
element in the compound possessive pronoun “his”. JÎ T is best called 
the genitive-sign, which in fact is the name given to it by Österberg 
(1916) in his concise formulation

“The signed noun becomes genitive by the addition of the genitive- 
sign. "

(Österberg, page 19)

As a variant of the genitive-sign we find, after manually spelt words, 
particularly proper names, the s of the manual alphabet. The genitive- 
sign can also be used, but it seems just as natural to spell the whole 
word E r i k’s* as to sign Erik JC T .It is only when the genitive ex
presses ownership that the genitive-sign is to be used. In other cases 
where the so-called genitive -s is found in the spoken language, J C T is 
normally avoided.

Definite article
In Swedish words, the definite article suffix has different forms depend
ing on gender and number. The definite form can be marked in Signed 
Swedish by means of a slight pointing to the side after the noun sign. In 
practice, this happens very rarely.

The proposed definite article (used when an adjective precedes the 
noun), on the other hand, is always represented in Signed Swedish. This 
differing usage has its natural explanation in the fact that the definite- 
article suffix is a bound morpheme, whereas the preposed article is a 
free morpheme, a separate word. As Signed Swedish is constructed on 
the principle one word : one sign, the preposed article happens to get a 
sign, whereas the suffixed one is practically always omitted.

* There is no apostrophe in Swedish.



Noun endings in words and signs
Plural, genitive, and definiteness can he marked in Signed Swedish either 
by the addition of a sign to the noun sign or by some change in the 
form of the base sign. For words, endings are mainly used. But as has 
been pointed out in the description of sign forms, there is no simple 
one-to-one relationship between signs and word endings. What, then, is 
the relationship between the inflected forms of words and of signs?

For the sake of simplicity, we shall limit the comparison to plural 
formation. For even greater simplicity, we shall disregard irregularities 
in the plural formation of words, like Umlaut, and assume that Swedish 
plurals are formed by the addition of the following five endings: -or, 
-ar, -er, -η, -φ (i.e. no ending at all). For signs, three plural forms were 
observed. They were described on page 129 and will be abbreviated here 
in the following ways: S/ S~* S . But the plural forms of signs
cannot be related to the plural forms of words: they are governed by 
their own rules, just as the words are by theirs. There is no systematic 
correspondence. The combination word ending : sign plural cannot there
fore be defined by rules but has to be stated for each individual case.

There are also examples of one and the same sign being combined 
with several different plural endings in the words:

sign

J lv1

woman/ J t v/ 

man/ Jl v/

word

barn-ø (children) 

flick-or (girls) 

pojk-ar (boys)

Tiere we see the plural form J Z- v '/ of the sign JJ-V used not only 
with a Swedish word with no plural ending, but also with words with 
the plural endings -or and -ar. This is possible because compound signs 
form their plural only in the final element. The compound sign girl, 
therefore, does not repeat both elements (i.e. the whole sign) but only 
the last signeme. child, being a monosignemic sign, has the plural S/ , 
and this becomes the plural of the compound signs also.

Thus, sign plurals do not reproduce word plurals. The only thing ex
pressed in sign-language terms is plural. Which plural form the word 
has cannot be shown by the sign. It is only in the scant visual represen
tation of a spoken word which the lip-reading image presents that the 
word and its ending enter into Signed Swedish.

ADJECTIVES

Comparison
Adjectives have two types of inflexion in Swedish: agreement and 
comparison. In Signed Swedish, adjectives can be compared but cannot 
be inflected to show agreement. Comparison is achieved by a sign being 
added to the base sign, which can thus be regarded as the positive form.



The two signs chosen for comparison are the signs that in SSL cor
respond to more and most (see figures 62 & 63, page 136).

The sign full (satisfied) (figure 64) illustrates a completely regular
comparison in Signed Swedish:

positive comparative superlative

^ j: · ^ j: */λα, λ ^ j: vb: λ

(full) ( fuller) (fullest)

Judging by the statement in the Sign Dictionary (see page 128), this is 
the only regular form of comparison possible in Signed Swedish. But 
when, in Swedish, participles are compared with the words more and 
most, the signs follow the spoken language and Λΐ Λ and B~ Λ are 
then placed before the adjective sign.

Signed Swedish also has several irregular comparisons.

[ l: · aî Λ b: Λ
(much) (more) (most)

The irregularity lies in the fact that the base sign is not an element in 
the comparative or the superlative (cf. full above).

An example of a different kind of irregular comparison is given by 
the sign bad:

ajjz* ajja*/a;v ajja*/b:v
(bad) (worse) (worst)

As the notation shows, the comparison signs have a different form here 
from the usual: the upward movement of Aj λ and B~ Λ has been 
replaced by a downward movement (and a changed attitude in the lat
ter). There has probably been a conflict between the “negative” mean
ing of the adjective and the “positive” connotation of the upward move
ment in the comparison signs.—This example illustrates the kind of 
problems the Sign-Language Committee has had to contend with in its 
efforts to adapt sign language to Swedish.

The form A* v can also appear as a simple sign and then has the 
meaning smaller, less. In SSL, it also means worse, which may have con
tributed to its choice as the comparative sign for bad. The only dif
ference between smaller and smallest, according to the Sign Dictionary 
(page 61), is that smallest is signed “more strongly downwards”. Ac
cording to cheremic analysis, that difference is not large enough for the 
signs to be distinguished by it.1 Notice that the superlative sign in 
worst, B! v , has not been chosen as the sign for smallest. This is

1. This is illustrated very clearly in the videotaped sign-language material, when a 
deaf married couple using Signed Swedish misunderstand each other and have to 
ask for clarification as to whether smaller or smallest was meant.



perhaps because, in SSL, the form corresponds to a rather slangy adjec
tive roughly equivalent to the English the end.—Here again, we get some 
idea of the kind of problems posed by the adaptation to Swedish. Most 
of the signs in Signed Swedish come from SSL, and this means that the 
form-content relationship has developed and been conventionalised with
in that language. This linguistic agreement has been a natural barrier 
against transferring just the form to Signed Swedish and giving it an 
entirely new or partly changed meaning there. Jn some cases, the bar
rier has been defied in the creation of Signed Swedish, which must be 
confusing for the SSL user, in that the convention is then broken.

Signed Swedish has three signs which can accompany the word small 
(little) (see figures 65—67, pages 136—137), and they are compared dif
ferently.

small i has the meaning (nice) little, cute, and is often used about 
children. This small does not have the forms of smaller and smallest 
discussed above in relation to worse—worst (which are the only ones 
acknowledged by the Sign Dictionary), but has completely regular com-
parison:

1 Λ · .
cL)V

<< o• ><  ̂
 

1

0 cL^/b: λ

(small) (smaller) (smallest)

The other two signs complement each other to the extent that small2 
is used about objects in the horizontal plane and small.) about objects 
in the vertical plane. As regards small2, there is a great deal of uncer
tainty about comparison, and the following two variants have been ob-
served:

c’jj; > IJJo >/ΛΛ,Λ i jjî >/β: a

(small)
ÏJJÏ >/AΛ,v 
(smaller) (smallest)

The upper variant would be the regular one, but it is avoided by many 
signers who react against the heightening or increase which the form of 
the second element implies (more) and which is in conflict with the in
tended meaning of the sign. In an attempt to get away from this prob
lem, one can use the more “negative” sign smaller (less), which then 
functions as a comparison sign added to the base sign. Others rely 
totally on lip-reading and simply use ÎJJÎ ) in all three degrees.

small;), finally, is the sign behind the comparative A* v and the 
superlative !\% v . small:i can hardly take the regular comparison, as 
the form, at least in the comparative sign, so obviously contradicts the 
form of the base sign. If small:! is first signed with its downward move
ment, JTv , and the hand is then raised, Aî Λ , then the com
parative sign actually denotes something bigger than the form of the 
base sign showed. Such a sign cannot be acceptable for the meaning 
smaller. ► page 13 8 ►
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small2 SMALLj

A LITTLE WILLINGLY



The different signs with the meaning small may be taken here to re
present a whole group of signs which are prevented in different ways 
by their form and meaning from taking the regular comparison. There is 
also another reason for the rather detailed description devoted to them. 
In the account of the nouns, a comparison was made between the 
plurals of words and signs. It was meant to exemplify the lack of cor
respondence between signs, words and their inflexional forms which is 
found in all word-classes of Signed Swedish. In the account of the 
adjectives, a different slant was given to the comparison, which, instead, 
centred on how the form of motivated signs can prevent complete 
agreement being reached between words and signs. It seems that signs 
do not always lend themselves to being made into symbols for Swedish 
words. This is also illustrated in a different way by the signs meaning 
small. What is expressed by one linguistic symbol in the spoken lan
guage (small) corresponds to three symbols in the sign language: 
= Lî*: , rjJt > and JZ v . W'hich of the signs is to be used with 
the spoken word small is decided by the sign’s own form and meaning.

ADVERBS

In addition to the indeclinable adverbs with their Swedish counterparts 
here, there, now, why, etc., Signed Swedish also has adverbs that can 
be compared. Like the adjectives, these adverbs are compared by more 
and most being added to the basic form. This is perhaps why the Sign 
Dictionary does not even mention adverbs and their comparison. Ad
verbs, too, can have irregular comparison:

31 ^ A" v AS v
(a little) (less) (least)

As the notation shows, the comparative and superlative forms are 
identical with those of the adjective smalls, but the positive forms dif
fer. The adverb is illustrated in figure 68 (page 137).

The adverb willingly displays irregularity of a different kind:

π :jji v [] j: */λ5 λ π r */b: λ
(willingly) (more willingly, rather) (most willingly,

most of all)

The comparison signs are completely regular, but the sign used in the 
positive (see figure 69, page 137) has been replaced in the comparative 
and superlative by Π J„ , which on its own means want to. Here, we 
have a parallel to the suppletive forms of Swedish (and other oral lan
guages)*.

* Willingly itself makes use of suppletive forms in Swedish (gärna—hellre—helst).



There is no formal difference between the signs accompanying the 
adverbs derived from adjectives and the signs used with those adjectives 
themselves. There is, in other words, nothing in Signed Swedish equival
ent to the Swedish derivative suffixes for adverb formation, corre
sponding to the English -ly. Thus, the same sign form will be used with 
the adjective pleasant and the adverb pleasantly: ΠΤ î (the hand brushes 
down the chest).

VERBS

Inflexional signs of verbs
On the model of Swedish, two inflexional signs have been created for 
the verbs in Signed Swedish, which are added to the base sign to express 
the imperfect and the past participle (see figures 70 & 71, page 141).

The signs chosen can be traced back to SSL. The imperfect-sign is a 
weakened form of the sign in SSL which is usually translated as before 
and which is signed by the hand being flung back over the shoulder. 
Translating it as before is somewhat misleading: the sign is really a 
tense-marker placing an action in the past, and it lacks a direct counter
part in Swedish. Its exact use in SSL has not been recorded, but it 
does not need to be placed in immediate proximity to a verb sign, and 
furthermore, it appears able to govern the verbs in several consecutive 
clauses. In Signed Swedish, this sign has been adapted to become a suf
fix sign performed in the neutral place of articulation and added to the 
base sign to give it imperfect form.

The other sign is not a tense inflection but corresponds to the 
Swedish non-finite past participle. This sign, too, has its origins in SSL, 
although it has a double articulator there. In SSL, its function appears 
to denote something like a perfective aspect, which agrees fairly well 
with our use of the past-participle form of words in the perfect and 
pluperfect.

A completely regular verb paradigm has three forms in Signed 
Swedish:

B"; * ^ b: */j: =7\ ^ b: */j: =>λ
base form imperfect past participle

In figure 72 (page 141), we see the sign laugh, which is inflected above 
with the inflexional signs for imperfect and past participle.

The two inflexional signs for verbs have given rise to a great deal of 
discussion, mainly because many users have found it difficult to use them 
in accordance with the Committee’s intentions. They are usually referred 
to as the waves and have come to symbolise all inflexional signs in 
Signed Swedish. There is still no sign for grammar, but when the word 
refers to the grammar of Signed Swedish, the spoken word grammar is 
often accompanied by the two “waves”. A compound sign for grammar 
has thus been created from the signs for the imperfect and the past



participle. When used as simple, free signs, and not as verb inflexions, 
they have the meanings imperfect and past participle, i.e. they are 
grammatical terms (see figures 70 & 71, page 141).

A few verb signs have irregular imperfect formation. The Sign Dic
tionary has, rather misleadingly, lumped them together under the head
ing “certain conditional forms” (see quotation, page 128). The signs in 
question are should (would), wanted, had, was, could, ought and 
had to (must). They are formed by repetition of the base form. The 
sign have can serve as an example of one of these formations—it is also 
the only sign with an irregular past participle (see figure 73, page 141).

ut* [ j imz j: *a
base form imperfect past participle

The irregularity lies in the fact that the base sign [ Jf 's not included 
in the past participle: only JA accompanies the word had.

Verb inflexions in words and signs
With some simplification and disregarding any subjunctives and the 
passive, Swedish main verbs can be said to have seven different forms: 
present and imperfect (the finite forms), verbal past participle*, adjec
tival past participle*, present participle, infinitive (non-finite forms) and 
finally imperative. Verbs do not all take the same endings for these 
forms; depending on the endings they take, they are divided into four 
groups (conjugations):

1st COllj. 2nd conj. 3rd conj. 4th conj.

(call) (bend) (believe) (bind, tie)

present kallar böjer tror binder

imperfect kallade böjde trodde band

verb.past part. kallat böjt trott bundit

adj.past part. kallad böjd trodd bunden

pres.part. kallande böjande troende bindande

infinitive kalla böja tro binda

imperative kalla böj tro bind

The (strong) verbs of the 4th conjugation form several sub-groups ac
cording to vowel change (Ablaut). In addition to the four conjugations 
of regularly inflected verbs, there are also a number of irregular verbs 
in Swedish.

What is the relationship between the verb inflexion of Signed Swedish 
and the various inflected forms of the words? The four conjugations 
(and all the irregular forms) have been merged into one “conjugation”,

* Swedish grammarians call these two forms the ’supine’ (the form used to form the 
perfect and pluperfect) and the ’perfect participle’ (the form used adjectivally).



The impeifect-sign The past-participle-sign

LAUGH HAVE



with the exception of the seven verbs which form their imperfect by 
repeating the base sign. Furthermore, this one sign conjugation has only 
three forms to represent the seven possible forms of the words. For 
Signed Swedish, the above table can be reduced to:

lstconj. 2nd conj. 3rd conj.

V__________________________
present 

imperfect 

verb.past part, 

adj .past part, 

pres.part, 

infinitive 

imperative

4th conj.

___ /

The table shows how very little information about the Swedish verb in
flexion the signs are able to give. The base form S has the heaviest load, 
as it represents five different forms. But not even the S/IMP and 
S/P.P. inflexions can give much information about the words. If the 
imperfect-sign is performed after a verb sign, it does not mean that any 
information is given about what the form of the word is like, only that 
the word is in the imperfect. Here are some concrete examples:
Does

the sign + the sign = the word?

^ b: * / j:^a (SKRATTA + IMP) skrattade (1st conj.) laughed

j: a: * / j:^a (ΚΟΡΑ + IMP) köpte (2nd conj.) bought

t / j: *a (TRO + IMP) trodde (3rd conj.) believed

cY:U / J1 ^A (BITA + IMP) bet (4th conj.) bit

< 
·

y -* > (DO + IMP) dog (irreg.) died

~jr / ji °V\ (VETA + IMP) visste (irreg.) knew

How could the sign form (to the left of the equals sign) possibly give 
any information about the word form? How could a sign plus an imper
fect-sign possibly lead to any knowledge about the appearance of the 
word? No one who did not already know Swedish could possibly make 
the above sums balance.

One objection to this statement might be that the lip-reading image is 
also part of Signed Swedish, which means that the word is represented 
along with the sign. However, the sounds of the spoken language are 
not sufficiently visible on the lips to make the interpretation unambi
guous. It is not possible to learn Swedish through lip-reading alone; it 
must always be supplemented by writing or manual spelling. The fact 
that lip movements are an insufficient form of the spoken language is 
not changed by signs being used to accompany the speech. The Swedish 
words cannot be reproduced by the signs or their inflexional signs; the 
forms of the signs do not in any way explain the symbols of Swedish. 
When, for example, the imperfect-sign is added to a verb sign, all it 
tells us is something like: N.B. The word now being spoken is in the 
imperfect.



PRONOUNS

There are several types of pronoun in Swedish: personal, possessive, re
flexive, reciprocal, demonstrative, determinative, relative, interrogative 
and indefinite, in Signed Swedish, there are signs for all types of pro
nouns, but only the personal and possessive pronouns have signs with 
systematic differences in their cheremic structure. We shall therefore 
deal exclusively with these two types of pronoun.

Personal and possessive pronouns
There is no reason to make any distinction between personal and pos
sessive pronouns. The signs that accompany the spoken possessive pro
nouns are better described as genitive forms of the personal pronouns. 
Signed Swedish does not have the inflection for agreement that would 
justify treating them as a separate group.

Jn their cheremic structure, the personal pronouns have a systematic 
variation which can be related to the grammatical categories expressed 
by the pronouns of the spoken language: case, number, person and 
gender. There is a complete table of the personal pronouns of Signed 
Swedish in figure 74, page 144, and figure 75, page 145.

Case

The pronouns have three cases: subjective (base form), objective and 
genitive. As is clearly shown both by the notation and the photographs 
of the signs, the case differences are expressed in the articulator aspect, 
i.e. by different hand shapes:

subjective: index-finger hand L

objective: measure hand 3

genitive: flat hand J

The only exception is in the objective case of the third person singular: 
the sign L* ^ that accompanies it has the index finger instead of the 
measure hand. The obvious explanation is that Swedish, like English, 
uses the same form both in the subjective and in the objective case. It 
would be unreasonable to expect the signer to keep the two functions 
of the word separate: in practice, correct usage would necessitate con
tinuous clause analysis.

Number

The pronouns, like the nouns, distinguish between singular and plural. 
The sign shows the difference in the articulation aspect. In the singular 
(irrespective of person or case), the signs have a pointing or vertical 
articulation, whilst the plural is characterised by a horizontal movement, 
which, of course, is also found in the noun plurals. The movement 
added in the plural is perfectly natural when one considers the indicating 
character of these signs; when, for instance, you (plural) is signed,



number person gender SUBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE GENITIVE (poss.pron.)

sing. 1 I Π Lc* ' me [] 3Z v my/mine [] J]0

2
I Λ CJ

you Ld t
'"N-* Vyou your/s JO r

(Sw. du) (Sw. dig)

3 masc. he him ~JU/0~ V his

fern. she] ji t/lc? her ] JL T/3C v her/s ] J1 T/JÎ -

comm. if) it "
(Sw. den) LC S (den)

1— < > X
C its J«A "

neut. it
(Sw. det) (det) >

plur. 1 we [] us [] y *r our/s [] J1

2 you U you 3C " your/s JC t
(Sw. ni) (Sw. er)

3 they LI * them * their/s JC £

Table of personal pronouns in Signed Swedish

the hand makes a sweeping pointing movement towards the people re
ferred to (present or imagined).

Person
Person does not have the same clear-cut connection with one of the 
aspects of the sign. In the first person, all the signs, irrespective of case 
and number, have the same place of articulation. The difference between 
the second and third persons is in the attitude of the articulator, but they 
have the same place of articulation. The Sign Dictionary has the fol
lowing description: uAll the pronouns in the third person are made to 
the side” (which is not clear from the photographs in the book).

Gender

Swedish pronouns have four genders: he, she, it (common gender) and 
it (neuter). Signed Swedish does not distinguish between the common



PRONOUNS

è\*
you he, she, it we

my/mine your/s his, her/s, its our/s

us, ourselves
himself, herself, 
itself, (these 
latter signed at 
side of chest)

me, myself you, yourself; him, her

• first row:
personal pronouns

• second row:
possessive pronouns

• third row: 
object forms

• N.B. "Man" or "woman" is signed 
before he, she, his, her, him, hers

• All the pronouns in the third person 
are made to the side

From Sign Dictionary, 1971

you (plur.); they

your/s (plur.); 
their/s

you (plur.), 
yourselves; 
them, themselves



and neuter ή-for ms. There is only L- “ , which can also be used to 
accompany he and she. The compound signs for he and she in the table 
are only used for people. This means that Signed Swedish, as distinct 
from the oral language, has one symbol for both living ( +animate) and 
non-living (—animate) things, but that the feature + human demands 
the compound signs, which distinguish between masculine and feminine. 
The gender-marker is not built into the cheremes of the sign; it cannot 
be associated with any of the aspects of the sign, but is an element in a 
compound sign. This has come about in the creation of Signed Swedish 
and has no counterpart in SSL, unlike several of the other distinctions 
described above.

To sum up. the following can be stated as regards the way pro
noun signs represent the categories of the Swedish pronouns: case—the 
shape of the articulator, number—the articulation, person—the place of 
articulation/the attitude, gender—compound signs.

The description of the pronouns in Signed Swedish shows them to be 
an impressively well structured set of signs. When one looks only at the 
aspects of the signs and the cheremes through which they are realised, 
they appear to be well suited to their job of symbolising the Swedish 
pronouns, in that the grammatical categories of Swedish can be linked 
to the form of the signs. But what the cheremic description cannot do 
is show us that these signs are conventionalised pointing gestures. If we 
examine their use in SSL, the cheremic description is not satisfactory. 
The following simple description says more about their form (and func
tion) there:

1st person 1 pointing to the speaker

2nd person YOU pointing to the person spoken to

he

3rd person SHE pointing to the person or thing

etc. IT spoken about

In order to see how this works in a concrete conversational situation, 
let us imagine two people (I—first person—and you—second person) 
together at the cinema, talking about a third person (he—third person) 
who is sitting in front of them—which is alright, as he cannot perceive 
what is being signed behind him!

SCREEN



In SSL communication, there are no problems when the speaker wants 
to refer to the second and third persons, but what happens when some
one tries to use the pronouns of Signed Swedish in accordance with the 
normative instructions? The signer (one must assume) will be put in a 
quandary, because the actual position of the three people and the sign 
forms that ought to be used are not compatible, you is supposed to be 
signed pointing forwards, and the third person, according to the Sign 
Dictionary, should be signed to the side. The example speaks for itself!

Obviously, the pronouns have been given too fixed a form in Signed 
Swedish. The motivated character, the inherent directions of these signs 
cannot be ignored. It ought to be the case that, in Signed Swedish too, 
context and situation should be allowed to influence the form of the 
pronoun signs.—It is difficult to understand the reason for the signs 
having been locked in these rigid forms, but it is probably due to the 
Sign-Language Committee’s method of working. They tend to work with 
signs and words in isolation and are therefore not always aware of the 
absurd consequences their recommendations can lead to when the lan
guage is used.

NUMERALS

Cardinals
In Signed Swedish, there are eleven monosignemic signs symbolising 
the numbers 0—10. They are illustrated in figure 76, page 148.

The numbers 11—99 are formed using these eleven signs. They fall into 
two groups according to how they are formed.

II—19 are formed on the principle ten/one, ten/two, etc. Here, ob
viously, the signs are not used as manual symbols for the figures, be
cause in that case we would sign one/one, one/two, etc. The principle 
of formation appears rather to be that of addition: 10+1 = 11.

20—99, on the other hand, are formed with the signs used as symbols 
for the figures: two/nought, two/one, etc. This sometimes causes 
problems, as users of Signed Swedish can be observed to use these signs 
as symbols for the simultaneously spoken words. 20, 30, etc. are signed 
two/nought, three/nought, etc., and many people have come to see 
these signs as symbols for the words twenty, thirty, etc. When they 
come to sign 21, for instance, they are led to produce the incorrect 
two/nought/one. Here, the signer must try to dissociate the signs from 
the spoken words and see the signs as number symbols instead of sym
bols for the Swedish words.

Finally, the words hundred, thousand and million have their equival
ents in signs. They are used like the words of the spoken language, i.e. 
100, spoken one hundred, would be signed one/hundred. One could,



From Sign Dictionary, 1971



of course, also sign one/nought/nought, but that would tend to be 
understood as a combination of figures, one, zero, zero, rather than as 
the number 100. Here are some examples illustrating the various ways 
of forming signs for cardinal numbers:

100 one/hundred

L:VHr

108 one/hundred/eight

l:Vh^/v;t

118 one/hundred/ten/eightvv;f
128 one/hundred/two/eight

l: Vha, -/v; t/v; *

Ordinals
The ordinals 1st—8th are signed by a change in the form of the sign 
for the cardinal number. Looking at figure 76, page 148, we can see 
that the attitude of the hand is palm turned in towards the signer (as 
in one, L ). The signs for the ordinals keep the same hand shapes 
but change the attitude so that the palm is turned forwards instead 
( L ). In addition, the articulation is changed to a downward move
ment ( L2 v ).

The cheremic structure of the cardinals 1—8 is such that this change 
into ordinals is easy. The signs nine and ten, however, cannot be 
changed in the same way. The ordinals 9th and 10th are made with 
compound signs, the manual alphabet letter e being added to the base 
sign: nine/e, ten/e.*

The ordinals 11th, 12th, etc. are formed regularly according to the 
pattern outlined above. As 11 is signed by a compound ten/one, 11th 
becomes ten/first. 19th, of course, is signed ten/nine/e.

nought is a sign with a cheremic structure that would allow the same 
change of attitude as the signs one to eight undergo to form their 
ordinals. It would have been possible to make use of this for the forma
tion of the ordinals for the even tens: 20th, 30th, etc. The numbers 20— 
99 are formed on the principle of one figure : one sign. Twentieth could 
have been signed two/noughth by analogy with two/first, but that is 
not the case; what in fact is signed is two/nought/e.

There are, then, two different ways of forming the ordinals in Signed 
Swedish. They are most easily described by reference to the figures:
a) ordinals that end in 1—8 are formed by changing the attitude and 

articulation of the signs for the cardinal numbers;
b) ordinals that end in 9 or 0 are formed by adding the manual alpha

bet letter e to the sign for the cardinal number.

* ninth and tenth — Swedish nionde, tionde, often abbreviated 9:e and 10:e.



SUMMARY

The inflexional possibilities of Signed Swedish have now been examined 
word-class by word-class. In the four open word-classes (nouns, adjec
tives, adverbs, verbs) Signed Swedish has some parallel to the inflexional 
endings of Swedish. Sign inflexion is realised either by a change in the 
cheremic structure of the base sign (internal inflexion) or, more com
monly, by the addition of an inflexional sign.

For pronouns and numerals, there are no inflexional signs, but a 
certain systematic variation in the form of the signs can be observed in 
these classes.

Prepositions, conjunctions and interjections, finally, have uninflected 
signs, and show no common formal features.

A greatly simplified outline of regular sign inflexion in Signed Swedish 
is given below:

Inflexional signs in Signed Swedish

noun
inflexions

SA S - , S
S/GENITIVE
S/DEFINITENESS

(plural forms)

verb
inflexions

S
S/IMPERFECT 
S/PAST PARTICIPLE

adjective S
and adverb S/COMPARATIVE
comparison S/SUPERLAT1VE



Signed Swedish in practice

The inflexional signs described in the previous chapter are those that 
are taught and used in the teaching of sign language. As has already 
been mentioned, most people who have learnt Signed Swedish have 
learnt it by being taught, including those who now themselves teach 
Signed Swedish. In the teaching, an effort is made to utilise all the in
flexional possibilities, and after a varying amount of practice, most 
people manage to learn the intended use of the grammatical signs.

However, the Signed Swedish that can be observed in sign-language 
classes gives a false impression of Signed Swedish as it looks when used 
with a communicative aim in natural conversation situations. In les
sons, printed materials are used, which means that written Swedish sen
tences provide the starting-point. The teacher demonstrates how the 
written sentence is to be signed, and the participants repeat it in 
“chorus” (this is particularly true of the teaching of beginners). There 
is an obvious risk of the linguistic form becoming the most important 
aspect, since the participants do not themselves produce sentences in 
order to impart a content they want to express. The reason for the lan
guage not being used sufficiently for communicative purposes is that 
both the teacher and the participants are hearing people, who are not 
dependent on sign language for communication with each other.

Because the printed material is so central in sign-language teaching, 
it is easy to get a false impression of how the inflexional signs are used. 
This is because the written Swedish which is there in front of the signer 
makes it relatively easy to use the inflexional signs, as endings and pro
nominal forms are clearly marked. (A person, for instance, who in his 
speech uses the imperfect form bada—the same form as the infinitive— 
gets support from the written badade and is thus led to sign correctly.)

Signed Swedish implies speaking at the same time as signing. As a 
result the rate of speaking is slowed down. It also often means (particu
larly in the teaching situation) that the speech approximates a spelling 
pronunciation with inflexional endings and grammatical words given 
unnatural prominence.

If we want to find out how Signed Swedish really looks, we must 
study it in natural situations. If an inflexional rule or a sign is only ever 
used in the teaching of Signed Swedish, it can hardly be claimed to be



part of the language; it is hardly more than wishful thinking about 
what the language ought to look like. For the same reason, it is of 
doubtful value to ask people who use Signed Swedish how they sign: 
people’s beliefs about their signing are not always consistent with their 
practice.—There is a parallel in how we normally perceive our spoken 
language. We do not often think about the fact that it is quite different 
from the written language. People believe that they speak as they write; 
they think they hear the same things as they read. They are surprised or 
even offended when told that the grammar of their spoken language is 
different from that of their written. It does not mean that their spoken 
language is at fault; it simply means that the spoken and written lan
guages are not identical. In the same way, it must be accepted that the 
Signed Swedish of natural conversation looks different from that orig
inally created and intended to be taught in classes.

RECORDING AND OBSERVATION OF SIGNED 
SWEDISH

As has already been mentioned, videotape-recordings of Signed Swedish 
were made in the course of the project. The reason was not only to ob
tain evidence for the description of sign inflexion or to examine whether 
the tendencies towards simplification observed earlier would be con
firmed. An advantage of recorded material over “real” communication 
situations is, of course, that it can be studied over and over again. The 
same utterance can be examined several times focusing on different 
aspects of the language.

The recorded material consists of six conversations in which at least 
one of the participants is deaf. This was in order to make the use of 
sign communication during the recording as natural as possible. Two 
of the informants are deaf and know SSL in addition to Signed Swedish. 
Of the four hearing people, only one knows SSL (through having deaf 
parents). They have all, of course, learnt Signed Swedish as adults.

The six informants’ language was studied in detail with regard to sign 
inflexions, one type of inflexion being considered at a time. During 
this close scrutiny of the tapes, some other observations were made 
which will be mentioned below.

The sound, i.e. the spoken Swedish, was also recorded, but when the 
material was being studied, the sound track was turned down. The reason 
for this is that Signed Swedish must be analysed from the point of view 
of the deaf person. Hearing people are easily led to believe that Signed 
Swedish is a combination of two simultaneously used languages, a kind 
of total communication, as it is often called. A hearing person hears 
the spoken words at the same time as he sees the signs, but for the deaf 
person, Signed Swedish is, of course, a purely visually perceived lan
guage, i.e. lip movements and signs. Thus, Signed Swedish is not a 
combination of two languages in the same way for a deaf person.



There were several occasions during the examination when it was dif
ficult to understand what the informant was saying/signing. Despite re
peated playbacks, it was not possible to see what was intended. One 
such example is the question Did you use to meet in the home/homes?. 
The Swedish for the home is hemmet; for the homes it is hemmen. 
The lip-reading image for t and n is identical, and the form of the sign 
is no help in interpreting the sentence. In this example, the sign has a 
repeated movement, but that can be either a plural repetition or the 
common repetition of a sign caused by the number of syllables.—In 
cases such as these, it was tempting to turn up the sound to find out 
what was being said, but that would have been wrong, since the deaf 
person in similar cases of doubt cannot do so! The videotapes were 
analysed throughout without the help of the auditively perceived spoken 
language.

An interesting observation made during the examination of the re
cordings was that it was difficult to concentrate on the hands, i.e. the 
signs. Time and again I found myself looking at the signer’s face. To 
me, as a hearing person, this was an entirely new experience. When a 
hearing person normally observes Signed Swedish, he can hear the 
speech and does not depend for understanding on seeing the face and 
mouth of the signer. When one is particularly interested in the signs, 
one can concentrate on them without risk of missing anything. When 
the signer’s voice is not heard, the hearing person, too, is dependent on 
lip-reading.

Another problem was that it could sometimes be difficult to decide 
whether a sign was there or not. By lip-reading (and through my know
ledge of Swedish) I was able to infer that the word was there in speech, 
but I could not see if the sign was actually made. Towards the end of 
the analysis, I had the opportunity of playing back the videotapes at a 
slower speed (about one third of normal speed) and was thus able to 
establish that the signs were there. It was not possible to detect them 
at normal speed even after the slower playback had proved that they 
were there.

During the slow playback, several cases of co-articulation were ob
served. By co-articulation, in this context, is meant that in one of the 
aspects of the sign a chereme changes to become the same as one in 
the preceding sign. Co-articulation was only observed in the articu
lator aspect, but may also be found in the other aspects. No special 
study was made of co-articulation, but a couple of examples are given 
below in order to illustrate how this phenomenon, so common in spoken 
languages, has its parallel in Signed Swedish:

. .. when i . . . The N-hand from when is retained in i, which nor
mally has the L-hand (index finger).

. . . will you . . . The J-hand (flat hand) from will is retained in you, 
which normally has the L-hand (index finger).

These two examples show how the hand shape from the preceding sign 
is retained in the one following. Another type of co-articulation, which



also concerns the articulator aspect, is when a sign gets a double articu
lator because the preceding sign has it:

also is a compound consisting of IS SC α and V* V , but the second 
element is signed with a double articulator, giving CSSC °7îVV* V

It should perhaps also be pointed out that the phenomenon of co
articulation is not anything that should be corrected or changed. It is a 
perfectly natural consequence of rapid signing and is, incidentally, al
most impossible to detect with the naked eye.

INFLEXIONAL SIGNS

The inflexional signs of Signed Swedish, whose task it is to reproduce 
the inflexions of Swedish words, are one of the differences between 
Signed Swedish and SSL. They are also, and this is the most important 
thing in this context, one of the reasons why this sign language (as op
posed to SSL) is considered to be adapted to the Swedish language. Let 
us examine what happens to the inflexional signs when Signed Swedish 
is used for real communication.

The following account of the use of the inflexional signs is based on 
observations made during the four years of the project, but also on de
tailed analysis of the videotape-recordings. Only the tendencies cor
roborated by the videotaped material are dealt with here.

Verbs
The predominant tendency is a change towards ever simpler forms. By 
omissions or simplifications in the form of the inflexional signs, a more 
economical sign language is achieved, which means that the simulta
neously used spoken language can approach normal speed. The most 
obvious simplification can be observed in the verbs. Many signers never 
use the imperfect or the past-participle signs. The interesting thing is 
that the omission of these signs, for most people, is the result of a con
scious decision not to use them. A common argument for leaving out 
“the waves” is that (adult) deaf people do not use them, claiming that 
they are merely an irritating interruption in the flow of signs. For most 
deaf people, these signs lack any informational value. It thus seems 
natural for the user of Signed Swedish to omit them.

Another reason for not using the verb inflexions may be that their 
correct use has never been properly learnt. Deciding whether one of 
the two inflexional signs should be added to a verb sign is not always 
easy, and many people admit that they cannot manage it. Rather than 
make a mistake, they refrain from trying. The rule for the use of the 
verb-inflexion signs is, of course, that a sign accompanying a Swedish 
verb in the imperfect or past-participle form is to be provided with the 
appropriate inflexional sign.



Let us look at some examples in order to understand the degree of 
difficulty the signer is faced with. There is a risk of making mistakes if 
one only looks at the form of the word. The regular imperfect ending in 
Swedish is -de, but the same ending can be found in adjectival past 
participles inflected for plural agreement (sängarna var bäddade—the 
beds were made up; de var intresserade—they were interested) and in 
present participles (han kom springande—he came running). The im
perfect sign has sometimes been interpreted as a sign for the ending -de 
and not just as a sign for imperfect. As most Swedish verbs have the 
imperfect ending -de, it is a reasonable strategy, but it does lead the 
signer astray in cases like those exemplified above.

There is a similar complication in the case of the sign for the verbal 
past participle, since the adjectival past participle, when inflected for 
neuter agreement, has the same ending, -t. One is expected to distin
guish between Jag hade dukat bordet (I had set the table) and Bordet 
var dukat (The table was set), and only use the past-participle sign in 
the first case! The surface forms of the words cannot be relied on, and 
so, in practice, a continuous clause analysis is demanded from the 
signer, if the signs are to be inflected in accordance with the normative 
rules. For many people, this means a loss of speed and naturalness, as 
part of their attention is given over to the on-going analysis of the sen
tences they are in the process of producing.

It should not be thought, however, that all users of Signed Swedish 
have dropped verbal inflexions. But even those people who do use in
flexions sometimes make “mistakes”, i.e. unconsciously omit inflexional 
signs. These omissions can often be explained as assimilations, or at 
least by reference to the cheremic structure of the base sign. If a sign 
has a changing movement in its articulation (see page 68) that involves 
a closure of the hand, the inflexion is omitted as a rule. To make an 
inflexional sign after a base sign with that articulation the hand must 
be opened only to be “half-closed” again, a time-wasting and clumsy 
procedure.

Nouns
It is only in the verbs that one can see such a clear-cut, conscious de
viation from the suggested norm. When signers are asked about their 
own way of using or not using the inflexional signs for verbs, it turns 
out they are usually conscious of what they are doing. If they are asked 
about the plural inflexions of nouns, on the other hand, they can only 
rarely describe their signing habits. There is, however, a clear tendency 
towards simplification in plural inflexion, too. The repeated plural (S / ) 
may be missed out. The omission can often be explained by the form of 
the words: the fifth-declension nouns (which take no plural ending) are 
only exceptionally accompanied by a repeated sign. Several factors prob
ably combine here: many of these nouns are monosyllabic, and the lack 
of ending might mean that the signer does not realise that it is plural. 
Context also plays a part, of course. Nouns (irrespective of what type of 
plural they have) that are preceded by numbers, plural-inflected adjec-



tivcs. or quantifiers like many, alt, a jew, often lack the plural inflexion, 
as it is redundant in these cases.

The plurals of polysignemic nouns are also influenced by the spoken 
language. Here, the number of syllables decides whether the final 
signeme is repeated or not. Monosyllabic and bisyllabic words accom
panied by bisignemic signs lead to the plural inflexion being omitted in 
the sign. The sign used with the word expression*is a compound of 
speak and give but gets no repetition of the final signeme. In this ex
ample, the lack of plural ending on the Swedish word is another factor 
contributing to the omission of the plural sign.

There is one exception to the main rule that polysignemic signs avoid 
the plural repetition, and that is signs with the person-sign as the final 
element. Irrespective of whether the sign is accompanied by the word 
persons or derivational words denoting people, the person-sign is always 
repeated in the plural.—Some users of Signed Swedish appear to use the 
person-sign as a kind of inflexional ending. Iterative signs cannot take 
the plural S / and show no difference between singular and plural. The 
plural of the person-sign is sometimes added to signs denoting people, 
making it possible to give these signs, too, a plural inflexion. In these 
cases, the person-sign is not present in the singular form, which lends 
support to the claim that the person-sign has here been reduced to an 
inflexional sign.

Adjectives, adverbs
No tendency towards simplification was observed in the comparison of 
adjectives and adverbs, and the inflexional signs were used remarkably 
correctly. This may be because the difference between, for instance, 
better and best is so important for the interpretation of a sentence that 
the comparison signs cannot easily be left out. The risk of being mis
understood is too great.

Pronouns
The pronouns, it is true, do not have any inflexional signs to be added 
to the base signs, but they do have different sign forms to accompany 
the Swedish pronouns. Here, the tendency towards simplification appears 
stronger than in any other class. One type of simplification observed is 
that of omitting the first element man or woman in the third person 
singular, particularly when the meaning is obvious from the context.

An entirely different kind of simplification is found in a reduction or 
weakening of the form of the base sign. In concrete terms, this means 
that the measure hand ( 3 ) and, to a certain extent, the flat hand ( J ) 
is replaced by the index-finger hand ( [_ ) in the objective and genitive 
forms, respectively. The subjective and objective forms thus tend to 
coincide. The signs are also weakened in the articulation aspect: through 
omission of the horizontal plural movement, singular and plural coin-

* The Swedish word (uttryck) is bisyllabic and has no plural ending.



eide.—These reductions were not observed in the first and second per
sons singular. It may be a coincidence that all the informants sign i, me, 
my/mine, you (subj.), you (obj.), and your/s in accordance with the 
directives of the Sign Dictionary, but it is supported by observations of 
Signed Swedish in other contexts.

The influence of the spoken language on sign inflexion is clearly il
lustrated by the sign forms they and them, which have coincided in 
Signed Swedish, at least in the case of all those signers in whose speech 
the words coincide*. It would be unreasonable to expect signers who 
have only one form in their spoken language to perform a clause ana
lysis whilst signing in order to distinguish between the subjective and 
the objective forms. It is all very well in the classroom, when there is a 
printed text in front of the signer, but it is not realistic to expect it in 
natural conversation.

It has been suggested that the simple pointing accompanying the words 
for it should be replaced by pointing with the hand shapes N and T, re
flecting the two genders den and det. The suggestion has not come from 
the Sign-Language Committee and is not in the Sign Dictionary. It prob
ably had its origins in the teaching of sign language in Stockholm and 
seems to be spreading to other parts of the country. In practice, it seems 
that the N-pointing is establishing itself for den, whereas det is still 
signed by simple pointing with the index finger only.

When their inflexional deviations and simplifications are pointed out 
to users of Signed Swedish, many react by defending or excusing them
selves. Common phrases are We haven't learnt properly yet, We are 
still beginners, etc. Statements like these may be made by people who 
have used the language daily for many years. They “blame” themselves, 
thinking it is their own inadequacy which has caused the divergences in 
their way of signing. This is hardly surprising, since they probably felt 
that they had mastered sign inflexion when they were being taught.

When a signer’s language begins to be characterised by simplifications, 
which are often the result of the speed of speech approaching the nor
mal, it does not mean that the signer is making mistakes. A better in
terpretation is that the signer is beginning to use Signed Swedish in a 
natural way. The more rapid and economical signing should not be 
resisted: it ought instead to be encouraged.

INFLUENCE FROM SSL

The sign language of the informants differs in certain respects which 
can be explained by reference to their linguistic background. It is not a 
question of whether they are hearing or deaf, but whether they know 
SSL or not. Those who do (and who learnt it in childhood) reveal its 
influence in two ways in particular: in the choice of sign and in the 
utilisation of localisation.

* The Swedish words de (they) and dem (them) are both often spoken, and nowa
days sometimes written, dom.



Choice of sign
The sign vocabulary is (so far) smaller in Signed Swedish than in SSL. 
Those who know the latter find it quite natural to “borrow” signs from 
it in their Signed Swedish. Departures from the suggested norms of 
Signed Swedish can also be observed in those with an SSL background in 
that they can be seen to use completely different sign forms from 
those suggested for Signed Swedish. Signs from SSL that require several 
words in a Swedish translation are also sometimes brought into Signed 
Swedish. Those who are bilingual as regards sign language may in the 
long run, through these interference phenomena, be contributing to 
Signed Swedish becoming more like SSL.

SSL signs thus enter Signed Swedish through the users who know 
both sign languages. In the contact between the (deaf) users of SSL and 
the hearing users of Signed Swedish, it is above all the latter whose 
sign language is influenced, in that they pick up signs from SSL which 
often replace suggestions in the Sign Dictionary. One example is the 
numbers 11—19 and the even tens, 20, 30, etc. Their ready adoption 
by users of Signed Swedish is probably partly due to the fact that they 
are compound signs in Signed Swedish but simple signs in SSL.—These 
simple signs were also given a sort of official seal of approval when 
they were adopted in a television course in Signed Swedish, which began 
in Autumn 1975 and was produced jointly by the Swedish National 
Association of the Deaf and the Government Committee for Television 
and Radio in Education.

Localisation
Apart from differences in the choice of signs, localisation is the most 
obvious difference between informants with and without a knowledge 
of SSL. By localisation is meant that the signer makes use of the spatial 
dimensions of the signs by placing them in different positions in front 
of or at the side of himself. An example from the recorded material 
will illustrate this in a concrete way. One of the informants is talking 
about two different groups of deaf people—it is a discussion about lan
guage learning and teaching. When the first group is mentioned, it is 
placed to the left of the signer in that the sign group is performed 
there, and then the other group is placed somewhat to the right. These 
signs “stay” there for the remainder of the discussion, and the signer 
refers subsequently to each group by pointing in the direction where 
they were placed before.

On another occasion, an informant is talking about herself and her 
sister. The sister is placed to the right of the signer, and this later in
fluences the form of, for instance, the sign we, which becomes a point
ing movement to the signer and the “sister”. According to Signed Swed
ish, we should have been signed with a semi-circular pointing movement 
beginning and ending with the signer.

Localisation, as described in the examples above, has not been ob
served in people who know only Signed Swedish. They tend to use the



signs only as symbols for the words they accompany, and they are not 
able to utilise the inherent possibilities of the signs in the same way as 
people who also know SSL. Even when the principle one word : one 
sign is adhered to, localisation can be used to advantage. It makes Signed 
Swedish more expressive and lively.1

LIP MOVEMENTS AND SIGNS

To a person who lacks hearing, Signed Swedish is a visually perceived 
combination of speech and signs. Hearing people often find it difficult 
to understand what it is like for a deaf person only to perceive the 
spoken language by looking at the movements of the mouth.—One way 
for a hearing person to put himself in a situation similar to the deaf 
person’s is, of course, to turn down the sound during a news bulletin 
on the television, when the speaker as a rule is shown in close-up.

Lip-reading has two different functions for deaf receivers of Signed 
Swedish. The (adult) deaf person who knows Swedish, who himself 
reads, writes and speaks, has of course some chance, if only a limited 
one, of lip-reading the speech. Anyone who already knows the language 
can himself supply what cannot be seen, and also has a certain chance 
of reconstructing what was not understood at an earlier stage but was 
clarified by the continuation of the utterance. The more Swedish one 
knows, the greater one’s capacity for lip-reading spoken Swedish. For 
anyone who knows Swedish, the signs accompanying the speech func
tion as a help to the lip-reading.

For anyone who does not know Swedish, a deaf child for example, the 
situation is different. All that the child perceives of Signed Swedish is 
lip movements and signs. The child has no knowledge of the forms of 
the words, does not know how they are pronounced or written or spelt 
manually, and cannot therefore perceive the lip movements as visual 
symbols or a visual representation of the (unknown) words. Many of the 
sounds of the spoken language are simply not visible on the lips. Fur
thermore, speech is a continuous flow in the sense that there are no 
gaps between words, which means that only people who know the lan
guage can decide where the word boundaries are. Another important 
point to be mentioned is that the prosodic features (intonation, stress 
and quantity), so important for the understanding of spoken language, 
are entirely lost in speech perceived visually, not auditively.

Spoken language cannot be learned through lip-reading alone, which 
is a complicated enough task even for people who know the language.

1. In a lecture which I gave at a course for ileaf sign-language teachers, 1 men
tioned the importance of localisation. One of the participants suggested that the 
use of localisation could be one of the reasons why the Signed Swedish of some 
sign-language interpreters is so much more graphic and expressive and less tiring to 
watch than that of others.



Signing alongside the speech cannot alter the fact that the lip move
ments are insufficient carriers of information.

What the deaf child perceives, then, is the fact that the mouth moves 
simultaneously with the signs being performed. As opposed to the 
words, the signs are linguistic symbols meant to be perceived by the 
eye, which means that that part of Signed Swedish can be learnt, 
understood and produced by the child. But, as we have seen earlier, the 
form of the signs bears no similarity to the form of the words (the fact 
that they have the same meaning is a different matter), so that even if 
the child begins to communicate himself in signs, it does not mean that 
he knows Swedish.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to demonstrate in writing what visually 
perceived Signed Swedish looks like, but with the help of a very simple 
notation, some inkling of it can perhaps be given. The example below is 
taken from one of the videotape-recordings of Signed Swedish. The 
signer is not one of the informants whose sign language was studied in 
detail but an eight-year-old boy, who was the deaf interlocutor of two 
of the hearing informants. The boy signs:

i mr =δ:* b:- tur: ca:*

The mouth shapes accompanying these five signs are indicated in the 
following crude diagrams:

n 0 ο θΟ o

These may not tell the reader anything, but they will be made clearer 
if we let letters stand for the sounds that the hearing person perceives 
(whilst the mouth has the shapes depicted above):

III a a ba o ba

If the reader by now is becoming irritated at not understanding any
thing, it is perhaps not only due to the inadequate notation but rather 
to the fact that the form of Signed Swedish does not bear any resemblance 
to the form of spoken or written Swedish. A translation from Signed 
Swedish into written Swedish gives the following result:

IV jag äter bara god mat
(I eat only good food)

Note that line IV is not what the boy is signing; it is the Swedish trans
lation.

Looking at the recording without the sound, one imagines that one 
sees the boy say Jag äter bara god mat. When the sound is turned up, 
however, the only speech sounds in his utterance are those reproduced 
in line III. This means that he only pronounces the sounds that are re
presented in lip-reading, the ones that have a visible form. It is reason



able to suppose that anyone who grows up with Signed Swedish learns 
to associate certain lip movements with signs. If the sign mat (food) is 
always accompanied by the spoken word, one observes that the lips are 
first closed and then opened. One cannot tell from the shape of the 
mouth whether the speaker means M, P or B; and, right enough, the 
boy has the same B-like sound when he makes the sign bara (only) as 
when he makes the sign mat (food). The boy’s lip movements are not 
necessarily the result of practice in speech or lip-reading; they may have 
been learnt spontaneously and subconsciously along with the manual 
sign. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that no speech sounds 
other than those that can be lip-read were discovered in his speech.

Signed Swedish is a sign language. Even if a deaf child spontaneously 
produces sentences in which the rules of Swedish sentence formation 
apply (as in the example above), one must not draw the conclusion that 
the child must know speech or writing. That may be the case, but it is 
not a foregone conclusion.—This can be compared with the way a 
hearing person learns Signed Swedish. For every single word we must 
learn what the corresponding sign looks like. The fact that we know 
the words and their use does not mean that we also know what the 
signs look like. It is the same thing for the deaf child using Signed 
Swedish. For every single sign, he must learn how the corresponding 
word can be manually spelt, written or pronounced.

It may be objected that there are children who have grown up with 
Signed Swedish and who can read and write. If so, it is the result of 
teaching—teaching in the sense that the Swedish language has been 
brought into the child’s consciousness at nursery school already, or 
even in the home. The child’s attention has been drawn to its existence, 
and later the form of the words has been demonstrated in writing and 
manual spelling. But knowledge of the form of the words cannot grow 
automatically, merely through communication in Signed Swedish.

Another aspect of Signed Swedish, and a very important one, is that 
a child who grows up in an environment where Signed Swedish is used 
is given a means of linguistic communication. The child is thus given 
the key to the linguistic interaction with his environment which is a pre
requisite for concept formation and the acquisition of knowledge. Thus, 
Signed Swedish like other forms of sign language—can make the child 
better equipped to learn Swedish, particularly if the teaching takes the 
language that the child has already mastered as its starting-point.
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Summary

SIGNED SWEDISH

Brief history. The alleged French origin of the Swedish sign language 
(SSL) is refuted and the more feasible case is argued that SSL had its 
origin among the Swedish deaf themselves. This is supported in the early 
manuscripts (1810—1820) of the initiator of deaf education in Sweden, 
Per Aron Borg. Borg himself learnt signing from his deaf pupils and 
used sign language during lessons.—In order to teach writing, he con
structed the Swedish manual alphabet.

The position of signs in education has long been debated. A short 
account is given of the different attitudes towards signing in school 
since the days of Borg, as well as an account of the so-called oral and 
manual methods.

The two sign languages. Since the late sixties, there have been two ways 
of signing in Sweden. The main differences (and a few similarities) in 
vocabulary and syntax are mentioned, and it is argued that these dif
ferences are so radical that two separate languages must be regarded as 
existing: SSL and Signed Swedish. Unlike SSL, which is the genuine lan
guage of the deaf and not related to spoken language, Signed Swedish is 
a constructed language modelled on Swedish. It was constructed by a 
committee set up by the Swedish National Association of the Deaf and 
was intended for communication with deaf children. Its characteristic 
feature is the simultaneous use of spoken and signed language: one 
word—one sign. It is assumed that if one speaks and signs simulta
neously, thus forcing the Swedish word order on the signs, it will enable 
children to learn to read and write Swedish with greater success than 
is now the case.

Most of the vocabulary of Signed Swedish is borrowed from SSL, but 
there are many invented signs, too. Among the new signs are the so- 
called grammatical signs intended to correspond to the inflexional end
ings of words and thereby to facilitate the acquisition of correct word 
inflexion.

The aim of the research project described in this report was to ana
lyse and describe Signed Swedish. It was not directly concerned with 
SSL.



Sign manuals. Since 1916 four manuals of Swedish signs have been 
published, the last (1971) being a normative dictionary of Signed Swed
ish. They are discussed with the emphasis on the problem of representing 
signs in print, with or without the aid of illustrations.

A comparison is made between the descriptions of the manual alpha
bet in the dictionaries, concentrating on the changes they reflect.

The structure of the sign. The basic structure of the sign may be de
scribed as the simultaneous realisation of what are here termed the 
three aspects: articulator (single or double, i.e. one hand or two), articu
lation (movement), and place of articulation.

Rather like the description of the words of spoken language in terms 
of distinctive sounds (phonemes), analysis of signs has shown that they 
can be described by a limited number of distinctive units, cheremes. In 
Signed Swedish, about 70 cheremes of six different types have been 
found: hand shape and attitude, position, direction and type of move
ment, interaction. The analysis shows that signs have a common internal 
structure, that they constitute a system of linguistic symbols and are 
not to be compared with gestures in general like those accompanying 
spoken language.

Sign notation. After an introductory discussion of how writing systems 
may be connected to different levels of language, the problem of writing 
signs is discussed. A writing system for Signed Swedish is introduced. 
The system is cheremic, i.e. one chereme—one graphic symbol. The 
writing conventions are described, followed by a discussion of the pos
sible use—apart from that in research—of sign notation.

Sign typology. Sign typology, as defined here, is the study of the form 
of the sign and its relation to the referent. The traditional terms natural 
and conventional are abandoned, and the two main types of signs are 
referred to as arbitrary and motivated signs. Motivated signs are of two 
types: deictic anil iconic.

This model of sign classification also makes use of the distinction 
directly versus indirectly motivated signs. The latter are related to their 
referents via a base concept, as in the sign elephant, for example, 
where the sign depicts the shape of the trunk (the base of the sign).

Sign formation. In this chapter, the compounds of Signed Swedish are 
analysed. Some compounds are modelled on Swedish compounds ac
cording to productive word formation rules. Others, however, are unique 
to Signed Swedish: they occur neither in SSL nor in spoken Swedish and 
are popularly and. as the analysis shows, justly referred to “unnecess
ary compounds” or “double signs”. One of many examples will illu
strate this. In SSL, the sign meaning snow is a simple sign (mono- 
signemic) imitating falling snowflakes, but for Signed Swedish, a bi- 
signemic sign has been constructed: white/snow.



Sign inflexion. This chapter contains a complete account of the signs 
created to accompany Swedish inflexional endings. Sign and word in
flexion are compared, and it is shown that the rich inflexional system of 
Swedish is far from fully represented in Signed Swedish. It is also shown 
that there is no information in the sign about the form of a word, in
flected or uninflected. If a grammatical sign is added, it does not show 
how, only that, a word is inflected.

Signed Swedish in practice. Since there is no group of people for whom 
Signed Swedish is the native language and from whom one could learn 
it through communication, users of Signed Swedish (parents, teachers, 
interpreters of the deaf) have all learned it through formal education. 
The method of instruction, in which written Swedish sentences play a 
great part, is discussed, as well as how the teaching may affect the 
learning.

Signed Swedish as used in real communication, when the content and 
not the form becomes important, is different from the “ideal” norm 
which is taught. To study this more closely, deaf and hearing informants 
using Signed Swedish were videotaped. Analysis of the tapes supports 
earlier observations of a strong tendency towards simplification, e.g. 
many signers never use the inflexional signs. When asked about this, 
they give one of two reasons: they have failed to acquire the correct 
use of these signs, or they have noticed that deaf people do not use them.

This final chapter closes with a discussion about Signed Swedish and 
the Swedish language. It is stressed that Signed Swedish must be studied 
from a deaf person’s point of view, i.e. without sound. Hearing people 
tend to think of Signed Swedish as a combination of two full languages, 
because they hear the spoken words whilst watching the signs (or 
producing them). To a deaf person, spoken Swedish is represented only 
in the form of the rather scanty information about the sounds that is 
provided by lip-reading.

To a deaf child who has not yet been taught Swedish, Signed Swedish, 
because it is a visually perceived language, is a combination of mouth 
movements and signs. Through Signed Swedish, the child acquires a way 
of communicating linguistically which is an invaluable prerequisite to 
further language learning. The child cannot, however, as was the original 
purpose of Signed Swedish, acquire Swedish automatically, purely 
through communication in Signed Swedish. The forms of the words, 
written or spoken, must still be taught.







There are two sign languages in Sweden — 
Swedish Sign Language (SSL), the origi
nal sign language of the deaf, which to a 
large extent developed spontaneously and 
independently of spoken Swedish, and 
Signed Swedish, which was constructed at 
the end of the sixties, partly to facilitate 
the learning of Swedish by deaf children. 
An important feature of Signed Swedish 
is the combination of the sign with the 
spoken Swedish word.

The signs of Signed Swedish are largely 
taken from SSL, but a number of new 
signs have been created. The order of the 
signs has been adapted to the word order 
of Swedish. Inflexional signs have been 
added to correspond to the inflexions of 
the oral language.

This is the first investigation of the 
real nature of Signed Swedish: What is the 
structure of the signs, how are they per
formed? What are the significant features 
of a sign, and how can signs be classified? 
What is the relation of sign inflexion to 
spoken Swedish? How does Signed Swed
ish work in practice?

A writing system is also introduced 
here, making it possible to note down 
signs according to their own structure and 
without reference to Swedish writing.

Sign languages adapted to spoken lan
guages have also been developed in coun
tries other than Sweden. Therefore the 
description of the analysis and the results 
of the research project which is reported 
on in this monograph should be of gen
eral interest and may easily be applied to 
other sign languages.


